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POLAR EYDROGEN SCATTE~ING FACTORS 

IN 

X-RAY DIF='RAC'!.'ION ANALYSIS 

Arthur Jules Olsoh 

ABSTRACT 

The feasibility of applying a polar model of bonded hydrogen 

~lectron density to x-ray diffraction analysis has been demon-

strated. The modifications needed to accomodate the associated 

complex scattering factors in the least squares calculation have 

been described and have been shown to be readily incorporated 

into the standard crystallographic structure refinement program. 

Polar hydrogen scattering factors developed from the H
2 

molecule 

by Stewart, Davidson, and Simpson have been applied to x-ray data 

from decaborane (B
10

H
14

> and sucrose <c
12

H
22

o
22

>. This applica

tion has yielded improvements over the spherical hydrogen model 

in the derived B-H, C-H, and 0-H bond lengths as judged by com-

parison to the corresponding distances determined by neutron dif-

' fraction studies of the same molecules. The improvements have 

not been uniform between the different bonding types. Using this 

polar hydrogen model in x-ray refiner.1ents, mean deviations from 

0 0 

the neutron bond lengths for B-!-I, C-H, and 0-!-I are O.Ol9A, 0.043A, 

0 

and 0.079A respectively. The thermal para~eters resulting from 

the various x-ray refinements also indicate varying applicability 

vii 



of the polar model of Stewart et. al. For hydrogens terminally 

bonded to boron or carbon, the H
2 

based model seems to underes

timate the degree of contraction of electro3 density about the 

proton that takes place on bond formation.. For those hydrogens 

bound to oxygen, the amount of contraction seems to be approxi

mated properly by the polar model used. The need is recognized 

for improved polar hydrogen scattering factors that are dependent 

upon the atom types to which the hydrogens are bound. 

An ab initio method of modeling bond specific hydrogen elec

tron density and producing polar hydrogen x-ray scattering factors 

has been described. Calculations involving several different 

wavefunction representations of the water molecule have been car

ried out using a variety of computational parameters. Computer 

programs have been developed and reported for: 1) the calculation 

and manipulation of Gaussian and Slater based electron density 

functions; 2) the analytical fourier inversion of a general and 

cylindrically symmetric Gaussian based elect~on density distri

bution; 3) the numerical fourier inversion of a cylindrically 

symmetric table of electron density values. In the methods out

lined, computational parameters and choices have been selected 

and reported for use in the defined procedures. Also, certain 

minimum criteria for the selection of wavefunctions have been es-

tablished. A summary of calculations has been reported and their 

results have been compared among themselves and with x-ray and 

neutron data on sucrose, descriptive of the 0-H bond. The scat

tering factors that have been produced indicate neither complete 

success nor complete failure of the method. Although a definitive 

viii 
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oxygen-bound polar hydrogen scattering factor table has not been 

produced, aspects. of the scattering model have been improved over 

the H
2 

based table. The best table, generated from an extended 

Gaussian molecular water wavefunction and a mntching masking func-

tion representing the oxygen density, gives 0-H x-ray bond lengths 

0 

on the average only O.OOSA shorter than the corresponding neutron 

derived values. The thermal parameters from this trial table are 

02 
on the average 0.48A larger than the corresponding neutron values. 

The latter discrepancy can probably be explained by the failure of 

the model to account for the additional diffuse character of the 

bonded hydrogen electron charge distribution imparted by the ex-

istence of intra- and inter-mole~ular hydrog~n oonds in sucrose. 
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CHAPTER 1 
li. 

THE POLAR HYDROGEN ~10DEL 

IN 

X-P~Y CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC LEAS? SQUARES 



The Polar Hydrogen Model in X-ray Crystallographic Least Squares 

I. Introduction I 

The standard scattering model used in x-ray diffraction as-

sumes a spherical distribution of electrons about each of the at-

omic nuclei in a structure. Bonded hydrogen, with its single el-

ectron is poorly described by this model. This work is an ex-

ploration of non-spherical representations of bonded hydrogen el-

ectron density and their application to the crystallographic least 

squares procedure. 

The elastic scattering amplitude along a direction character-

ized by a scattering vector h for an electron distribution is 

given by the fourier transform of the electron density function, 

p (E_) • 

f(h) J P(£) exp(2Tii£·~) dV r v 
r 

(1) 

For a point electron distribution (o density function), the amp-

litude is independent of the scattering angle. It depends only 

on the number of electrons at the point. For a spherically sym-

metric distribution, the scattering is a function of the scat-

tering angle. The customary model of a spherical atom is rep-

resented by this type of form factor. For an axially symmetric 

charge distribution, the scattering amplitude is a complex quant-

ity that is both a function of the magnitude of the scattering 

vector and the angle between it and the symmetry axis. In the 

ca~ of the polar hydrogen atom, this axis is determined by the 

bond direction (Figure 1). 

2 

.~ 

. :.) 

. ~-
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Figure 1. 

Scattering from a Cylindrically Symmetric Electron Distribution 

., 
Here, the scattering is both a function of the magnitude of 

i ' 
the scattering vector: 

2sin8/A 

and the angle between the scattering vector and the symmetry axis, 

lj!. 

'• 
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A crystal can be considered a three-dimensional regular lat-

tice of primitive units, each containing the same distribution of 

electrons. Coherent scattering from a lat~ice of this sort oc-

curs only_at discreet angles, and is a function of the various 

interplaner spacings which occur in the lattice. Considering the 

total electron density of a group of atoms or molecules in the 

primitive unit cell, the scattering amplitude due to a given set 

of planes, (h,k,.R.), is in general a complex quantity. 

J 
v 

xyz 

p(x,y,z) exp[2Tii(hx+ky+.R.z)] dV 
xyz 

(2) 

This quantity is termed the structure factor. The magnitudes of 

the structure· factors to within a scale factor can be obtained 

from the observed intensity of x-rays scattered from-those sets 

of planes in the crystal. The phases of the amplitudes, however, 

are lost in the experiment. If a model of the electron density 

in the unit cell is proposed consisting of discrete atom centers 

with each atom type characterized by its own scattering factor, 

f(~), a complex structure factor can be calculated for any given 

(h,k,.R.) set of planes and its magnitude compar~ii to the observed 

value for that reflection. 

Fhki = 
natoms 
L f. <h,k,.R.> 

j=l J 
exp[2ni(hx+ky+.R.z)] 

_Since the experimental scattering measurements are made on the 

(3) 

entire crystal, with a time-scale that is slow relative to inter-

nal thermal motion, these observations represent a temporal and 

5 
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spacial averaging of the electron density in a unit cell. The 

scattering factors must therefore be combined with an expression 

that accounts for this thermal smearing .of electron density. The 

isotropic temperature factor uses one parameter per atom and the 

anisotropic temperature factor six parameters per atom to describe 
·• . 

its thermal motion in the crystal. 

isotropic: exp[ (-B/4) (2 sin6/A) 2 } (4) 

anisotropic: 

2B. hka*b*+2B hta*c*+2B ktb*c*)J 
12 13. 23 

(5) 

Once an adequate parameter set is found, the difference be-

tween the magnitudes of the observed and calculated structure 

factors, the residual index, can be minimized by a least squares 

procedure. Since the dependence of the structure factor on the 

atomic parameters (positional and thermal) is not linear, the 

least squares process is iterative, and shifts in parameter val-

ues are calculated at each cycle. From these shifts, new trial 

parameters are produced and the calculation is repeated until 

convergence is obtained. In practice, a weighted residual factor 

is minimized, to take into account variations in the estimated 

standard deviations of the observed reflections. 

The size of the final discrepancy and the correctness of 
4 ..... 

the proposed structure are dependent upon several factors. The 

nature of ·the crystal and method of data collection are experi-

mental factors which influence the results. The nature.of the 
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scattering models and the methods of computation can also affect 

the results. The isolated ls hydrogen atom model for bonded elec-

tron density has been recognized for some time to be inadequate. 

Comparisons of structures solved with x-ray and those solved with 

neutron diffraction data show the hydrogen bond distances calcu

o l 
lated from the x-ray results to be short by an order of O.lA. 

These observations have also been verified with spectroscopic 

2 
results. Other indications of discrepency in the isolated ls 

hydrogen model have been noticed. Jensen and Sundaralingam
3 

looked at some refined x-ray structures containing hydrogen and 

plotted the isotropic temperature factors for the hydrogens 

against the isotropic temperature factors for the atoms to which 

the hydrogens were bound. They discovered the hydrogen thermal 

parameters to be lower than expected when compared to those of 

their bond mates. Extrapolation indicated that the hydrogen atom 

temperature parameters could be expected to become negative when 

the B values for the corresponding non-hydrogen atoms fell below 

02 
2.5A • A negative parameter is unrealistic in that it indicates 

that the actual atomic electron density must be less diffuse 

than the non-vibrating zero point density. The explanation for 

this apparent contrad.iction is that a refined temperature factor 

will try to compensate for errors in the electron density model 

by contracting or expanding the model to get the best fit to the 

data. Thus Jensen and Sundaralingam saw this trend as an indic-

ation of an improper hydrogen scattering factor. 

Stewart, Davidson, and Simpson
4 

(SDS) saw that the contrac-

tion of .electron density near the protons of mol~cular hydrogen 

7 
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~ould help explain the errors in refined th~rmal parameters of the 

isolated ls hydrogen model. They therefore set about to calculate 

a hydrogen atom scattering factor based upon the hydrogen molecule. 
I' 

Their calculations were based on an essentially exact wavefunction 

for H
2

• They calculated a molecular scattering factor. from the 

electron density of the molecule. They alsc derived an expression ' • It 

for an approximate molecular scattering, factor computed from the 

sum of two atomic density functions, each having the same shape. 

They then minimized the integral of the diffex-e11Ce of these two 

scattering factors through a variational procedure to optimize 

the atomic densities. Their results for a spherical atomic den-

sity function have improved refined hydrogen thermal parameters; 

and, have been in wide use since their publication. 

Stewart and co-workers realized that no spherical model for 

bonded hydrogen electron density could be entirely satisfactory, 

and so used their procedure to calculate a polar hydrogen scat-

tering·factor from the hydrogen molecule. It became of interest 

to us to test out these polar hydrogen scattering factors on ac-

curate x-ray data for structures which had also been solved with 

neutron diffraction data. 

II. Program Modifications 

The introduction of polar character to the _model of hydrogen 

electron density distribution requires modification of standard 

crystallographic least sq~ares refinement procedure. The use of 

such a model implies knowledge of the orientation of the elec-

tron density distribution in space. This orientation can be 
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described by the bond vector to the hydrogen atom. Both the mag-

nitude and the phase of the complex form factor, jfjexp(i~), are 

functions of the magnitude of the diffraction vector, jhj, and the 

angle between the bond vector and the diffraction vector, ~ . 

This calculation requires correct molecular topology and approx-

imately correct bond vectors, but these conditions are met in the 

usual procedures of refinement of structures. 

A description of the modifications that have been made to 

our standard least squares program ~n order to use a table of 

complex scattering factors as a function of !~land the angle be-

tween the bond and scattering vectors is given below. A flow 

chart summarizing these modifications is shown in Figure 2. 
·< 

1) A second label field was added to each atom parameter card 

set. This field is used only for atoms to be refined using 

the complex scattering factors. The fieid contains the label 

information duplicated from the first label field of the atom 

to which the polar atom is bonded. Care must be taken ·to in-

elude the parameters for atom pairs within the same bonding 

unit 

2) Initially and in each successive refinement cycle the bond 

vector to each polar atom in the asymmetric nnit is calcu-

lated. This is accomplished by matching the second label 

fields of the polar atoms to the first label fields of the 

general atom set and calculating the diffarence between the· 

new positional parameters of .the correctly matched pairs. 

A check is made at this point on the distance between the 

9 
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Figure 2. 

Least Squares Progra;n z.todifications for Polar Scattering Factors 

.• 

I . 
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two atoms forming the bond. If the distance is greater than 

a set value, an error flag is written. 

3) For each diffraction datum, hk~, the angle, ~, between that 

diffraction vector and each polar hydrosen bond vector in the 

' primitive unit cell (or half in the centric case) is calcu-

lated. Since the intervector angle is changed by rotation 

or reflection of the atom positions (or the equivalent !!_ 

manipulation), calculation of~ confined to the asymmetric 

unit. would yield incorrect scattering factors for atoms re-

lated by such symmetry. The inversion operation results in 

an intervector angular value of (TI-~) for the center related 

atom vector, and therefore yields the complex conjugate of 

the original scattering factor. Thus an economy of calcu-

lation is obtained in the centric space groups by calculat-

ing ~ for half the primitive unit. ~ is calculated from the 

dot product of the bond and scattering vector for each such 

polar atom. 

~. = arccos[(h.t.x.+k.t.y.+£.t.z.)/(D.2sin8/I.)J 
1 J 1 J 1 J 1 1 

( 6) 

':r 

where h.,k.,£. are the indices of the jth symmetry 
J J J 

transformation of the diffraction plane (hk£) 

t.x.,t.y. ,t.z. are the differences in fractional 
1 1 1 

co-ordinates of the x, y, and z positional 

parameters of the ith atom and the atom to 

which it is bound. 

D. is the bond distance to the ith atom 
1 

12 

·. 
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4) Once \jJ is calculated for a given ·atom, (hkt) ·' and symmetry 

transformation, the complex scattering factor is obtained by 

a combination of table look-up, analytical fit, and interpol-

ation of the given two dimensional table. A description of 
.. 

the procedure used is included in Appendix A. Since the table 

. " need go only from 0° to goo in 1/J, apart from the sign of the 

phase shift, the proper quadrant of \jJ is flagged by a sign 

term: 

\jJ~goo sign -1 \jJ>goo sign = l ( 7) 

The SDS table is listed as a function of the angle between the 

bond vector and the diffraction plane, designated nere as 

\jJ'. Therefore the \jJ as calculated is shifted by goo. 

\jJ' = sign· (\jJ-(TI/2)) (8) 

As was mentioned in relation to the center of symmetry, the 

scattering factor resulting from the supplement of an inter-

vector angle is the complex conjugate of that resulting from 

the angle itself. Thus, the sign term is carried along to 

indicate the sign of the phase of the scattering factor. 

5) Once the two components of the scattering factor, jfj and <I>, 

are extracted from the table, they must be incorporated into 

the running sum for the structure factor of the current hk£ 

datum. The structure of the program is sucn that jfj of a 

polar atom can be treated just as the real f of a spherical 

atom if the phase shift, <I>, is added with its associated sign 

to the argument 2n(hx+ky+£z), and the economy of retaining only 

real terms for half the atoms in the centric case is realized. 



14 

The argument is now 1r1r i tten: 

arg = 2rr(hx+ky+lz)+sign·~ (9) 

with the sign as determined in (7). For the centric case, 

the sum 

cos(arg) + cos(-arg) = 2cos(arg) (10) 

is made for each center related pair of atoms. Since the 

center related polar atoms have the complex conjugate scat-

tering factor, lflexp(-i<!>), the change in the sign of the 

argument is compatible with the change in the scattering 

factor, and no additional manipulation is necessary. 

6) The subsequent least squares procedure remains unmodified 

with the acknowledgement of a diagonal approximation in the 

calculation of the normal matrix. For the sake of simplifi-

cation of computation, the dependence of dF/dx on df/dx is 

neglected. This approximation is justified· by the fact that 

these terms are very small when the polar hydrogen scatter-

ing factors are introduced after convergence with the spher-

ical model, because at this point, the direction of the bond 

does not change appreciably. It should be noted that succes-

sive cycles of refinement do use the most recent values of 
··. 
' 

the positional parameters in calculating the complex scatter-
- i. 

ing factors. 

An additional modification to the least squares procedure 

is worth noting at this point, the bitropic temperature factor. 

The standard options for describing the time averaged thermal 

motion of atoms in a crystal structure are the isotropic and 

anisotropic temperature factor. expressions (equa·tions (4) and (5) 
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respectively). The single parameter isotropic temperature factor 

is highly restricted in its ability to describe the thermal vib-

rations of an atom in a molecule, since it is at best an average 

·. of such motion in all directions. On the other hand, the aniso-

tropic temperature factor expression requires six parameters to 

describe the magnitudes of the three principle axes of vibration 

and their orientation in space. This description, in general, 

over taxes the information content of the x-ray scattering con-

tribution from the hydrogen electron density. Thus, an appro-

priate compromise would seem to be a descrip~ion of vibrational 

motion perpendicular to, and parallel with the H-X bond vector, 

similar to the spectroscopic analysis of bond stretching and bend-

ing of termanaly bonded atoms. Since this type of description 

uses the bond vector to the hydrogen as an or~entation landmark, 

many of the same modifications to least squares made for the 

polar hydrogen also serve the bitropic option. 

The expression within the parentheses of the anisotropic 

temperature factor in equation {5) can be;written as the vector 

dot product: 

{11) 

where B is the symmetric 3x3 matrix containing 

the 6 anisotropic temperature parameters 

.• -

Since the dot product of two vectors is independant of coordinate 

system, we can choose an individual coordinate system for each 

atom such that one axis, w, lies along the bond, and a perpen-

dicular axis, u, lies in the plane of the·diffraction vector and 



the bond axis. A third axis, v, can be for~ed a~ the cross prod

uct wxu. If we constrain the principal axes of thermal motion 

to coincide with this coordinate system, the matrix ~· becomes 

diagonal. Furthermore, if we set the motion pe~pendicular to the 

bond to be the same in all directions, the matrix ~· takes the 

form: 

~· (12) 

A two parameter, or bitropic, temperature factor is formed using 

this matrix. In this coordinate system: 

Thus: 

and 

h = 1.£1 (siniJ! u+ 0 v+ cosiJ! w) 

. where 1J! is the angle between the bond and diffraction 

vector. 

(13) 

u, v, w are unit vectors along the bond based co

ordinates u, v, and w respectively. 

Bl 

B'h = 0 

0 

0 0 siniJ! 

o I !!.I (14) 

cosiJ!. 

(15) 

16 
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Since 1~1 is equal to 2sin8/A, the bitropic temperature factor 

expression becomes: 

(16) 

This thermal parameter option is easily adapted to the least 

squar~s procedure. By substituting B
1 

for a
11 

3nd B
2 

for B
22 

in the anisotropic thermal parameter input anJ using a
33 

equal 

to zero as an indicator for the bitropic, no other input modifi-

. cations are necessary. Incorporation of expression (16) into the 

structure factor calculation,- is direct, since ·!JJ has already been 

calculated for the polar atoms. The derivative calculations 

djFj/dB
1 

and djFj/dB
2 

add the terms: 

-(sin8/A) 2 sin 2~ and -(sin8/A) 2 cos 2~ respectively~ 

For reasons identical to thos·e for the polar scattering factor 

case, d~/dx is neglected in the derivative calculation. The 

~~s are, of course, re-calculated from the new p0sitional param-

eters at the end of each cycle. As described, the bitropic temp-

erature factor option is only available for atoms which are de-

scribed by polar scattering factors. To make this option general 

would require. only minor modifications in the atomic parameter 

input. 

III. Least Squares Refinement 

In order to test the SDS polar hydrogen scattering factors, 

it was necessary to acquire data from systems for which hydrogen 

electron density could be relatively well cha~·acterized. Several 

17 



criteria were considered in the search for such systems. First, 

it was required that the hydrogen contribution to the electron 

densitybe a significant fraction of the total (>10%). The larger 

the hydrogen contribution to the x-ray sca·:·.tering, the more dis-

tinct the differences in structure refinements that are carried 

out with different scattering factor models for hydrogen. The 

second requirement was that the number of crystallographically 

independent hydrogen atoms in the structure rEpresent a large 

enough sampling to allow for meaningful statistical comparisons. 

Next, the required data should reflect a stable structure with 

low thermal vibration. Lastly, neutron diffraction data taken on 

the same system in a comparable manner had also to be available 

to allow for comparisons with accurate hydrogen parameters. 

The two systems chosen for this study were decaborane (B
10

H
14

> 

a. Decaborane 

In 1950 Kasper, Lucht, and Harker 5 (KLH) determined the 

structure of decaborane from x-ray diffraction d~.ta. The space 

group was found to be C2/a with eight molecules in a unit cell 

of the following dimensions: 
0 0 0 

a = 14.45 A b = 20.88 A c = 5.68 A y = 90.0° 

The crystals from which data were collected showed lack of long 

range order in the b direction, and the structure was solved on 

the basis of a disordered model with a smaller cell, a'=a/2, 

b'=b/2, c'=c. The space group assumed was Pnnm. The decaborane 

molecule was found to lie on a·two-fold crysta~lographic axis 

18 
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Figure 3. 

The Decaborane Molecule 

Conformation and labeling of one of the crystallographically 

independent half-molecules. Also shown is its two-fold gener

ated counterpart. The other i!ndependent half molecule has the 

same conformation. Elipsoids on all a_toms have been scaled to 

represent 50% probability contours of the thermal motion . 
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(see figure 3). 

In 1968 Tippe and Hamilton6 (TH) completed a three-dimensional 

neutron diffraction study on an ordered crystal of deuterated 

11 2 
decaborane ( s 10 H

14
> at -160°C. They reported a crystal struc-

ture essentially consistent with that of KLH. However, because 

of various misstatements and misinterpretations in the TH paper, 

and to insure consistency in later comparisons, we re-refined the 

structure from the reported structure factor table. TH had re-

ported the unit cell in the doubly primitive monoclinic space group . 

C2/a, the monoclinic axis being along c. Through oversight they 

designated 8 as the monoclinic angle equal to 90.1°. Since C2/a 

has 8 general positions and density calculations are reasonable 

for 8 molecules per unit cell (as was found by KLH), one molecule 

is expected per asymmetric unit. The parameters for only half 

a molecule were listed and refined in their study. Although it 

is not stated in the paper, TH used the coordinate transformation 
·~ 

of KLH representing the pseudo glide plane in the ordered struc-

ture to generate the other independent half molecule. Also, since 

the hydrogen positions in decaborane were not 100% deuterated, TH 

allowed all seven hydrogen atomic scattering amplitudes to vary 

in two cycles of refinement in order to determine the hydrogen-

deuterium distribution. Two pairs of hydrogens in the decaborane 

half-molecule are chemically identical. AllO\'Iing the deuterium 

occupation of these paired site~.:; to vary independently .seemed un"'" 

reasonable to us. 

The 1333 structure factor data reported in the TH paper were 

transcribed for our refinement procedure, converting the F2 

obs 



into F b . 
0 s 

Initially unit weights were assigned to all reflec-

tions. Wilson
7 

statistics were run on the data using the cell 

dimensions reported in the paper but switching the monoclinic 

angle to be y. 
0 

a = 14.23 A (1 = goo 

0 

b = 20.26 A B 90° 

0 

c = 5.62 A y = 90.1° 

0 

The neutron wavelength reported was 1.073 A. The 
11a scattering 

factor was taken as the refined value reported in the paper, 

0.64xlo-12 
em. The three independent hydrogen atoms were repre-

sented by the refined scattering factors reflec~ing isotopic com-

position at each s,ite as reported. The two pdirs of chemically 

equivalent hydrogens were given scattering factors that are the 

average of the two independently refined valaes. 

01, 04 0.411 

02 0.502 

03 0.394 

05 0.575 

06, 07 0.345 

-12 
xlO em 

The overall temperature factor calculated from the Wilson plot 

0 

was 1.012 A. In the least squares refinement 2:w( IF I-IF I) 2 was 
0 c 

minimized, where IF I and IF I are the magnitudes of the observed 
0 c 

and calculated structure factors, respectively, and w is the 

weighting factor equal to l/a2 (F ). Starting with the TH pos
o 

itional parameters for the decaborane half-molecule we used 

the transformation, 1/4 - x, l/4 + y, l/2 + z, to generate the 

positional parameters for the other independent half-molecule. 

. 22 
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These parameters were refined a-long with,the isotropic thermal 

parameters and a scale factor. Haintaining unit weights, five 

cycles of least squares refinement brought the weighted and un-

weighted residual indices, R2 and Rl, to 0.0865 and 0.0823 respec-

tively. The residual indices are defined as follows: 

The boron thermal description was then allowed to become anise-

tropic and five more cycles of refinement were run. The residual 

indices became 0.0768 for R2 and .0.0735 for Rl. Six cycles with 

all atoms anisotropic then brought the R2 and Rl values to 0.0566 

and 0.0487, respectively. The standard deviation of an observa~ 

tion of unit weight, S, was 0. 536 at this point. The definition 

of S is as follows: 

S = v'Ew(M) 2 /(N -N ) 
0 p 

N is the number of independent obser
o 

vat ions 

N is the number of variable parameters 
p 

Weights were then assigned by dividing the data into intensity 

classes and plotting these ranges versus the root mean squared 

deviation of the observed from calculated structure factors in 

each of the classes. The resulting plot showed two trends, a 

decrease in the root mean squared deviation up to F equal to 9, 
. 0 

and an increase from there onward. Each region was fit with a 

least squares straight line. The following weighting scheme re-

sulted: 

23 
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A final three cycles of anisotropic refinemen~ using the weighted 

data gave R2 = 0.0527 and Rl = 0.0483. ~he standard devia-

tion of an observation of unit weight increased to 1.191. 

In 1971 Brill, Dietrich and Dierks
8 

(BCD) reported a low 

temperature (-160°C) x-ray diffraction study on a decaborane 

crystal from the same batch as that studied by TH. The purpose 

of these measurements was to provide a complementary set of data 

to the neutron diffraction study of TH in order to study the dis-

tribution of bonding electrons in decaborane. Thus, the data 

they presented afforded an ideal opportunity to study the effects 

of parallel refinements of the x-ray structure using different 

hydrogen scattering models by comparison with the accurate pos-

itional and thermal parameters and derived distances from the 

comparable neutron study. The cell dimensions reported by BDD 

are: 

0 0 0 

a = 14.32 A, b = 20.36 A, c = 5.62 A~ y = 90.06° 

The 1510 independent structure factor data listed in the pa-

per were transcribed for subsequent refinement procedures. A 

Wilson plot was calculated using the boron x-ray scattering fac-

. 9 
tors of Doyle and Turner · and the SDS spherical hydrogen scat-

0 

tering factors .. The x-ray wavelength used was l.54051A(Cu Ka
1

) 

as reported by BDD. Using unit weights, an lnitial overall temp- -. 
0 

erature parameter of 1.446 A2 determined from the Wilson plot, 

and the same starting positional parameters as the neutron re-

finement, five cycles of least squares w~re run. Rl and R2 

dropped from 0.2333 and 0.2377 to 0.0563 and 0.0535 respectively. 
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A summary of the decaborane x-ray refin~ents undertaken is given 

in Table 1. After the boron atoms were allowed to refine with 

anisotropic thermal parameters (refinement IIa} a weighting scheme 

was developed for the data in a manner similar to that described 

for the neutron data. The assignment of weights is as follows: 

w = 1/(0.0lSBIF 1+0.13616) for 
0 

w = l/(0.54242-0.02985jF
0

j) for 

IFOL~B.9 

IF 1<8.9 
0 

Three cycles of refinement (lib) indicated that the stronger re-

flections were being overweighted so O(F 2
) was increased to 

0 

[O(F 2 ) + (pF 2 ) 2 ] 1/ 2 , where p was given a value of·0.06 (refine-
o 0 

ment IIc). Concurrent with the refinements using the spherical 

hydrogen scattering factors, two parallel series of refinements 

were run using the SDS pol~r hydrogen scattering factors. One 

(series III) used the polar model only on the terminally bonded 

hydrogen atoms. The other refinement (series IV) used the polar 

scattering factors on both the terminal and the bridging hydrogens. 

In order to accomodate the two bonds of the bridge, those hydro-

gens involved were treated as two half-ato!'!ls each bonded to only 

one of the borons, but both constrained to have the same positional 

and thermal parameters. The starting parameters for both series 

III and series IV were taken from the results of the isotropic 

boron refinement, I. After three cycles of unit weighted refine-

ment for each series (lila and IVa) the sa:ne weighting scheme 

and p factor as used for the spherical hydrogen refinement were 

applied and three more least squares cycles for each were run 

(IIIb and IVb) . 

The positional and thermal parameters resulting from the 

25 



Table l. 

Decaborane X-ray Refinement Summary 

Series No. of Weightsb Cycles 
·. c 

Bridging Rld e 
R2 sf Borons Terminal Rl(O wt) Largest 

Data a Hydrogens Hydrogens jshift/ESDj 

I 1510 unit 5 iso iso, s iso, s .0563 .0563 .0535 .543 .0059 

rra 1318 unit 3 ani so iso, s iso, s .0431 .0517 .0453 .503 .0150 

IIb 1323 A 3 ani so iso, s iso, s .0427 .0510 .0509 1.409 .0243 

Ire 1318 A, p=.06 4 ani so iso, s iso, s .0427 .0510 .0566 1.058 .0042 

III a 1318 unit 3 ani so iso, p iso, s .0448 .0534 .0470 .523 .lOll 

IIIb 1319 A, p=.06 3 ani so iso, p iso, s .0443 .0525 .0586 1.096 .0245 

IVa 1318 unit 3 ani so iso, p iso, p .0449 .0536 .0470 .522 .1034 

IVb 1319 A, p=_. 06 3 ani so iso, p iso, p .0444 .0527 .0588 1.098 .0320 

(a) The number of da::a given non-zero we.i_ghts. 

(b) A ::::-efers to the applied weighting scheme outlined in the text. 

(c) iso = isotropic thermal description used 
anise = anisotropic thermal description used 
s = spherical hydrogen model used 
p = polar hydrogen model used 

(d) For definitions of Rl and R2 see text. 

(e) Rl including those data given zero weight 

(f) Standard deviation of an observation of 
unit weight. For definition see text. 

..... ·----- --'.,--.-· 
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spherical hydrogen refinement (series II) and the all polar hyd-

rogen refinement (series IV) are listed along with those of the 

neutron refinement in Table 2. The parameters resulting fran the 

mixed model refinement (series III) were essentially the same as 

the corresponding para!lleters in the spherical refinement for the 

bridging hydrogens and in the all polar refinement for the termi-

nally bonded hydrogens. The boron parameters are for all .'!?ur-

poses unvarying between the three x-ray refinements. Moreover, 

the boron x-ray parameters are in almost all cases the same as 

the neutron parameters to within 20( )'where o( )=(o2 +o 2
) 

1
/

2
• x+n· . x+n x n 

Thus, alL significant differences in the hydrogen parameters be-

tween the x-ray refinements can be taken as the result of chang-

ing the scattering model of the hydrogen atons. The deviations 

from the neutron hydrogen positional parameters must also reflect 

the degree to which the scattering models fail to represent the 

hydrogen electron density about the true nuclear position. Table 

2 shows that, on the whole, the positional parameters derived 

from the polar hydrogen refinements are in better agreement with 

the neutron parameters than are those obtained from the spherical 

model. 

The listing of B-H bond lengths presented in Table 3 allows 

an easier comparison of the deviations from the neutron values. 

It can be seen that in all cases the bond distances resulting 

from refinement with the polar hydrogen scattering factors are 

closer to the neutron values than are those from the spherical 

hydrogen refinement. In fact, in alnost all cases the polar 

model brings the x-ray B-H distance to within 20( ) of 'the x+n 

I I 
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Tc::ble 2. 

I:IECABI'JRANF POSfTIO"'IIL PARA,..ElER CC'lPAR I SON BQPQI\jS 

DATA/ ATO"' X y z. 
OEfJNEME~T ·; 

•:.-

"' 8 I 11 .03341 2, .3?.16 I II .~0041 41 
XIS 8 I 11 .03351 11 .33191 11 ~00<)0( ll 
X/P IHll .03351 ll .33l'll 11 • C.Oil 1( ll 

N 8121 .099 31 21 • 273& I 11 .17211 '>I 
XIS Bill .099 41 l I .27401 11 • 172M 31 
X/P 8121 .09941 11 .2740.1 11 .17~6 I :II 

N P.l31 .11891 21 • 21e 51 11 -.13101 41 
XIS 8(3) .l186( 11 .27671 11 -.13011 31 
XIP !1131 .11861 11 • 27f71 ll -.1300( ~~ 

~ Ill 4, .09811 21 .2CCl I 1 , .0007 I 41 
XIS 1\14) .091!21 11 .1'7991 11 .t)Jl'JC 21 
X/D 8141 .• 0982( 11 .1999 ( 11 .OC'lOI 31 

N 815 I .020 2( 2' .zoeec ll .23941 41 
XIS !'151 .020\1 lt • 208 7( l) .2«03( 21 
X/P Bl 51 .020 ll 11 • 2087 I \1 .24021 31 

N 8*111 .2156( 21 1.0816 I 11 .50461 41 
XIS 8*1 II .21561 l) 1.0818( l) .5050( 21 
X/P R*l11 .2151>( ll 1.08181 11 • 50501 31 

N 8*121 • 150 3( 21 1. :12~ 1( 11 .6"172( 41 
XIS 8•12 1 .15021 11 1.02321 11 .1>7711 31 
X/P B•l 21 • 15021 11 1.02321 11 .6771 I 31 

N 8*131 .1309( 21 1.02771 ll .37301 41 
XIS 8*( 31 • 1307( 11 1.02791 

1 ' 
.37361 31 

X/P 8*131 .1307( 11 1.02791 11 • 37371 31 

N 8*( 41 • 15271 21 .94<;5( il .SOH I '•I 
XIS 8"14) .152 51 11 .94931 11 • 504ll 21 
X/P 8*141 .1525( 11 .9493 I 11 .50431 31 

.., e•t51 .230 5( 21 .'i5871 11 • 71o3H 41 
XIS 8•151 .23011 ll .95851 lt • 743Cf l 31 
X/P 8*151 • 230 l( ll .c;5e51 11 .7438( 31 

' . 
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"!'able 2. (continu'ed) 

OEO!lO<IANE PaS:TIONAL P~~A~ETER CCMFAPISO~ HYCROGF.NS 

['l,t\T/JI ATf':li X y l 
i ... REFINEMENT. 

N Dill .C44'tl 31 .3391, ( 21 - .00~81 Rl 
XIS Dl 11 .Oit4Jilll • 3A4l I I!) -.o 11"' 251 
XIP 0111 .0451)( 111 • 3ee~tl 81 - .• 01251271 

N 0121 .15<: )i )) .1.'!821 21 .30871 61 
XIS C!Zl .15281101 .2Ft> 71 71 • 2.:; 7tl 2111 
X/P 0121 .15721111 .2'176 ( 7) .30731301 

N 0(31 .11157( 31 .294!;( 21 -.2370( ~I 
XIS 0131 .17911101 .2930( 71 -.223<'~ I 281 
XIP 0131 .tR421 111. .2940( 81 -.237ll301 

N 0(4) .15751 31 .15<;31 .21 -.004d( !II 
XIS 0141 .1<;031 lll .16351 81 -.0059i251 
XIP 0141 .154!11lU .11>051 81 -.OOf2( 261 

N 0(51 .03661 21 .11481 lt .• 40h31 51 
XIS 0'151 .03491101 .1771 ( 71 .3940(291 
XIP 0( 51 • 03591 111 .1745 I ., .4052Ull 

N 01!>1 .044'H 31 -31081 21 -.22261 71 
XIS 01 6i .047311ll .311 '>I 81 -.20641301 
XIP Olb I .1)45'\lttl -~1?21 '!I -. 7. !t>"l :!?1 

N 0171 • 08951 31 .22101 21 -.2228 ( 71 
XIS 0171 .089b( 11 l .2221,( 81 -.20011 HI 
XIP 0(71 .0883(111 .2213( 81 -.21781~21 

N 0*111 .20421 31 1.13911 21 • 50111 81 
XIS 0*111 .20291111 1.133~( 81 .4996(251 
XIP 0*111 .20201 111 1.13801 91 .49921261 

N 0•121 .0904.1 31 1.0368( 21 .8 129 I 61 
XIS 0*121 .09571 11 I 1.•)]5~1 et • R04 H 31) 
XIP 0•121 .09131111 1.031:41 81 .814el 321 

~ 0*131 .0637( 31 1.04~2( 21 • 26471 81 
XIS 0•131 .Ot>9RI 111 1.04211 81 .27731301 
XIP 0•131 • 06441 11) 1.04331 81 .l69JI311 

N 0•141 .09 37 I 31 .908'! ( 21 .49651 81 
XIS 0<1<1 41 • O«l'l51lll .9134( 81 .4'l~71.l61 
X/P O*!'d .•J9541 121 .91051 <;I •. 49!10( 271 

N o•l51 .21431· 21 • 92:.s 1 11 .•HOt I 51 
XIS 0*151 .21521101 o92C:!l( 71 .!19711 281 
XIP 0•151 .21411101 .9243( 71 .90861291 

1'4 (1*(61 .?Oltil 31 1.0t>l31 21 • 2f'2t>l 71 
XIS (1)161 .2007!111 1.0619 I Bl .300'11311 
XIP 0*1">1 .20251121 l.Ob2f:l 61 .291!>1321 

N 0*171 .16181 31 .9706 I Zl .2Blll 71 
XIS D•i 71 .1591:!1 lll .972'31 81 .301)41311 
Xlr< 0*171 .tt>121111 .9713( Ill .2C:C'11:!21 



"ra0le 

OFCAB:JP.A'!F THEPI'.Al PAUMETER COMPARISON -- 80RONS 

naTa/ AT0'4 8 OR 811 822 833 
P.EF!NEMF.•IT 

N PIll 1.261101 l. 0 51 71 1. 301 7l 
XIS Bill 1.33! 61 1.:!31 51 1. 371 61 
X/P Ill lJ t. 321 61 1.221 61 I .361 61 

N 11121 ,qr, I 91 1.301 71 .• 'l'51 71 
X/5 i>l21 1. ll I !\I 1.181 51 1.321 61 
X/1> 11121 1.0'11 51 1.17! t>l 1. 301 6) 

" 6131 1.171111 1.661 81 1.191 71 
XIS Sill lol71 51 "1.4'll 51 1· lt41 61 
X/P e 01 1.151 '5 J 1.471 61 1-421 61 

N !1(41 1.0411'11 1. ''~I 81 lo 151 71 
XIS A 141 l,lltf 51 1-~21 51 1.421 61 
X/P e I'•' l ~ 13! ~I 1.311 61 1. 411 r, I 

N 81'11 1.161 91 loll( 61 ,871 61 
XIS 8151 t. 2 l( 51 1. 101 51 1.231 61 
X/P 8151 1.1'11 51 1.0'11 51 1o Z21 bl 

N S•C11 1.151101 1. H:l 71 1.! 8 I 7 I 
XIS 1'•111 1.21 I 51 1. 1'll 51 1.541 61 
X/P II• Ill 1.201 61 1.171 61 1 .531 61 

"' 8•121 .94110 I 1.331 71 ,C:b( 71 
XIS B•IZI 1. 161 51 1.211 ~~ 1.321 61 
X/P 8•121 1.141 51 1. 201 61 1.311 61 

N 80131 io071101 1.681 'II .99 I 71 
XIS B•lll 1. 1 'l ( o;l 1. 34( 51 1o 5l( 6) 
X/P B• 131 1.1~( 51 1.321 51 1. 51 I 61 

N ~·i41 1.0"1 10 I 1. zq' 71 l. 08( 71 
XI~ 8•14' loll!( 51 1.241 5) 1o4ll 61 
X/P e .. ,,., i. 171 51 l.-221 61 1.401 hi 

N B• I 51 1.211101 1.09i 61 .821 61 
XIS 8•'151 1. 161 51 1.181 51 1.371 61 
X/P 8•151 1 .141 51 1.17( 51 lo 3t>l bl 

2. (cont:i.nucd) 

812 Bl3 

-.031 ?I -.041 71 
-.15 I <tl -. 021 41 
-.151 41 -.ci?t 41 

.031 ·r; -. 2J I 61 
-,081 41 -.0'11 41 
-.0111 41 -.0~1 41 

-.ubI 8 I .-J 3 I 71 
-.23 I 41 ,QOI 41 
-.231 It) ,l)•l( 41 

.27( 71 .041 71 
-.061 41 -.021 41 
-,0'> I 41 -.031 41 

.I'll 71 .Q II 61 
-.oz 1 41 -.ool 4, 
-. C21 41 -.011 41 

.n1 11 -. IR I 71 
-.OS I 41 -. 001 41 
-.051 41 .001 41 

• 0!>1 71 .171 1;1 
-,1)91 41 .021 41 
-.091 41 .oz ( 4 J 

.34 I 7 J -. lql ., 
-.o•1 41 -.001 41 
-. 041 41 • Olll ~I 

-. 01 ( 71 -.011 b I 
-.131 ~~ ,011 41 
-.13 ( 41 .o 11 41 

• 0'1( 71 • 011 bl 
-.UI 41 .osl 41 
-.22 I 41 .051 iol 

62J 

,.181 "I 
,05( 41 
,tJSI 4) 

-.ll~( ~i 

-.ubi 41 
-.ObI 41 

.111 I>) 

-.00! 41 
-.()11 41 

-,lc. I b I 
-. 161 4) 
-.11>1 <tl 

• 131 51 
,\J II 41 
.02 ( 4) 

.n! ol 
,:)1 I 4' 
• J1 I 41 

-.141 fd 
-,llBI 41 
-.061 4 J 

-. 02( 61 

.011 "' 
,1)1 ( 41 

- .1" I ~) 
-.0~( :.) 
- .. .)~~ 4' 

ol2 ( 51 
.:)31 /ol 
.04 I 41 

... 

w 
0 



Table 2. (continued) 
OECAA~~•NE T~FP~Al ~A~A~ETER COMPARISON -- HYD~OGENS 

DATA/ ATOH B OR B ll 822 633 812 813 623 
,_EFINEHf"'T 

., Dill 2.1t2( 21)f 1. 121 121 2.P61151 -.11olt31 .21> I l ~I .2Gif111 

XIS Dill 1.741331 
X/P Dill 1.1>413/ol 0 

N 0121 1.741141 2.511121 1.7GII 111 -. 1H121 -.461111 "-.21>1 91 

XIS 0121 lo53(l'll c 
X/P 0121 1.391 HI 

II 0( 31 1.481 !Gil 3.011171 2.Jll151 -,lololl61 .641151 .5fH 141 

XIS DOl 1.ool301 
X/P 0131 1.o;SLHI 0 
'I 0(4) 1.551181 lobed 131 2.451151 • 84( 141 , 29 ( 13 I -.)d(lll 

XIS 0(41 1. It '• I } II .J:~ 
X/P 0141 1.34( 371 

N 0 I ~I 2.hOII<tl 2.201101 1o6t)( Gil .361 tO I -.14i '11 • 4 d( a! ~ 
XIS 01 S.l 1.54( 7GII 
'f;/P n·c•H ·1.421301 

C· ., 0(61 1,2()( I'll 2.301151 1.041 131 -.031151 o0bll2) .2'H!2l 

X/~ [!('>I 2.o11n 1 
X/P 0('.>1 1.811331 

~-'iii\ 
'"-

r; 0171 1.£.511'11 1.8311'>1 .6'l( 131 -.051151 .141 lZI -.331111 0 Y.IS (J I 71 2.231341 
X/P. 0171 1.911341 

N oc- 1 11 .:!.04( 1111 1.2111ZI 2 .}51151 .211131 -.111141 .221111 -~ 

. xiS 0"'1 II 1.4713ll 
X/P o•lll 1.:l713ZI ·c .. 

'I 0•'21 1 ,51')( 14 I Z,lt31 1<:1 1.731111 , 7./ol Ill .66(l0) -.2'11 'li 

XIS O•IZl Z,C'll331 
X/P 0•121 t.dolnt 

.N 0•131 l. 3.., ( l Ill 2.e~1161 Z.tllll41 ,){;(151 -.64( IJI ,)7( lll 

X-.'S 0•13 I z.OII'lll 
X/P 0•131 1.n1331 

N 0•141 !.6)( 191 '· 9tl( 141 2.5011~1 -,67(141 .07 ( 141 -.2t.C111 

V.S 0•(41 1.00(331 
X/P 0•141 1.61)1341 

N 0•151 z.e.3Ctil 2.171101 1.1!31 9 I -,07( 101 • 03 ( 'll • 70( 81 

XIS 0•1 o;1 l.2'l(271 
X/P o•cs1 1.171281 

N O•l 61 1. 2GI( Zlll 2.0Sil51 1.0~ ll.H .101151 .o l I 121 .281 Ill 

XIS O•l"l 2.241J4l 
X/P o• 161 1.'121341 

N 0•17! l,t>OI i9 I 1.871141 ,83( 131 .231151 -.191121 -.Jlll11 

XIS o• 111 2.15Dll 
XIP o•t71 1.84( 341 

w 
I-' 
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Bond 

Bl-01 

B2-02 

B3-03 

B4-D4 

B5-05 

B*l-D*l 

B*2-0*2 

B*3-D*3 

B*4-0*4 

B*5-0*5 

(B-0) 
ave 

X 
n-x 

(t'?) 1/2 

Bl-06 

· B3-06 

B4-07 

B3-07 

B*l-0*6 

B*3-0*6 

B*4-D*7 

B*3-0*7 

(B-0) 
ave 

Table 3. 

Oecaborane Boron-Hydrogen Bond Distances 

Terminal Bonds 

Neutron 

. 1.181(4) 

1.185-(4) 

1.167(5) 

1.184(4) 

1.187 (3) 

1.176(4) 

1.177(4) 

1.177(5) 

1.183(5) 

1.189(4) 

1.181(7) 

X-ray Spherical 

l. 076 (.!. 7) 

1. 069 (15) 

l. 067 (15) 

1.052(16) 

l. 098 (16) 

1. 077 (16) 

l. 090 (16) 

1.068.(16) 

1.053(17) 

1. 097 (17) 

1. 075 (16) 

0.106 (16) 

0.107 

Bridging Bonds 

1.332(5) 

1.344(4) 

l. 331(4) 

1.341(5) 

1. 325 (4) 

1.339(6) 

1.329(4) 

1.342(5) 

1. 335 (7) 

1.247(17) 

1. 297 (16) 

1.267(17) 

1. 296 (16) 

1. 234 (17) 

1. 285 ( 16) 

l. 244 (17) 

1.271(16) 

1.268(24) 

o. 068 (18) 

0.010 

X-ray Polar 

1.165 ( 18) 

1.155(16) 

1.156(16) 

1.141(17) 

1.182(17) 

1.161 (17) 

1.176(17) 

1.160(17) 

1.137(18) 

1.181(16) 

1.161(15) 

0.019(15) 

0.024 

l. 294 (18) 

1. 346 (17) 

1.312(18) 

1. 341 (17) 

1.275(18) 

1. 330 (17) 

l. 287 (18) 

1.317(17) 

1.313(26) 

0.023(20) 

0.029 
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corresponding neutron value. The average and root mean squared 

deviations from the neutron bond lengths are also reported in 

Table 3. In general it can be .seen that the polar model has the 

effect· of lengthening the B-H bond relative to the spherical mo-

del. For terminally bonded hydrogens, the polar scattering fac-
0 

tors increased the bond length an average of 0.087 A with a var-

0 

iance of 0.003 A over the spherical form factor results. For the 
0 

bridging hydrogens, this increment is 0.045 A with a variance of 
0 

0.002 A. 

For .the sake of comparing the thermal parameters from the 

x-ray refinement with the neutron results, the anisotropic ther.,. 

mal parameters from the neutron refinement were converted to av-

erage isotropic parameters by the following equation: 

where the B. are the eigenvalues of the thermal parameter tensor. 
]_ 

A comparison of the thermal parameters from the various refine-

ments is. presented in Table 4. Two opposite effects can be seen 

in comparing the x-ray with the neutron results. For the termi-

nally bound hydrogens, the x-ray thermal parameters are consist-

~ntly lower in value than those from the neutron data. For the 

bridging hydrogens, the effect is just the reverse. An explan-

ation may lie in the fact that the electron density of a bridg-

ing hydrogen would be expected to be more diffuse than that for 

a terminal hydrogen. Thus, the hydrogen model derived from the 

H2 molecule might not be sufficiently contracted to accurately 

represent the hydrogen terminally bonded .. to boron, and yet may 

be too contracted to represent the more diffuse hydrogen electron 

33 



Atom Type 

Boron 

Terminal 
Hydrogen 

Bridging 
Hydrogen 

Table 4. 

Decaborane Thermal Parameter Summary 

Neutron X-ray Sph~rical 

B. B. "E (62) 112 
~so l.SO n-x 

1.15 (10) a 1.28(6) -.12(5) 0.13 

2.06(13) 1..66(26) .40(31) 0.50 

1.47(4) 2.17(8) -.71(11) 0.50 

x-ray Polar 

- "E (t?> 112 B. 
l.SO n-x 

1.26(6) -.11(4) 0.12 

1.52(22) . 54 (28) 0.60 

1.87(5) -.40(8) 0.29 

(a) Standard deviation as calculated from sample variance reported in parentheses for least sig
-nificant digit(s). 

·' 
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density that bridges two boron atoms. There is also a small but 

consistent difference between the results of the two x-ray refine-

ments. The polar refined thermal parameters are invariably of 

lower value than those refined with the spherical model. For 

02 
terminal hydrogens, the average difference is 0.13 A with a var-

o2 
iance of 0.04 A • For the bridging hydrogens, the average dif-

ference is 0.30 i 2 with a variance of o:o3 ~2 . Thus, the polar 

model acts as if it represents a slightly more diffuse electron 

distribution than the spherical model, even though they have both 

been derived from the same H
2 

molecular electron density. 

The decaborane molecule seemed to be well suited for a bi-

tropic thermal description of the terminally bonded hydrogens. 

The boron cage is roughly spherical and the terminal hydrogens 

project radially outward from the surface of this sphere. One 

would therefore expect the bending modes of the B-H bond to be 

approximately isotropic. This expectation is bon1e out by the 

refined neutron anisotropic thermal parameters for these hydro-

gens. As depicted by the thermal ellipsoid description of Figure 

1, all of the terminal hydrogens shown are represented by el:J.ips-

oids of approximately oblate spheroidal shape with the short axis 

along the bond. Thus, a preliminary refinement using bitropic 

thermal parameters on the terminal hydrogens was carried out with 

the unit weighted x-ray data, zero weighting jF
0

L:SP·07. There

sults after six cycles of refinement are shown in Table 5 along 

with the terminal hydrogen B. values de+ived from the neutron 
l. 

data. The results were disappointing. Two of the bitropic par-

ameters went negative; and, the resulting bending (B
1

) parameters 
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Atom 

Bl 

01 1.05 

02 1.24 

03 .75 

04 .64 

OS 1. 26 

0*1 1.13 

0*2 .87 

O*J .85 

0*4 1. 03 

0*5 1. 27 

Table 5. 

Oecaborane Bitropic Thermal Parameter Refinement 

0 

(all values in A2 ) 

Neutron (motion along principal axes) x-ray Bitropic 

B 
2 B3 B

1 
(bending) 

2.35 3.00 -.12(78) 

2.20 2.59 1.45(102) 

2.71 3.34 .32(87) 

2.41 2.61 1.07(85) 

2.31 2.83 1. 82 ( 106) 

2.08 2.79 -.07(75) 

2.32 2.53 1. 37 (103) 

·. 2. 38 3.01 1.15(91) 

2.20 2.70 1.08(91) 

2.62 2.73 1.35(100) 

B
2 

(stretching) 

1.64(56) 

.73(51) 

1.41(55) 

.49(47) 

• 95 (51) 

-.02(50) 

1.4] (57) 
·, 

l. 35 (56) 

1. 64 (58) 

.79(50) 

' 

w 

"' 
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did not consistently refine to larger values than the correspond-

ing stretching (B
2

) parameters, as would have been expected from 

the neutron description. It was therefore felt that the amount 

of information contained in the hydrogen scattering contribution 

to the decaborane x-ray data was not capable of supporting an 

extra parameter per atom; and, the bitropic thermal parameter 

.. 
description was discontinued in the refinement of decaborane. 

b. Sucrose 

Two recent diffraction studies of sucrose provided an op-

portunity to compare the effects of the pola:r hydrogen x-ray scat-

teringmodel on the structural interpretation of the C-:H and 0-H 

bonds with the neutron results. Sucrose, c
12

n
22

o
11

, crystaliizes 

in the polar space group P2
1 

with two molecules in the unit cell. 

Thus there is one crystallographically independent molecule in 

.the asymmetric unit, and are 8 0-H and 14 C-H to be examined 

(see Figure 4). 

The x-ray structure of sucrose was first determined by 

Beevers, McDonald, Robertson and Stern
10 

in 1952. In 1963 Brown 

11 and Levy · (BL) published a preliminary report. on a refinement 

of that. sucrose structure based upon neutron diffraction data. 

In this study, about 5800 individual intensities were measured 

0 

at 22.5::1.5 C to provide averaged data for 2800 independent re-

• 0 

flections. The neutron waveleng.th used was 1.078 A. A further 
··r~~: 

refinement of the structure based upon the same data was pre

sented in 1973. 12 The cell dimensions as reportP.d by Brown and 

Levy in this paper are: 

37 
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Figure 4. 

The Sucrose Molecule 

Conformation and labeling of the sucrose molecule from the l: 
I'· 

neutron parameters. Thermal elipsoids on all atoms have been .• .;., 

scaled to represent 50% probality contours of the thermal motion. 
. . 

:; 

:• 
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a= 10.8633(5)A, b = 8.7050(4)A, c = 7.7588(4fA B = 102.945(6) 0 

Here, the uncertainty in the least significant digit is given in 

' parentheses. 

Also in 1973, Hanson, Sieker, and Jensen13 published a re-

finement of the sucrose structure based upon their xray data, col-

0 

lected on 3280 independent reflections using Mo Ka (0.71069A) rad-

iation. The data were collected at 22±2oc. 14 Their reported cell 

dimensions are: 
0 0 0 

40 

a= l0.8648(15)A b = 8.7028(12)A c = 7.7578(ll)A B = 102.956(15) 0 

They do not differ significantly from those reported by BL. A 

copy of the data (F and O(F )) from this x-ray study, kindly 
. 0 0 

supplied to us by J. Hanson, was used in several parallel struc-

ture refinements. The resulting parameters and derived distances 

were then compared to those reported by Brown and Levy. 

First, in order to check the data, weighting scheme, and re-

ported parameters, three cycles of least squares on all reflec-

tions where F 2 >2cr(F 2 )were run using the spherical hydrogen scat-
a= 0 

tering factors of SDS and the carbon and oxygen scattering fac-

9 tors of Doyle and Turner. Since P2
1 

is a polar space group, 

the y coordinate of on·e atom was arbitrarily fixed in order to 

define the position of the origin. For this and subsequent re-

finements the C lP carbon y coordinate was set to 0.344290 (in 

fractional coordinates). In the refinement, a scale factor, all 

other positional parameters plus anisotropic temperature para-

meters for carbon and oxygen atoms and isotropic temperatu~e par-

ameters for the hydrogens were allowed to vary. The Rl and R2 

"' 
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residual index values became 0.0286 and 0.0324 respectively. 

The standard deviation of an observation of unit weight, S, was 

2.606. The refined parameters were iden~ical to those reported 

·-. by Hanson et. al. for their full data refinement (sets I+II in 

their paper), except that ally parameters were larger by 0.0136, .. 
since they fixed their C lP y coordinate at 0.35792 as did Brown 

and Levy. In all subsequent references to positional parameters 

this additive factor of 0.0136 is encorporated into the y values 

to facilitate comparison with these other works. 

Next, all hydrogens in the structure were represented by the 

polar scattering factor table. With the same starting set of 

parameters, three cycles of least squares were run using the data 

where F 2>2a(F 2 ). Analogous refinements were also run with polar 
o= 0 

hydrogens on the oxygens and spherical hydrogens on the carbons, 

an? vice versa. A summary of all refinements is presented in Ta-

ble 6. It can be seen that convergence was reached in each case 

since the largest parameter shift in the last cycle of any re-

finement was l/4 of the estimated standard deviation for that 

parameter. The standard deviation of an observation of unit 

weight is approximately the same for each refinement, and large 

when compared to the expected value of 1.0. This indicates a 

presence -of error not properly accounted for· by the weighting 

scheme, due to either experimental error or inadequate modeling. 

The differences between the residual indices of the various re-

finements are not large enough to draw meani~gful conclusions 

about the aptness of one model over another in fitting this par-

ticular data set. A comparison, however between the parameters 



Table 6. 

Sucrose X-ray Refinement Summary 

Series No. of Weightsb Cycles Carbons 0-boundc C-'bound 
Data a Oxygens Hydrogens Hydrogens 

I 3097 B 3 ani so iso, s iso, s 

II 3097 B 3 ani so iso, p iso, p 

III 3097 B 1 ani so iso, s iso, p 

IV 3097 B 3 ani so iso·, p iso, s 

(a) The number of data given non-zero weights 

(b) 'B' refers to the weighting scheme of Hanson et. a1.
13 

F 2<2cr(F 2 ) are zero weighted. 
o= 0 

(c) iso = isotropic thermal description used 
aniso = anisotropic thermaJ. description used 
s = spherical hydrogen model used · 
p = polar hydrogen model used 

(d) For definitions of Rl and R2 see text. 

(e) Rl including those data given zero weight. 

(f) Standard deviation of an observation of unit weight. 
For definition see text. 

. 

.• d 
. Rl 

.0286 

.0288 

.0289 

.0285 

Rl(O wt)e R2 

.0320 .0324 

.0322 .0328 

.0323 .0329 

.0319 .0323 

· . 

sf 

2.606 

2.638 

2.645 

2.600 

Largest 
I Shift/ESD I 

.0468 

.2184 

.2515 

.1121 

.• 

,to. 
IV 
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resulting from these refinements and those obtained from the 

neutron study can yield relevant conclusions about the scatter-

ing models. 

In Table 7 is given a li'sting of the posit.ional and thermal 

parameters for the neutron refinement and two J=-ray refinements, 

that with all spherical hydrogens and that with all polar hydro-

gens. The results of the two x-ray refinements using the mixed 

models (III and IV in Table 6) are not shown since they duplicate 

those already given in Table 7;those parameters from both the 

spherical and polar hydrogens are for all purposes the same as 

their reported counterpart parameters in the all spherical and 

all polar refinements. In Table 7 it can be seen that the carbon 

and oxygen parameters are essentially unvarying between the two 

x-ray refinements. Moreover, the carbon and oxygen x-ray pararn-

eters are in almost all cases well within 2cr ( ·.) of the refined 
xtu 

neutron values. 

Table 8 shows a comparison of c...:H ··and 0-H bond lengths as 

calculated from neutron, spherical hydrogen x-ray and polar hyd-

regen x-ray parameters. The standard deviations of these molec-

ular distances as calculate from the complete least squares co-

variance matrix are reported in parentheses as the variance in 

the least significant digit(s) recorded. It can be seen that in 

all cases the bond distances resulting from the polar refinement 

are closer to the neutron values than are th6se from the spheri-

cal hydrogen refinement. The polar scattering factors increased 
0 

the bonded hydrogen distance an average of 0.089A with a variance 
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Ta::,le 7. 

SUCROSE PUSITI.~l~AL PARA METER (.Qfo'I>ARISON FOR C~'I'GEN 

0/ITa/ ATOM X y z 
REfiNEMENT 

N 0 1P • 11l41 1 I • 3463 I 21 .39161 11 
X/ S · • 17l21 II • 3 1·691 ;n .39091 ll . . ~ X/P .17121 I J .346!11 21 ~39091 1 I 

N 0 2P .lZ'I')( I I .43551 Zl • 74 7 71 21 
X/S .221!RI II .• 43~71 21 .74731 ll 
X/P • 2211 et II .435&1 21 • 74 731 11 

N 0 3P .30801-01 • 74771 21 .70261 21 
XIS • 30<"101 II • 74 81 I 21 • 7021:11 21 
X/P • 30901 ll • 7461( 21 .70291 21 

N ll 4P • 34881 21 .81411 21 .3553( 21 
XIS • 346 81 2 I .I' 1381 21 .35531 21 
X/P .34'3!11 21 .81361 2 I .35531 21 

N c 5P .37721 I I .3981!1 21 .36861 21 
X/.S .37731 II .39!NI 21 .31)85( 11 
X/P .37731 ll • 3<;891 21 • 36115.1 II 

N 0 6P • 58141 II .54531 21 .28f>2! 21 
XIS • 56161 11 .54571 21 • 28601 21 
X/P .58161 1 I .54571 21 .28591 21 

N 0 IF .030 21 I I .23551 21 .62121 21 
l(/5 .0301.11 1 I .l35i( 2 i .:,zoe 1 ll 
X/P • 03tJi)( ll .23!;6( 21 .!>2J8 I 1) ;, 

1\o 0 ZF .2120( 1 I .O'H51 21 • 31571 ll 
XIS • 212 31 11 • 09't4( 21 .·H6U 11 
XIP .21231 I I .09441 21 .:?1611 II 

N 0 3F -.07371 1 I • 31 781 21 • 2045( 2 I 
XIS -.01431 ! I .31781 21 • 204 II 11 
X/P -.0743.1 11 .31771 21 .20411 I) 

N 0 4F -.02121 ll .09731 2l - .089 II ll 
XIS -.02181 II • 09721 2 I -.0893( 11 
lC/P - .02\P! ll • 09 7ll 21 -. 0893'1 ll 

N 0 61' .32641 11 .2380( 21 • 04041 21 
XIS' • 3266( II .23871 Zl .0~98( 11 
X/1> .32bi, I 1 I .:!386( 21 .0399( ll 
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?able 7. (continued) 

;u;:r•os E ~>c.:; IT I :r:t.L ?A~,\Mt T~ R C::J~IPAk! SuN FOR C4Ril(lN 

n ~T M II T r·'< X y l 
Pt F I !'If I'F 1'1 T 

Ill c II' • ?''I'll;( l) • 35 7'"!( 01 • .;gt,<j ( 
XIS .1'1'1'1( I l • ~"11'l ( f) I .41lSll 
l(/P· • 2'1'1<)1 11 • 35791 01 .411S21 

N c ~0 .Hl'if 1 l .4 1'o1 ( 21 ·''36tH 
l(/ s • :'1.?61 11 • 4-,481 21 • 63'i 1t ( 

'(/P .j(7.61 l I .4747( 21 • 6?51,( 

rJ c 3P .2!15~1 I I .h:\67( 21 .5~""'' <IS • .?P.S6 ~ .i.l • f:- 36(: I 21 • 56 1.51 
l(/P .2951>( II -~366 ( ll .56'·51 

N c 4!' • .H'•O I I I .bTC<Jt 21 .4~201 
XIS • 313'H 11 .6 7101 7.1 .<.422 ( 
X/P • 37 39( 1 I .b7C91 21 • 442 1. I 

~ c SP .3593! 1 I .55 11 ( 21 .2'153( 
XIS • 3 591( 11 .551';( 21 • .!'1551 
X/P .35'12( 11 .55191 21 • .!951;( 

N c 61> .15751 11 • 57 08 ( 21 .t8461 
XIS • 1t573i 11 .5 7091 21 • ~ J4 3 I 
'<IP .4571( 1 I .5709 ( 21 • .1 'l42i 

N c lr' • to 301 l ) .tHH <I • ~~.:Ill 
.VS .I 032 ( 1 I .13111 2' • S.034 (· 
X/P o1t)l2( \1 .ut! 1 Zl .5434( 

N c 2F .1245( 11 .1926 I ll .36<;01 
X/S • 12 441 11 .1<1251 21 .36911 
X/P .1.!451 1 I .19251 21 • 3691( 

"' c 3F .Ot1721 1 I .l'l08( 21 .;14·8f 
XIS .oo 7 3( 1 I .1905 I 21 .2144( 
'UP .oon1 1 I .19051 21 .2144( 

N c 4F .06 1•8 I 11 .16651 21 .0541'!1 
XIS .On!'>OI 11 .166'11 21 .0~'<9( 
lC/P .065CI 11 • 166 71 21 .051•91 

N c sr .17631 tl .(11.>1)1 21 .128!>( 
XIS .171> 31 1 I .06131 21 • 120~1 
l(/D .l7t. 3! 1 I .·J6l3 I 21 .12A ·:. ( 

N c bf .?.'1'l31 11 .(161?1 Zl • o.-t 11 
'<IS .28'1·2' 11 .0Rl71 21 .0467( 
'1./!' .liJ'Jll 

1 ' • 081 71 21 ,J<t6H 

45 

11 
11 
~ I 

1 I 
7.1 
21 

~ I 
21 
l.l 

II 
2.1 
21 

11 
21 
?I 

11 
21 
2L 

1) 

21 
21 

ll 
II 
11 

11 
11 
1) 

ll 
11 
ll 

II 
21 
2) 

11 
?I 
21 
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Table 7. (continued) 

SUf POSE POSITJoJtMl- PIIPA'4i'TE:R CC'4PARISCN FCR HYOROC.EN .. : 
. 

OHAI ATCio4 X 
. 

y z 
REFIIIiEMEf;T 

~ HS 1PC .33471 21 • 24 5ll 'II .530ill 31 
XIS .32131141 .26341201 • 5"30511'>1 
X/P .329'll141 .254712lll .534211<)1 

N HS 2PC .411 bl 71 .46931 31 • 71171 31 
XIS • 3<J6b116 I • 4 709122 I • 70601.!2 i 
XIP • 40411 ltd .47071221 • 71221731 

N fiS 3PC • 18711 2 I • 64'•81 ~.I .4897 (" 31 
XIS • 2<1061 I id .640317.?1 .50021211 
XIP .19301161 .64001231 .49431 2<:1 

N HS 4PC .47111 21 • 66€ II 31 .5211!1 31 
XIS .459'll161 .61>781231 .51601221 
XIP .46751161 .667ZI2 1d .52191231 

N HS _5PC .2638( 2 I • 56 1 )( 31 .2093( 31 
"<IS .275PI151- .564!>1271 .21761211 
XIP .26S21151 .56.581221 .21041221 

N I<S 6PC • 4 3 7 21 31 • 4'l261 51 .07t'll 41 
XIS .43991181 .49911251 .07'l91 26.1 
XIP .439011'11 .49231261 .06<)2-1271 

N HS16PC .45301 31 .68 731 41 .13451 41 
XIS .45101171 .o13b !£51 .l3HI2H 
X/P .4491( 181 .68361261 • D t7t 241 

~ - HS lFC .{9471 21 .10'>11 41 .63~01 31 
XIS .11!501 1>1 • 1\331 231 .620'11711 
X/P .19271151 .11161231 .62791221 

N HS llF C • 05 201 31 .02241 31 • 5216 I "i 
XIS .060011~1 .0307123 I .52151.221 
XIP .05631141 .022517.31 .5l'l4(221 

N .HS 3FC -.04951 2 I .081!41 31 .2no1 3 i 
XIS - .04)41141 • 10331 211 .221312tl 
XI P -.04771151 .0954( 231 • 22811 211 

N HS 4FC .09'141 7.1 .27721 31 .015':;( 31 
XIS .088'1115 I .25851221 .02121lll 
XIP, .09071151 • 26651231 .0180121) 

' 

'. 
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S~CRO~f PUSifiO~hL P..\PA"E TE R 

OAT41 AT[M X 
RfFI"'f'~FNT 

~~ 1-<S 5FC • 1 .. 6 51 3 I 
XIS .141>11161 
XIP ol't3)(171 

II! HS 6FC .26%1 31 
XIS .2t.92!161 
XIP .2bH:I11>1 

N f!Sl6FC .1(, 72 I 3 I 
XIS .36.'71171 
XIP .,n'I511AI 

N HS 2PY. .z 71 'il 31 
XIS .2~471211 
XIP .21>811221 

N HS 3PX .23181 31 
XIS .2501!1721 
XIP • ?4 1t21 231 

N HS 4PX • }4071 61 
XIS .34311771 
X/P .34201271 

~~ HS bPX .6C! 51 ~I 
XIS • <;<J>,5: 2t I 
X/P .5<;821271 

N HS lFX .08451 31 
XIS .07861201' 
X/P .08361201 

N HS )FX -.03101 21 
XIS -.O't0~1191 
X/P -.0310120 I 

N HS 4FX -.0167( 3 I 
XIS -.1)1481231 
XIP -.012817.31-

N HS 6FX • 34771 3 I 
XIS • 3't'l41 241 
X/ p .3516124 I 

2 
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'.::'able 7. (continued) 

CC"lPARISOI'I FCR HYORC~Et. ICCNTII'IUEOI 

y l 

-.0599( )I .11321 31 
-.043612'·1 • 1.115 I 23! 
-.05321251 .lO'i71 2'ol 

• 01'191 'ol -.Ofl!l71 ,., 
.OSI412'ol -.07881231 
.04RS 1241 -.09ltl251 

.01191 41 .11951 51 
• 021217.41 .tt'57(251 
.01581251 .122t:llSI 

.31231 41 .8461>( 31 

.37551351 • 825 71 341 
• 31>'141351 .8350134) 

.76f:OI 41 • 74251 41 
• 76 78 !30) .ne6c 291 
.7691(311 .'o4261301 

.89 13' 41 .43251 61 
.87021371 .41131371 
.87731371 .41901381 

• 4ZS]( 41 .zc.::.t.,: 51 
.45361421 .27781371 
.44291441 .2775137.1 

• 324 71 31 .6542' 41 
.31281311 .65261281 
.32021321 .65f:512'il 

.401:!91 31 • 1761' 41 
• 39411 301 .183CI281 
.'<020 I 30 I .111121181 

.15381 31 -.19611 31 

.13171371 -.17401321 
.14401361 -.18361321 

.2780' 41 .16031 41 
• 26921 351 .14651341 
.27131351 • 15741361 
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':'able 7. 

SIICPnS!: rt-<EQ I'AL PARAfo'E TE R CO~o'PARI SON FOR CXYGEN 

nAT~/ !.TC" 1\ OR 'lit 822 Ill~ 
PfF ("if:'l[II.T 

N n tl> 1.221 ll 1.031 31 1.40( 3 I 
H~ j. 241 31 t .C•H " 1.~81 31 
XII> !.241 3 I 1.0~1 31 1.471 31 

N 0 ZP 2.1~1 41 z .211 51 1. ~JI 41 
.~Is 2.2 Zl 4 I 2.41 I 41 1.561 3 I 
XII' 7, 71 I 4 I Zo4ZI 41 1.~6( 3 I 

.. r) 3P 2 .5'll 5 I 1.99 I 51 3,771 61 
XIS 2. '>P.I 41 2. 141 41 3 .•;at s 1 
X/ P Z .t. 81 '• I z. 131 41 3. ~7( 51 

ll ') 41" 4,671 Ill 1. 451 51 3.72( 71 
XIS s.rioc 7 I !. 471 41 1.0 II 61 
X/P 4.'l'l( 7 I 1 • it 7 I it I J .!IU I 61 

•• 0 5P 1.42( 41 . 1. )I, I it I lo Q I( 41 
~~~ t. ~ 11 31 1.441 31 1.'141 3 I 
~IP 1. 501 31 1. 441 31 1.'l)( 31 

'I n 61' 1o 72( 41 2.66 I 6 I 3.21'>1 51 
XIS 1. qat 3 I z. 71 I )I ),44( 51 ...,, 1.il71 31 2.701 51 ) ,It)( 51 

I; 0 IF z. 261 41 z,fOI 51 1. ~R I 41 
~I; 2.2rr 31 7.. 711 41 1 oi•O( ll 
'1;/P 2· 7.61 'tl 2.701 41 1.681 31 

N c ZF I. 7'll 41 L.'t)l 41 l./4( 31 
~15 1. R21 J I 1.6;}( 31 (.?11 31 
XII' 1. 8 II 3 I 1.601 31 1. 2 1 I )I 

N 0 3f L. 5 ll 41 1. 82 I 41 1.'H>I 41 
XIS ! .• Sf! I 31 1.891 31 2 .G 8! 3; 
UP 1. 5 (II J I i.89(' 41 2 .r.s 1 31 

,, ,, 4F ?. ZSI 41 2.531 51 1.;; 4 I 31 
us 2. j<;( 4 I 2.701 41 l.22\ 31 
XIP z. 3?1 41 2.69( 41 1.22( 31 

" _0 6F z.4e< 51 2.1121 5i 1. 95( lol 
XIS 2 .59( 41 2.901 41 2.04 I lol. 

~IP z. 5<;( 41 2. 89( 51 2.041 41 

(continuer'!.) 

812 813 

-.021 31 • 281 31 
-.us1 21 .191 21 
:-· 05 I 21 .191 ll 

-.251 41 .66·1 3 I 
-. 141 31 • 741 31 
-.151 11 .751 )I 

-.7'll 41 l.bll 51 
,-,(17( "' 1. H>l "I 
-. il3( 41 !.761 41 

• 5o c 51 1.90( 6 I 
• 52( 41 1. 97( 51 
• 521 it I t. •17( 51 

-.011 31 • 72 C J I 
-.001 21 • 80( 7.1 

-0.001 'll • 79 I 3 I 

-.441 41 t. 21 I 41 
-. 39 I J I 1 .z Z I J I 
-. 391 31 1.221 3 I 

-,2 8 I 41 1.001 31 
-. 361 41 1.041 31 
-.361 41 1.0 51 ) I 

.46( 31 .251 31 
,4q I 31 .2ol 2 I 
,48 I 31 .251 2 I 

,40 I 31 .4()( 31 
• 34 ( 31 ... 4( 31 
,351 31 .441 31 

-.531 4i • t 21 31 
-.551 31 .111 3 I 
-.541 31 • 111 3 I 

-.47 I t, I .83 I 4 I 
-.581 '<I • 921 31 
-.581 41 .92( 31 

823 

• 05 I 31 
.071 21 
.UTI 21 

-.iII 31 
-.031 31 
-. 031 31 

-1. 36( 41 
- (. 551 41 
-1.551 lol 

• 711 51 
.63 I lol 
• 63( ltl 

-.06 I 31 
• 02 I 31 
.021 31 

-.501 41 
-.551 It I 
-.55 I It I 

-.07 ( 31 
-.121 ll 
-. 1.11 31. 

-.05( 31 
-.141 21 
-.l.'t I 21 

• I 7 I 31 
.2 3 I 3 I 
• 231 31 

-. 111 )I 

-.nt 31 
-.221 3l 

.!0 I 41 
-,05 I 31 
-. Oitl lol 

,J-

' 

,c::. 
1.0 

0 

c 

c:; 

~ 
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0 
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SUCRUS[ THER~AL PAMAHETER COMPARISON FOR CA~~ON 

rAT~/ AT(" B 0,1. 1111 822 833 
P(FPf'•HT 

'I c u• 1. 7 31 3 J 1.141. 31 1.341 H 
XI~ 1./2(_31 1.211 41 1. 351 )I 
•tP l.ll ( 3 J l.l7 ( 41 l. :;~t 31 

lj c 2P l. 3.6·( 31 l. 51 ( 31 l. 471 31 
X/~ l. ]'•' '•) l.'>v I 41 1 .49: .. , 
X/JI lo )41 41 t. 59 ( 41 1. 4 8 ( 41 

'l c 3P l,t,4( 3 I 1. 32 ( 3) 2.21 c 31 
X/~ 1. '• ~( 41 I. 391 41 2.74( 41 
X/P l ·'•tl ( 4) l.J'l.C 41 2 .. 23( 41 

N c t,p 1. 7<il ll t. 22 ( 31 2.29( 3) 
XIS 1.82( 41 l. 211 41 2.34( 41 
X/P 1. 0 I( 41 l.26 ( 41 2.341 41 

~. c 5P 1 .41 I 3) 1.5'1 I '31 1. 731 31 
'1(/'\ 1. 471 41 1. 5'l ( 41 1 .a 11 41 
XIP 1. '• 1 t 

,., 1.591 41 1· fit I 41 

>j r. 6P 2. 3~1 4) 2.211 41 1.90( 31 
t./5 7. • JUI 51 2 •'•2( 61 2. 0 II 41 
X/P 2 .2'1 I 5 I 2.431 b) 2.001 51 

'I c !<" ?.07( 'tl 1.691 31 1. IE f 31 
XIS l.llf 41 1 .77 ( 4) 1 ~ l II 31 
~/P 7.121 'tl 1.761 41 1 .21( 31 

,l c ZF 1 • 311 I 3 I 1. 10( 31 .971 31 
lf/S 1· C,41 31 l. 12 ( 31 1· 07( 31 
X/P l .4 ~I 3) l. Ill )) 1. C6( 31 

N c )r- I. 2'11 H 1. 301 31 l .1'1 I 31 
X/~ l .101 .3: 1. 36 ( 4) i .t 7( '!I 
X/P t'.3vl Jl 1. 3& ( 41 1 ,l(, I 3 I 

,, c 4F 1.51..1( 31 1.44( 31 I. Chi 31 
XIS 1 • f, o)( 41 t.SUI 41 1.121 31 
VP l. 591 41 1. 501 41 1. Ill 11 

~ t; SF 1. 16( Jl 1. 33 ( 31 1.2'11 31 
XIS t.'lnl 41 I. HI 41 1 • z I.(· 31 
UP 1,91- ( 4 I 1;371 41 1. 2"' ( 31 

N c 6F z. 161 41 Z.HI 41 1. 8b I 31 
X/ S ..?.141 5 I 2. 40 I s I 1.94( 41 
X/P z. 141 51 2 .40( 61 1.941 41 

7. (continued) 

Rl2 B 13--

;o2c 21 • 301 21 
.. 04( 31_ .33 c 31. 
.041 31 • 331 ll 

-.L 71 Jl .24 ( ll 
-. 13( 31 .31( 3) 
-.13 ( 31 .311 'II 

-_.071 3) • bJ( 31 
-.05 c 31 .59( 3 I 
-.osc 3) • ~9( l I 

-. 06 ( '31 • 78( 3) 
-.02( 31 .74( 31 
-.021 31 • 741 'tl 

-.091 31 .42( 31 
-.091 31 • 4!>1 31 
-. O'l I 31 ... ~ ( 3 I 

-.491 31 .<JSI 31 
-.491 4) .qc,( '" 
-,4'11 41 • Qc,( 41 

-.271 31 .4? I 3 I 
-. 151 4) • 521 31 
-.15( 41 •S 21 31 

-.031 21 .12( 21 
-.031 31 ,JRI ~I 

-. 031 31 .31:1 I 31 

-. 12 I 21 .341 2 I 
-. 11 ( 31 .341 J I 
-.I if 3 I • 34( 31 

-. 15( 31 .34( 21 
-.22( 31 • 351 31 
-.221 31 .35 ( 31 

.lUI 31 .491 21 

.031 31 .50( 3 J 

.03( 31 • 511 31 

.30( 31 .971 31 
• 261 41 .971 41 
.261 4) .97( 41 

823 

.OLC Zl 
-.eve 11 

•C. COl 31 

-.171 21 
-. 15( 31 
-. 15 ( 3) 

-.I 9( 31 
-.29( 31 
- • .29 ( 31 

.oz ( Jl 
• 12 I 41 
• lZ I t,l 

.17 ( Jl 
• 231 31 
• 23 I .,I 

-. ()\( )I 
.08 I 41 
.o a 1 <ol 

• 27 I 21 
.35( 31 
• 35 I Jl 

• 08( 21 . 
.021 31 
.oz I 31 

.051 21 

.c& 1 31 
• 0&1 31 

-.01 ( 21 
-. OSI 31 
-.0&( 31 

-.171 Zl 
-.211 31 
-.21 I 31 

-.131 31 
-.15( 41 
-. 151 41 

) . 

V1 
0 



Table 

SUCPOSE T~ER~Al PARAP.ETEP COMPARISON FOR HYORCGEN 

CAT4/ ATOM ll OR IHI 822 B.H 
PEFI~~"E"'T 

N H'i IPC z. ze1 71 1.851 71 2.641 Bl 
~IS ,6 7UI'o I 
X/P • SEf J.b I 

N t<S 2PC 1.'18( 71 3.411101 2.571 .81 
XIS ~~ ~ .,, 111 
XI P 1.311311 

'i ItS )P~ 1.11 sr 71 2.871 91 4.001101 
XIS \.'HC321 
~/P 1 ,4 I I ·12 I 

,: HS 4PC 2 ,.! 5 ( II I 3. 391 101 3. 341 91 
t/S l.hSfH I 
YIP _1, 'j01 ~1 I 

N fl~ .. PC 2. 7. II 71 3o<t4( 101 3.081 'il I 
XIS 1,7M l'll 
XJ.P 1.1112'11 

N HS l'oPC .; ,·S'll111 5.871171 2.911101 
XIS Z • .?lCJ11 
X/P 2.1J(J61 

N HSI!-PC 4,'14( l'tl 3o671l21 4,56( 131 
X/5 1.93f)ltl 
"1./P. I.R2f1SI 

'4 "lS IFC 3.UI 'II 4.051121 2.231 .,. 
X/~ t,HI lUI 
X/P 1.341301 

N HS 11 FC 5 ,IJ l>f 13 I 2.1o21 91 3. n1 101 
X/·S 1 • 3 '• ( )\)I 
YIP 1.221 101. 

N HS 3Ft: 2.4'!1 Ill 2.;21 I .81 2.551 11 
XIS 1. 1 or ?81 
X/P 1.0~1 z~ 1 

N HS 4FC z. 851 '31 2.261 81 z.521 8.1 
XIS 1.141791 
X/P 1.071291 

7. (continued) 

812 813 

.27 I 61 .361 6.1 

-.081 71 -.211 1>1 

.22 ( 71 .4 71 7 I 

-.68( 71 • 73( 61 

.041 81 -·101 61 

-1.63(131 1.451 91 

-.041111 I. 9"t I Ill 

.53 I 91 • 331 71 

-1.1~1 91 .1.391101 

-. 671 61 • 681 61 

-.221 71 .871 61 

823 

.421 61 

-. 231 71 

, l Z I 81 

-.40 ( 81 

• 3'il( 81 

-1.471111 

I, 7211.ll 

• 951 81 

•2U .81 

.071 61 

.611 61 

(J1 

t-' 

.Q 
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G . ~ 

.tk, 

& 
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' 
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Table 7. (continued) 

SUC~CSE THr~HAL PAPAHETER CCMPAR!SON FOP. HYDROGEN ICONTINUEOI 

OAT.\/ ATCl"1 ll OP. !!11 822 !133 812 
RfF I NE ~E"<T 

N t<S 5 FC 3 ,qQ[ 10 I 1. 8 51 71 z. 751 8! -. ).81 11 
XIS r.non 
X/P 1. 701 14.1 

~.· ft:;. bFr. ~.our t31 4.40i 131 :!o60 I 91 -.431121 
VS t. il~l HI. 
Y./P 1. 7 ~I 34 I 

,, t<S ILFC. ~. 3 ~I Ill 4.1>71 ~51 5.2lll51 1.701111 
Y/S I, 71 Dl I 
~/P 1.1>e1 v.1 

N ftS 2 PX 3. 7'li1U I 3 .eo Ill I 2·221 81 -. 2'lll Ol 
OS 4.l'il%1 
VI' 3.941 <;t. I 

N H$ 3PX 3.'J81tz I 3.171101 5.101141 .-.'l.r.( 91 
XIS 3.431511 
X/P 3.3bl';21 

~j fi:; 4PX 13.7813'11 2.101111 6.581:1:11 1.351171 
X/~ 4, 831 Ill 
X/P 4.521 ~qj 

lj ·~S 6PX 3. 9'll 131 3.1'l,I1ZI 4.851 lit .1 .101101 
X/5 5.4AI 771 
X/1> 5.251721 

,, t<S lq 3. ~ 7t It I 2. 741 91 3.401101 -.51 I 81 
~IS 3.2~14~ I 
XIP 3.lld't5J 

N HS 3FX 3 .z 11 'll 2.051 81 3.631 101 • 311 71 
K/S i.'lel451 
~/P z.oOI441 

N I"S 4FX J •. HI 101. 3. 3&! I \ll 1.671 71 -.ozt 81 
X/$ 4. 71 I bZ I 
X/P 4.741601 

N H$ foFX 4,081 12 I 3.8ZilZI 2.821 91 -. 78( 101 
XIS ·"· 3 <;I ';71 
X/ p 4.1~1571 

813 

• Obi 71 

1.t!bl 91 

lo4'lll11 

• 551 71 

Z.b61lll 

5.dOIZ51 

1.091li.l 

1.631 81 

1.051 81 

.14 I 71 

• 92( 91 

823 

-.HI 61 

-1.22( 'il 

1.2'lll21 

.49( 81 

-1.581 1CI 

.3'l I 12 I 

.651101 

-.55( 81 

• 42 I 71 

o1ll 71 

-.511 81 . 

.. 
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Table 8. 

Sucrose Bond Distances to Hydr0gens 
(in Angstroms). 

Carbon-Hydrogen Bonds 

'· Bond to Neutron X-ray Spherical X-ray Polar 

HS lPC 1.101(2) 0.917(17) l. 001 (17) 

HS 2PC 1.105(2) 0.954(16) 1.039(17) 

HS 3PC l. 098 (2) 0. 946 (17) 1.031(17) 

HS 4PC 1.102(3) o. 980 (17) l. 066 (18) 

HS ·5PC 1.103(2) 0.975(16) l. 066 (16) 

HS 6PC 1. 090 (3) 1.007(20) 1.106(21) 

HS16PC 1.083(3) 0.960(21) 1. 061 (22) 

HS lFC' 1. 095 (3) 0.967(16) 1.058(17) 

HSllFC 1.091(3) 0.988(19) 1. 070 (19) 

HS 3FC 1.102(2) 0.956(18) 1. 040 ( 19) 

HS 4FC 1. 097 (2) 0.896 (18) 0.975(19) 

HS SFC 1.102(3) 0.969(20) 1.058(21) 

HS 6FC 1.087(3) 0.985(18) 1.081(19) 

HS16FC 1.093(3) 1.005(19) 1. 098 (20) 

(C-H) 1. 096 (7) 0.965(31) 1.054(35) 
ave 

X ·o.l39(37) 0.043(38) 
n-x 

(iF> lh 0.143 0.057 
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Table 8. (continued) 

Sucrose Bond Distances to Hydrogens 
(in Angstroms) 

Oxygen-Hy~rogen Bonds 
·"": 

Bond to Neutron X-ray Spherical X-.ray Polar 

HS 2PX 0.972(3) 0.831(27) 0.920(28) 
.... ! 

HS 3PX 0. 960 (3) 0.765(23) 0'.849(24) 

HS 4PX 0.912(4) 0.667(30} 0.756(30) 

HS 6PX 0.956(4) 0.823(36) 0.918(37) 

HS lFX 0.974(3) 0.856(25) 0.941(26) 

HS 3FX 0. 969 (3) 0.793(25) 0.875(25) 

HS 4FX 0.976(3) 0.765(25) 0.862(26) 

HS 6FX 0.971{3) 0.852(26) 0.935{27) 

{0-H) 0. 961 {21) 0.794{62) 0 •. 882(61) 
ave 

1:::. 0.167{47) o. 079 (46). 
n-x 

c"t? > th 0.173 0.090 
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0 

of 0.006A over the spherical form factor refinement. In compar-

ison to the neutron values, this increment gives smaller devia-

tions. \>lith the carbon-hydrogen distances than with the oxygen-

hydrogen distances. None of the distances listed in the table 

have been corrected for thermal motion. The apparent bond lengths 

.. 
h h h 1 

. . . 15 are s orter t an t e actua mean 1nteratom1c separat1ons . This 

• fact can be used to explain the anomalouslyshort 0-H distance 

to HS4PX. It is the only oxygen bound hydrogen that is not in-

volved in a strong hydrogen' bond; and thus it has a much higher 

thermal motion (see netJ.tron results) than the others. Since the 

corresponding thermal parameters of the hydrogens resulting from 

the all polar and all spherical refinements are identical to well 

within a standard deviation, a comparison of uncorrected bond 

lengths for these atoms is meaningful. 

Table 9 compares the thermal parameters derived from the 

two x-ray refinements with those from the neutron work. As with 

the decaborane results, the anisotropic thermal parameters have 

been converted to average isotropic parameters in order to 

facilitate comparison. It can be seen from the table that the 

x-ray B values for hydrogen bonded to carbon are on the average 

less than the corr.esponding neutron values. This suggests that 

the contraction on bond formation is underestimated by the H
2 

model of SDS for hydrogens bonded to carbon. On the other hand, 

the x-ray thermal parameters for hydrogens bonded to oxygen are 

on the average slightly larger than those resulting from the 

neutron refinement. As was noticed with decaborane, there is 

a small but consistent difference between the results of the two 

"t, 



Table 9. 

Sucrose Thermal Parameter Summary 

Atom Type Neutron X-ray Spherical X-ray Polar 

- - c'LF>lh - I. B. B. b, B. 
1SO 1SO n-x 1SO n-x 

Carbon 1.55(3l)a 1.59(31} -.05(2} 0.05 1.59(31} ,-,05(2) 

Oxygen 2.06(56) 2.15(59) -. 09 ( 3) 0.09 2.14(59) .;.. . 09 ( 3) 

Carbon bound 
Hydrogen 3.23(72) 1.49(39) -1.76(48) 1.80 1. 41 (40) -1.82 (48) 

Oxygen bound 
Hydrogen 3.84 (131) 4.15(89) .30(122) 1.18 3.90(84) . 06 (119) 

(a)Standard deviation as calculated from sample variance reported in parentheses for least 
significant digit(s). 

__ \ __ _ 

(b,2) liz 

o.o·5 

0.09 

1.87 

1.12 

lJ1 
(j'l 
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x-ray refinements. 7he polar refined thermal parameters are in-

variably.of lower value than those refined with the spherical 

model. For hydrogens bound to carbon, the average of this dif-
0 0 

fererice is 0.09A 2 with a variance of 0. 05A 2
• For hydrogens bound 

•, 
o. 

·to oxygen, the average difference is O.l9A 2 with a variance of 

.... 02 

O.l4A • This difference brings the average oxygen bound polar 

hydrogen thermal parameter close to the corresponding neutron 

value. 

IV. Conclusions 

The feasibility of applying a polar model of. bonded hydrogen 

· electron density to x-ray diffraction analysis has been demon-

strated. The modifications needed to accomodate the associated 

~omplex · scatt.ering factors into the least squares calculation 

have beendescribed and have been shown to be re~dily encorpor~ 

ated into the standard crystallographic structure refinement 

program. The additional computational time required by the use 

of polar scattering factors is not unreasonable. In the case of 

decaborane, three cycles of refinement using all spherical hyd-

rogens took 53.025 seconds on a CDC 7600 computer; whereas three 

cycles of parallel refinement using polar tenninal hydrogens 

took 63.73 seconds, an increase of 18.3%. In the case of sucrose, 

a larger problem in which more time is spent calculating the 

normal matrix, the increase resulting from polar ~ydrogen usage 

was 14.8%. The actual increase in the total time spent in the 

refinement of a structure is much less than these figures in-

dicate, since the polar scattering factors are not utilized until 



the final stages of the refinement procedure. 

The application of the Stewart, Davidsor1 and Simpson polar 

hydrogen scattering factors to x-ray data from decaborane and 

sucrose has lead to improvements inthe de:!:"ived B-H, C-Hand 0-H 

bond lengths as· judged by comparison with t.he corresponding dis

tances determined by neutron diffraction studies of the same 

molecules. These improvements, however, have not been uniform 

between the different bond types. Bond lengths determined from 

the SbS polar hydrogen model agree best with ·the neutron results 

for hydrogens bound to boron, next for those bonded to carbon, 

and then for those to oxygen. This trend can. be explained by the 

fact that the SDS model employed in all refinements was based 

upon hydrogen in the H
2 

molecule. With increase in atomic num

ber and electronegativity across the first row of the periodic 

chart, the borid to the hydrogen becomes increasingly more polar 

than the H'-H bond in the hydrogen molecule. The thermal param

eters resulting from the various x-ray refinements also indicate 

a·varia~ion in the applicability of the SDS polar model to the 

different bond types. Deviations of these param~ters from the 

corresponding neutron values differ systematically with the type 

of atdm to which the hydrogen is bound. For hydrogens terminally 

bonded to boron or· carbon, the H
2 

based model seems to under

estimate the degree of contraction of electron density about the 

proton that takes place on bond formation. For the bridging hyd

rogens in decaborane, the effect is just the opposite; the model 

over-estimates the contraction. For those hydrogens bound to ox

ygen and also involved in hydrogen bonding, the amount of contrac-

58 
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tion seems to be approximated properly by the polar model used. 

This variation indicated by the thermal parameters is less clear 

.cut than the bond distance effect. It does, however, add to the 

implication that the SDS polar hydrogen scattering factors do-not 

apply uniformly to all structures containing bonded hydrogen. 

Thus, it would seem that further improvement of the model 

for bonded hydrogen electron density could be achieved with the 

development of polar scattering factors that \'lere dependent upon 

the atom type to which the hydrogen is bound. 
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CHAPTER 2 

•., 

BOND DEPENDENT HYDROGEN SCATTERinG FACTORS .. 

/ 
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Bond Dependent Hydrogen Scattering Factors 

I. Introduction 

The results of the preceding section indicate the desirabil-

it~ of incorpotating into crystallographic least Squares a scat-

teting model for bonded hydrogen that. is dependent upon the atom 
. . 

type to which H: is bound. Consideration of the results of quan

tum mechanical calculations
1 

and independEnt experiments
2 

on hy-

drogen containing molecules suggests the same conclusion. It 

seems apparent that there is a need for a ;nore appropriate scat-

tering factor formalism as x-ray diffraction data increase in ac-

curacy. There are, however, very basi~ questions about the ex-

tent of re~ision necessary and the methods needed to effect such 

revision. On one hand,.a rigorous approach reveals the necessity 

of accbunting for the interdependence of all atoms in a molecular 

structure and thus implies drastic modification or perhaps even 

abandonment of the atomic scattering model presently used in 

structural least squares refinement using ~-ray diffraction data. 3 

On the other hand, a practical approach suggests improvement of 

those models which have produced the greatest discrepancies be-

tween values of refined structu!al parameters and corresponding 

values. determined by other experimental techniques. It is beyond 

the scope of this Present work to survey in depth the refative 

merits of these two approaches or to answer basic questions of 

methodology. Rather, it is the more limited int~nt of this paper 

to explore a method for generating polar hydrogen scattering fac-

tors that represent the effects of specific bonding situations. 

.;• 
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In tecent years it has been the goal of several investigators 

to extr~ct useful information of the disposition of the time-aver-

aged valence electron density for organic molecules from x-ray 

4 
data ~ In most cases the conventional fourier difference synthe-

sis has been employed. In some instances x-ray-neutron difference 

syhtheses have been used
5

. The electron associated with a bound 

hydrogen atom is in every sense a valence electron. Attempts have 

been made to characterize the hydrogen electron density distribu

tion from x-ray data. Hirshfeld and Rabinovic:h
6 

refined a 2,5, 

dimethyl p-benzoquinone data set using a two parameter expression 

for the hydrogen scattering factor derived from an expression for 

an axially syrnrnetric charge density based on earlier quantum-mech

anical calculations
7

: 

p(r,z) (1) 

here r is the distance from the nucleus 

z is the component of this distance along the axis 

~ is the mixing coeficient of p and s character 

A is the orbital exponent 

~ and A were allowed to vary in the least squares procedure in 

order to optimize the description of the hydrogen scattering .. 

The results of this refinement were discouraging~ The ~ixing co-

efficient converged to a result opposite what was expected, short-

ening the C-H bond. Hirshfeld and Rabinovich conjectured that a 

corresponding improvement in the carbon f-curve might also be nece-

ssary before such a refinement succeeded. 
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An alternative method of developing a description of bonded hy-

drogen scattering, that is independent of the· limitations of ex-

perimental data,. relies upon the use of ab initio quantum mech-

anical calculation. Indeed, all atomic x-ray scattering factors 

presently in use are the result of such calculation. Of course, 

in order to account for the effects of bonding, molecular systems 

must be utilized. As was mentioned in the previous chapter, 

8 9 
McWeeny and later Stewart et. al. developed their polar hydrogen 

descriptions from ab initio calculations on the hydrogen molecule. 

In the more general bonding situation, a molecule of the form XH 
n 

is the simplest system that can be considered. So as not to in-

troduce extraneous charge effects into the bending model, the mol-

ecule must be electrically neutral. Given a molecular wavefunc-

tion ~XH (£) composed of orthogonal molecular orbitals {~1 C£} 1 • 

n 
~2 (£), •.. ,~m(£)}, the electron density of the molecule is expres-

sible as the sum of the electron densities associated with the 

electrons occupying the separate orbitals providing the latter 

are properly anti-symmetrized. Thus: 

* ~~ 

m 

= 2L ll/l.(r)l 2 

i=l ~-
(2} 

It is assumed that the coherent x-ray scattering for the molecule 

is completely determined by the integral: 

Here lhl= 2sin8/A 

fpXH (£)exp(27ri~·£)d::_ 
n 

(3) 
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In order to pursue an atomic scattering model, the expression for 

molecular scattering (3) may be re-cast ~-lith atomic co!nponents: 

n 
= f (h) + L f. (h)exp(27fih•r.) 

X - j=l Hj - - -) 

here fx(~)and fH. (~) are atomic scattering factors for X 
J 

and H respective·ly - both are, in general, complex. 

r. is the position vector of the jth proton, where 
-) 

{4) 

the X nucleus is taken as the origin of the co-ordin-

ate system 

The difficulties of producing an atomic hydrogen form factor from 

a molecular wavefunction now become apparent. In order to obtain 

such a form factor from equation (4) not only must the complex 

scattering representation of the non-hydrogen atom be known, but 

also a method of partitioning the remaining scattering contribu-

tion arnon~st the hydrogens must be devised. Of course, f (h) is x-
not in general known; and, in crystallographic least squares a 

spherical approximation to the scattering of atom X is usually 

used. If this spherical scattering factor replaces the ideal one 

in equation (4) then all discrepancies between the two would be 

absorbed in the hydrogen contribution to the scattering. On first 

examination this might seem to be beneficial to the least squares 

procedure, since the hydrogen scattering factor would make up for 

some of the deficiencies of the scattering model for the atom to 

which it was bound. Even presuming the partitioning problem were 

solved adequately, there are two reasons for skepticism toward 

this approach. First, the deficiencies in the spherical model 
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fo~ the central atom as represented in the proposed hydrogen 

scattering factor would be specific to the geometry and bonding 

characteristics of the XH molecule. Atomic form factors so 
n 

constituted would thus be of doubtful value in describing the 

scattering from"the more general category of hydrogens bound to 

X atoms. Second, such a form factor would be likely to repre-

sent peaks of electron density, or even holes at relatively great 

distan~es from the proton. Such an unrealistic model of elec-

tron density when fit to x-ray data would adversely affect the 

refinedthermal description of the hydrogen atom . 

. It seems, therefore, that any attempt to extract an improved 

hydrogen form factor directly from molecular scattering factor 

expressions requires the production and.use of equally improved 

scattering descriptions of the atoms to which the hydrogens are 

bound- However, there exists the possibility of circumventing 

this difficulty by a real space analysis 6f the molecular elec-

tron density function. It is physically ieasonable to expect 

that the salient features of the bonded hydrogen electron dens-

ity are essentially represented within a fixed distance of the 

relevant proton. Therefore, if the contribctions to the elect-

ron density in that region from the other atoms in the melee-

ule can be estimated and subtracted from the molecular density 

a description of the bonded hydrogen can be generated from this 

difference by appropriate fitting procedures. Hydrogen scatter-

ing factors can then be calculated from such an electron density 

description. This study is an exploration of a direct space 

method of generating bond specific hydrogen electron·density 
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fro~ selected molecular wavefunctions and an examination of the 

resulting scattering factor tables. 

lL. Molecular Wavefunctions 

The choice of wavefunctions has been based upon a~ailability 

and relative accuracy. Since there are .no exact solutions to the 

many electron multicenter Schroedinger equation, approximate sol-

utions in terms of an arbitrary number of basis functions must 

be used. The selection of basis function type and number plays 

an important role in the resulting molecular electron densities. 

The type of wavefunctions that have been usE?d most extensively 

in this study come from approximate Hartree-Fock self consistent 

field (HF-SCF) calculations on extended later-type orbital (STO) 

basi~ sets and on contracted Gaussian (CG) bdsis sets. 

The Slater-type basis functions are -of the form: 

¢J(r,8,<f>) ( 5) 

where N is the normalization factor 

Y
1

mC8,cf>) are the spherical harmonics 

The contracted Gaussian basis functions are composed of lin-

ear combinations of primitive Gaussian-type orbital (GTO) func-

tions. 

The GTO 

<l>(x,y,z) N ' I.A.. n c x , y , z > 
PPP · 

np is' of the form:. 

(6) 



ri(x,y,z} = N f(x,y,z}exp(- r 2
} (7) 

x,y,z are cartesian coordinates relative 

to the function's center 

f(x,y,z) = 1 for s-type GTO's 

x, y, or z for p-type GTO's 

d-type GTO's 

The primitive functions in which a particular contracted Gaussian 

function is expanded are constrained to have the same center and 

to be of the same orbital type. Thus the form of the CG basis 

function can be expressed as: 

qJ(x,y,z) = N' f(x,y,z) E A exp(-a r 2
) 

p p p 
(8) 

Given a set of basis functions {q,
1

,q,
2

, ..• ,¢n} the calculated 

molecular wavefunction is expressed in terms of the orthogonal 

molecular one electron orbitals, 1/J., constructed by linear com-
1 

bination of the basis functions: 

1/J. (r) = E c. q, (r) 
1-- n 1.n n -

(9) 

where the {c. } are the ith molecular-orbital coeficients as de 
l.l'l 

termined by the HF SCF procedure. The basis functions are now 

expressed relative to a common origin. In terms of the basis 
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functions and molecular orbital coefficients~ the molecular el-

ectron density expression (2) becomes: 

p <.~> c. 
1p 

c* 4l (r) ~ (r)) 
iq p - q -

We define a population coefficient, Ppq' 

pq 
c* 
iq 

so that: 

III. Calculations and Programs 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

The procedures employed in this study involve the calcula·-

tion of electron densities over a designated domain of space. 

A computer program, was desired: 1) that wo~ld handle wavefunc-

tions .calculated from both slater~type and Gaussian-type basis 

functions; 2) that would retain intermediat,e results, specific-
; I ' . I 

1
i , I 

·ally the population coeffici.ents P , in the' repetitive calcula-
. . pq 

tion of electron d~nsities; h) that would allow flex'ible input 
I I 

I 

in specifying the domain of the electron density calculation 
I . 

relative to molecular coord~nates, bond coordinates, or other 
I 

i I 

coordinate systems of special interest; 4) that would create and 
' I 

order, output files in a systematic way, allowing for plotting 

or subsequentmanipulation of the resultant densities; 5) that 
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would be adaptable to modification as the need arose. A pro-

gram with all of these requirements was nqt available and so 

had to be, written. A description and listing of the program, 

DENCAL, is :given in appendix B. DENCAL was tested with wave-

functions calculated with Gaussian basis functions and the re-

suiting den~ities were compared with those from the POLYATOM 

. . 10 
gauss~an propert~es program Also, STO based wavefunctions 

were used in tests comparing DENCAL results with published val-

f f . b . 'dh 11 ues or H
2
o wave unct~ons y Aung, P1tzer, an C an . Both 

tests verified the accuracy of the DENCAL ~utput. 

Both num.erical and analytical methods have been employed 

in the calculation of scattering factors from an electron dens-

ity description of a bonded hydrogen atom. The program SCATGEN 

was written to numerically fourier transform a two-dimensional 

table of. electron density values representing .an axially syrrunet-

ric atom. 'l'he table is created in two parts on a polar grid, 

r - -~ , with the proton position at the origin. The inner part~ 

or core, is generated by subtracting the estimated non-hydrogen 

contribution from the total molecular electron density within a 

specified radius ~f the proton. The outer part, or tail, is 

generated by fitting an exponential functjon outward from the 

core radius for each radial angle ~ in the grid. Depending up-

on wavefunction basis type the e~ponentials are of the form 

or 

2 A exp (-Br ) 

A exp(-Br) 

for. Gaussian 

for slater 
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The parameters A and B are calculated so the tail functions match 

the value and slope at each p,oint around the core radius. Once 
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the co~plete table is generated, the scattering factors are cal-

culated by the 'following numerical integrations; which are the 

result of integration first around the symmetry axis: 

1T rmax 
F 

1
Cs,l/J) = f f [p(r,~)r 2 sin~cos(47Tsr cosl/J cos~) 

rea o o 

F. (s,l/J) 
1mag 

1T rmax 
J (47Tsr sinl/J sin~)]dr d~ 

0 

f f [p{r,~)r 2 sin~sin(47Tsr cosy cosl/J) 
0 0 

J (47Tsr sinl/J sin~)]dr d~ 
0 

where s = sin8/A 

(13) 

(14) 

l/J is the angle between the bond vector 

and. diffraction vector 

J is the zero order Bessel function of 
0 

the first kind 

Tabulated values for If! and the phase, ~. are calculated from 

these results normalized to a forward real scattering power of 

one electron. 

f(s,ljJ) 

~(s,l/J) 

= ( 1/F ( 0) ) { F 2 
( s , l/J) + F ~ ( s , l/J)) 1 h 

r r . 1 

= tan - 1 {F. ( s, l/J) /F ( s, l/J) } 
l. . r 

(15) 

A description and listing of the program SCATGEN is given in Ap-

pendix B. 

The primary advantages of an analytical de~cription of bond-

ed hydrogen electron density over a numerical one are the effi-

ciency of calculation and absence of series termination effects 

in fourier transformation. In order to achieve such a descrip-
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tion, a table of residual den.sities is created by subtracting the 

non-hydrogen approximation, or mask, from .the molecular electron 

densities within a specified region. The.table is then fit by 

an expression of the form of equation (12) where the population 

coefficients, P , are parameters determined by a least squares 
pq 

procedure, and the ¢ ~ are products of the proton centered basis 
p q . 

functions used in the molecular wavefunctioncalculation. It 

should be noted that the parameters P are in general no longer 
. . pq 

expressible as sums of molecular orbital coefficient products. 

They. can, however, be easily encorporated as input for calcula-

tions in DENCAL. The DENCAL code has been modified to accept this 

analytical descriptiori and to calculate scattering factors from 

this description for Gaussian type basis sets. For the general 

three dimensional case, the scattering exp:ression (3) becomes: 

(16) 

where the ;i are components of the scattering vector ~· 

The volume integral is seperable into three one dimensional in-

tegrals. Using the form of the Gaussian basis function expressed 

in (8), the integrals take the form: 

k k 
00 p q 
f xni L a .a .exp[-(a .+a .)x2

] exp(2n.i;x) dx 
-00 i=l i=l p~ q] p~ q] 

(17) 

where n is determined by the product of orbital type 

prefactors f and f and the axis direction x; 
p q 

k is the number of primitive Gaussians in the 
p 
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pth basis function. 

Thus the integrals to be solved are of the form: 

00 

2! xn exp{-Ax 2
) cos{Btx) dx 

0 

00 

2if xn exp{-AX 2
) sin{Btx) dx 

0 
where A:: A(p,q,i,j) = 

B~, = 21T f,; R. 
\ 

n = 0, 2, 4 

n = 1, 3 · 

a . +a . 
p~ q) 

(18) 

12 
All of these integrals are solUble in closed form. The results 

through n=4 cover s, p, and d-type basis function products. The 

pertinent solutions are: 

ITIT 
n 2 2 --. 

1
--:

2
-+

1
exp[-B /{4A ) ] 

2n+ A n 
{19) 

where To = 1 

Tl = B 

T2 = 2A 2 - B2 

T3 6A 2 B - B3 

Thus, the expression for a general three-dimensional scattering 

factor becomes: 

3' ITI T . 
P \a .a. IT 1T n{lpq)ex [-B 2/(4A 2 )] (20) 
pq .~. p.1 qJ 

2
n+lA2n+l p R. 

l.) R.=l 
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An axially symmetric el~ctron density distribution may _be speci-

fied by a plane of density containing the symmetry axis. Such a 

plane cah be generated to describe a polar hyCJ.rogen electron den-, 

sity by. averaging residual density values around the X-H bond axis. 

The analytical expression given in equation (12) may be fit to 

the values in this plane; the only modification necessary is that 

the basis functions must be two-dimensional, expressed in the 

bond coordinate system: 

(21) 

where z is the distance along the bond 

p is the distance perpendicular to the bond 

Terms in the scattering factor expression will have the form: 

(22) 

where hll and hl are component.s of the scattering 

vector parallel and perpendicular to the bond 

axis. 

e is the angular measure around the bond axis. 

·substituting the form of the density function from equation (21) 

and expressing the integral in terms of cylindrical coordinates, 

(22) becomes: 

()() 21T ()() 
m 2 n+l 2 

= f z exp·(-Bz )exp(21Tihllz)dz f f p exp(-Bp ) 
-00 . . 0 0 

exp(21Tihlp cose)dpde ( 23) 

The integral over z is equivalent to that of expression (17) and 
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, can be handled in the same manner. The integral over e becomes: 

21r 
~ exp(2nihlp cos8)d8 = 

where J is the zero order Bessel function of 
0 

the first kind. 

The integral over p can now be written: 

For n =· 0, 2, 4 the integral can now be written in derivative 

form: 

( -l) n/2 _d_n_/_2--,-
(dB)n/2 

00 

which has the following solution: 

/2 dn/2 
(-l) n -----:-::- { (l/2B) exp [ -(2nh.J) 2 /. 4B]} 

(dB)n/2 

For the case where n = l, 3 the integral can be written as: 

d(n+l)/2 00 

(-l) (n+l) /2 f exp(-Bp 2 ) J
0

(2nhlp)dp 
(dB) (n+l) /2 0 

The integral protion of (26) has the following solution: 
13 

-, 

f(l/2) 2 

I 
M[l/2, l, -(2nh1) /(4B)] 

2B 1 2 

(24) 

(25) 

( 26) 

(27) 

where M[a,b.,c] is the confluent hypergeometric function 
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Evaluating (27), the solution for n 1 ,· 3 becomes: 

( 1 )/2 d(n+1)/2 
(-1) n+ 

(dB) (n+l) /2 
{ (nlf 2 /2)Bx/ 7 exp[- (21Th

1
) 2 /BB] 

I
0

[-(2nhl) 2/8B]} (28) 

where I is the zero order modified Bessel function of 
0 

the first kind. 

Thus DENCAL has been programmed to calculate scattering fac-

tors for general and axially symmetric three-dimensional electron 

densities as described by the population coefficient parameteri-

zation using c;aussian basis functions. The code was first tested 

with a simple Gaussian basis function and compared with hand cal-

culation. Next,electron density values were generated in a plane 

with a given population coefficient p~rameterization. This table 

of values was then fourier transformed into scattering factors by 

means of the program SCATGEN. The same population coefficients 

were used in the DENCAL analytical scattering factor calculation. 

The results agreed to within the accuracy of the numerical cal-

culations. 

IV. Electron Density of the Water Molecule 

76 

Since the bond length discrepancies discussed in the previous 

chapter were largest in 0-H bonds, this system was deemed most 

worthy of scrutiny. The simplest molecule containing this bond 

is water. Therefore, accurate wavefunctions for H
2

0 were sought~ 

The slater based water wavefunctions that have been used were 

11 
calculated by Aung, Pitzer, and Chan . They maintained a constant 
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molecular geometry throughout their various calculations. They 

used the experimentally determined equilibium 0-H bond length of 

" 
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1.811-bohr and H-0-H angle of 104.45 'rhe purpose of their study 

was to investigate the ab initio prediction of molecular proper-. 

ties. To this end, they calculated several approximate HF-SCF 

wavefunctions for the ground electronic state of the water mole

cule using an increasing number of multi-center s, p, and d sla

ter-type atomic orbitals as basis sets. For each of these wave

functions. several selected one-electron properties were evaluat

ed and. compared amongst themselves and with experimental results 

when available. Among these properties are: diamagnetic shield

ing; forces at the nucl~i; dipole and higher moments; electric 

field gradient at the nuclei; and diamagnetic susceptibility. 

Althou~h th~re was no single basis set that led the others in the 

ability to predict all properties, the most extensive of the basis 

set~ seemed overall to do the best job, ~specially in terms of 

the hydrogen related properties (i.e. gradients and forces at the 

proton position). This wavefunction was therefore selected for 

use in the present study. A description of the basis functions 

and molecular-orbital coefficients for the wavefunction, hence-

forth designated \~SL-I, is given in Table 1. The orbital expon

ents for WSL-I were not optimized in the calculation. Ratheri 

the values were taken from optimizations of wavefunctions with 

smaller basis sets and from earlier work on the 0-H radical. 

Neuman and Moskowitz14 conducted a study using Gaussian based 

water wavefunctions that paralleled that of Aung et. al. Later 

Dunning
15 

extended their work_by optimizi~g the basis set contrac-



Table 1. 

WSL-I Bas.is Functions and Molecular-orbital Coefficientsa 

Molecular-orbital coefficients 
Nucleus 

. b 
Bas1s 

0 

Function 

1~ (1.40) ~.00274 .15582 

2s (2.33) .00220 -.00961 

.17808 -.28812 

. 01827 -. 01311 

2p (1.85) -.00111 -.02001 .00116 
z 

.02874 

.02021 

.0 

2o (1.85) -.00110 -.02705 -.02216 -x 

2p (1.85) .0 .0 . y .0 

ls (7.65) -.99308 -.23964 . 07222 

2s (1.74) .01053 

2s' (2.90) -.02559 

2p (1.30) .00152 z 

. 44718 -. 32050 

. 41071 -.13211 

. 0 . 

.0 

.0 

2p (1.30) .0 
X 

2p (1.30) .o 
y 

2p' (2.16) .,-.00105 . z 
2p' (2.16) .0 

X 

2p' (.2.16) .o 
y 

2 II (3.81) -.00164 pz 

2p II ( 3 • 81) o 0 
X 

2p" (3.81) .0 
y 

.01444 

.o 

.o 

.08084 

.0 

.0 

.02520 

.0 

.0 

3d 2 2 ( 1. 66) . . 00024 . 00707 
z -r 

3d .·. ( 1. 66) • 0 • 0 
zx 

3d 2. 2 (1.66) .00033 .01858 
X -y 

3d ( 1. 66) . 0 • 0 
yz 

3d . ( 1. 66) . 0 • 0 
xy 

(a) From Aung et. al. 
11 

. 36484 . 0 

.0 -.24336 

• 0 • 0 

.32390 

.0 

.0 

.21973 

.0 

.0 

.0 

-.33879 

.0 

.o 
-.19051 

.0 

.04233 .0 

.o -.05847 

. 00544 ~ 0 

• 0 • 0 

• 0 • 0 

(b) Orbital exponents are given in parentheses. 

.o 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.02673 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.46998 

.0 

.0 

.35468 

.0 

.0 

.24878 

.0 

.o 

.0 

.03907 

.0 

(c) H2.cOefficients are the same as_those.for H1 except the 

b2 orbital for pzis the negative of the value shown. 
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tion vis a vis the energies and one electron properties of the 

water molecule. The basis sets used here have· followed the op-

timized contracted Gaussian sets reported in Dunning's paper. 

The ava.ilability of a system of programs called POLYATOM10 which 

is able to perform molecular SCF calculations on gaussian basis 

set~ has allowed flexibility in choosing'gaussian based wavefunc-

tions . Consequently, variations have been produced by altering 

the degree and type of polarization on the hydrogens and the or-

bital .exponents of these polarization functions. Most calcula-

tions have been performed on a double ·zeta plus polarization basis 

set designated WG-III. A listing of basis function components 

and. molecular-orbital coefficients for t'lG-III is given in Table 2. 

Electron densities have been calculated for the several wave~ 

function representations of the water molecule. Figure l shows 

a contour map in the molecular plane of H
2
o generated from the 

WSL-I wavefunction .. Also shown is the electron density along the 

bond axis between the oxygen nucleus and one of the protons. 

The peak electron density at the oxygen nucleus is 298.74 a.u. 

(electrons/cubic bohr); and, at the proton the value is 0.349 a.u. 

For the sake of comparison, the electron density at the proton 

for a free ls hydrogen atom is 0.318 a.u. The point of lowest 

electron density between the two nuclei lies approximately 1.45 

bohrs from the oxygen nucleus and has a value of 0.267 a.u. 

Along the bond axis 2.0 bohrs beyond the proton the electron den-

sity drops to 0.002 a.u. 

Figure 2 shows a similar map and_graph produced from the 

WG-III wavefunction. The cusped peaks from the slater-type 



Atom 

0 

H 

(a) 

(b) 

Table 2a. 

WG-III Contracted Gaussian 

Type 

s 

p 

s 

p 

. 15 FromDunn.1ng 

Approximate 
orbital 

representation 

ls 

1s' 

2s 

2s' 

2p 

2p' 

ls 

1·S 1 

p 

basis for 
a 

·set Water 

Basis functions 
b 

0.00203 (7816.5400) 
+0.01544 (1175. 8200) 
+0.07377 (273.1880) 
+0.24761 (81.1696) 
+0. 61183 (27.1836) 
+0.24120 (3.4136) 

1.00000 (9. 5322) 

1.00000 (0. 9398) 

1.00000 (0.2846) 

0.01958 (35.1832) 
+0.12419 (7.9040) 
+0.39473 (2.3051) 
+0.62738 (0.7171) 

1.00000 (0. 2137) 

0.03283 (19.2406) 
+0.23121 (2.8992) 
+0.81724 (0.6534) 

' 
1.00000 (0.1776) 

1.00000 ( 1. 0000) 

Linear combinations are written the form c
1 

(a
1

)+c
2

(a
2

)+ •.. , 

where c
1

, c
2

, ... are the coefficients and a
1

, a 2 , ... 

are the gaussian exponents. 
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Atom 

Hlb 

0 

(a) 

(b) 

Table 2b. 

WG-III Molecular-orbital Coefficients 
a 

Basis la
1 

2a
1 

3a lb2 lbl 
Function 

1 

ls -.000061 .144654 .143965 ·-. 252849 .0 

ls' -.000368 .028459 .072862 -.161727 .0 

px .o .o .o .0 . 027258 

p. .000219 -.024103 -.022780 .022582 .0 
y 

pz .000079 -. 013795 . 010211 .026153 .0 

ls .581065 -.130176 .045984 .0 .0 

ls' . 461213 -.179817 .064221 .o .0 

2s -.000307 . 511417 -.190259 .0 .o 
2s' .002404 .399819 -.293478 .0 .0. 

2p 
X 

.0 .0 .0 .0 . 725054 

2p' .o .0 .0 .0 .394853 
X 

2 py .0 .. 0 .o -.559286 .0. 

2o' 
~y 

.o .0 .0 -.153340 .0 

2p .001654 .106639 .623134 .0 .0 z 
2p' -.000231 .013484 .306082 .o .0 

z 

Results from SCF calculation using the program POLYATOMlO 

H2 coefficients are the same as those for Hl except the 

a
1 

orbitals f()r py' and the b
2 

orbital for pz are the neg

atives of the values shown. 
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Figure la. 

Contour map of H
2
o electron density in the molecular plane, 

generated by the WSL-I wavefunction. The z axis is the rnolec-

''• 
ular 2-fold axis. Contours are plotted every 0.02 a.u. (elect-

rons/cubic bohr). The highest contour plotted is 0.50 a.u. 

The lowest contour plotted is 0.02 a.u. 

Figure lb •. 

Electron density of H
2
o along the 0-:-H bond, generated by the 

WSL~I wavefuhction • 

. " 
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Figure 2a. 

Contour map of H
2
o electron density in the molecular plane, 

'· 
generated by the WG-III wavefunction. The z axis is the rnolec-

ular 2-fold axis. Contours are plotted every 0.02 a.u. (elect-

rons/cubic bohr). The highest contour plotted is 0.50 a.u. 

The lowest contour plotted is 0.02 a.u. 

Figure 2b. 

Electron density of H
2
o along the 0-H bond, generated by the 

WG-III wavefunction. 
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basis functions have given way to round~d peaks o£ the gaussian 

basis set. Moreover, the hydrogen peak has moved off the proton 

position 0.067 bohr along the bond toward the oxygen nucleus. 

The maximum electron density at the oxygen nucleus is 294.98 a.u. 

and in the vicinity of the hydrogen 0.428 a.u. At the proton the 

density value i~ 0.415 a.u. The point of lowest electron d~nsity 

in the bond lies 1.42 bohrs from the oxygen nucleus and has a 

value of 0,370 a.u. Along the bond axis 2.0 bohr beyond the pro-

ton the electro£1 density drops to 0.002 a.u. 

Although the total SCF energy for the WG-III wavefunction 

differs from that of the WSL-I wavefunction by less than .04% there 

are striking differences in the actual electron density distri-

butions calculated from these representations. Figure 3 shows a 

contour map in the ~olecular plane displaying the difference in 

charge derisity values between WG-III and WSL-I~ Mulliken has 

. d . . 16 . h . f t 1 d . t po1nte .out tat a sat1s actory ota energy oes no neces-

sarily imply a good description of charge distribution. However, 

ir:t addition to relatively good total energies, both basis sets 

are extended and balanced in the manner suggested by Mulliken. 

It is therefore not apparent from the energies.or basis functions 

which of these ~avefunction~ i~ most suitable for the production 

of bond dependent hydrogen scattering factors. For the Gaussian 

basis sets~ one can state that the roundi~g of the electron den-

sity peak n~ar the proton does represent an erosion of the des-

cript.ion in that ~mall region. However, that cietail may not show 

eff~cts in the scattering factor curve until very ~arge values 

of the scattering vector -- perhaps beyond the limit of conven-

89 
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Figure 3 

Contour map of the WG-III minus WSL-I electron density differ- .. 
ence in the H

2
o molecular plane. Contours are plotted every 

0.02 a.u~ The lowest contour plotted is O.Oa.u. The high~st 

contour plotted in the vicinity of the proton i~ 0.12 a.u. 

Negative c.ontours in the vicinity of the oxygen nucleus are 

not plotted. 
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tiona! x-ray wavelengths. This characteristic of the gaussian 

b~sis set~ is therefore not sufficient to exclude ~heir useful
; 

ness out of hand. Thus, electron densities from the above men-

tioned wavcfunctions and several modifications of. these_ have been 

used in subsequent of scattering factor production. 

V. Bonded Hydrogen Electron Density 

There is no unique way to partition a molecular density into 

atomic components. In pursuing a model for bo.1dcd. hydrogen it 

is therefor£ necessary to make certain assumptions about the nature 

of the electron density distribution of the atomic components. 

These assumptions are based upon what is intended to be physical 

reasonability. However, it is recognized that since the concept 

of atoms within-a molecule is ill defiried, the assumptions take 

on. more the characteristics of axioms in a formal system. Thus, 

the methods employed in this study assume that: 1) the electron 

density of an atom in a molecule is continuousand everywhere 

positive; 2} beyond a certain distance from a given nucleus, its 

associated ~tomic ~lectron density is a monota~ically decreasing 

function along lines radiating out from that nucleus~ 

Based upon these assumptions, estimates have been made of the 

contribution to the molecular charge density in the. vicinity of 

the hydrogen from the other atoms in the water molecule. Subse-

quently these estimates have been used as masks to produce a re-

sidual density distribution around the proton which serves as a 

basis for the bonden hydrogen description. Sev·eral different 

masks have been used to represent the oxygen contribution to the 
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electron density. They fall into .two categories. First are those 

-
distributions generated from the existing molecular electron de-

scription itself. These have been produced by choosing an approp-

riate line density as a spherical generator. Two such generators 

that'haVe been used are the -~ axis and the +x axis (Figure 4). 

These lines were chosen because the values of the density along 

them would be least expected to contain any significant contribu-

tion from the hydrogens. In the second category, masking oxygcns 

have been produced from independ nt wavefunction calculations on 

molecular fragments. Calculations of this type have been carried 

. h. .d h +2 . out on t e oxygen atom an t e H
2
o ~on. The basis sets used for 

these calculations have been comprised of the oxygen centered func-

tions of. the corresponding molecular basis sets. Resulting density 

distributions are not required to be spherically symmetric; rather, 

they are only constrained to have the synunetry of the neutral \llater 

molecule. In Figure 5 a series of graphs display electron densi-

ties along various lines for three oxygen approximations gener-

ated for the \-JG-III description of the water molecule. The three 

masks, designated (-z)WG-III, OGI, and WG+2, represent in order, 

the spherical density generated by the -z axis of WG-III, the 1s 

f h 1 f h +2 . state o t e oxygen atom, and the S state o t e H2o 1on. 

The latter two were both produced from independent SCF calcula-

tions using POLYATOM. These graphs show qualitative features com-

mon to most of the masking functions used. They all have the same 

general shape in the region of the proton and tend to converge in 

value at large distance from the oxygen nucleus. At the position 

of the proton (-z)WG-III, WG+2, a.nd OGI rept"esent' respectively 
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Figure 4. 

Molecular Cartesian Coordinat;.e System for the Water Molecule 

Coordiriates of the atoms are as follows: 

(in bohrs)· 
Atom X y z 

H1 0.00000 . 1.43153 1.10941 

H2 0.00000 -1.43153 1.10941 

0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
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Figure Sa. 

Electron density of three oxygen masks along the 0-H bond 

from the proton toward the oxygen nucleus. 

Figure Sb. 

Electron density of three oxygen masks alon9 the 0-H bond 

from the proton away from the oxygen nucleus. 

Figure Sc. 

Electron density of three oxygen masks perpendicular to both 

the 0-H bond and the H
2
o molecular plane. 
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12.7%, 10.3%, and 9.1% of the total molecular electron density val-

ue. The slopes at the proton position along the bond direction 

toward the oxygen nucleus are 0.14 a.u./bohr, 0.12 a.u./bohr and 

0.10 a.u./bohr respectively. While the total integrated electron 
., 

density for OGI and WG+2 ·is by necessity 8 electrons, this is not 

.. the cas~ for a spherical mask generated directly from the molec-

ular electron density function. For (-z)WG-III the total electron 

content is 9.35 electrons. 

Figure 6 shows the difference between the WG-III and the 

OGI electron densities displayed in a contour map in the molecular 

plane and in a graph along the 0-H bond axis. Here again, the 

example shows qualitiative features common to other difference 

maps that have been produced. The residual density reaches a max-

imum near the proton arid falls off smoothly in the region around 

the proton. It drops more rapidly away from the oxygen position 

than it does toward it; as would be expected in a description 

of bonded density. Closer toward the oxygen pdsition, however, 

the residual density is not as well behaved. In this case, it 

takes on negative values approximately 1.~ bohrs along the bond 

from the proton. The differences of large numbers close to the 

position of the oxygen nucleus produce unreliable values for the 

residual density in this region. It is the pre~ise of this work 

'• ·• that a meaningful description of the bonded hydrogen can be ob-

tained by utilizing the more reliable values of the residual den-

sity in the region of the proton and at large destances from the 

oxygen nucleus. 

The contribution from the second hydrogen atom, H2, 
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Figure 6a. 

Contour map of H2~ electron density in molecular plane (bond . 
'cylindrical coordinates) from WG-III. Contours are plotted 

.. 
every 0.02 a.u. The highest contour plotted is 0.50 a.u. The 

lowest contour plotted is 0.02 a.u. 

Figure 6b. 

Contour map of OG-I masking density in molecular plane. 

Figure 6c. 

Contour map of WG-III minus OG-I residual density in molecular 

plane. The highest contour plotted is 0.40 a.u. The lowest 

contour plotted is 0.02 a.u. 

Figure 6d. 

WG-III minus OG-I residual density along the 0-H bond. 
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must also be evaluated in the region of the first hydrogen, Hl, 

in such a residual map. An upper bound estimate c.An be made by 

assuming a free ls hydrogen centered at the H2 proton position and 

calculating its contribution at various distances from the hyd-

rogen under scrutiny. At the Hl proton, the H2 contribution es-

timated in this manner is 0.0010 a.u., which-is only 0.26% of the 

residual density at that point. Table 3 shows the per cent con-

tribution of the H2 hydrogen as a function of the distance from 

the one urider investigation. These estimates are expected to be 

high since it has already been shown that a bonded hydrogen charge 

distribution is more highly contracted than the free ls hydrogen 

descriptiori~ As a check, another estimate of the H2 electron den-

sity contribution was made by taking residual density values at 

the appropriate distances from this atom along a line extending 

from H2 opposite to the direction of Hl (Fig~re 4) . At a distance 

corresponding to the inter-proton separation, the value of the 

residual along this line is 0.00019 a.u., which is 0.05% of the 
..... .:..'-<;·. 

residual density at the proton. The per cent contributions to 

the residual densities estimated in this manner are also shown 

in Table 3. These values are most likely low since the line be-

tween the hydrogens points toward the bond and the line used for 

this estimate points .away. They do, however, show that the re-

sidual density distribution represents a contraction relative 

to the ls. hydrogen model. ~0th methods of estimation indicate 

that within a specified region of the proton, the contribution 

from the other hydrogen to the residual density values is not 

appreciable. 
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Table 3 

Estimated Contribution of H2 to the Electron Density about H·la 

Distance from Distance from Residual H2 free ls % contri-
Hl (bohrs) H2 (bohrs) density (a.u.) density (a.u.) but ion 

0.0 2.863 • 3777 .0010 .26 

.1 2.763 .3721 .0013 .35 

. 2 2.663 .3293 .0015 .46 

. 3 2.563 .2860 .0019 .66 

.tl 2.463 .2548 .0023 .90 

. ") 2.1(;3 .2314 .0028 1.21 

. 6 2.263 • 2119 .0034 1.60 

. 7 2.163 .1961 .0042 2.14 

. 8 2.063 .1846 .0051 2.76 

.9 l. 963 .1778 .0062 .3.49 

l.O 1.863 .1753 .0077 4.39· 

,") 

l>o~~:.,d 11pnn thr· WC-TII minus OG-I rosic'luul electron density. 

--------·--------- --· ·- -·-·· 

H2 bonded den-
sity estimate 

.00019 

.00025 

.00031 

.00040 

.00051 

.00065 

.00083 

.00107 

. 00138 

. 00177 

.00228 

·. 

% contri-
but ion 

.05 

.07 

.10 

.14 

.20 

.2B 

.39 

sr.· • ::> 

• .75 . . 
1.00 

i.Jo 

~ 
0 
0\ 
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The residual density, even in the region close to the proton, 

does not in general contain an axis of cylindricaf symmetry along 

the borid, since this distribution is restricted only by the sym-

metry of the wat~r molecule. In order to be generally applicable, 

however, the desired scattering factor~ must represent charge dis-

tribution that is axially symmetric about the bond. This symmetry 

can be imposed in one of two ways. The three-dimensional resid-

ual density, or an appropriately fit analytical expression repre-

senting the bonded hydrogen can be fourier transformed and the 

resulting scattering factor description can be averaged around 

the bond ~ector to yield a two dimensional table: 

2TI 
f ( s' !JJ) = (l/2n) f [ ff/p(r)ex9(2nih•r}d 3~]d8 

- -- h 
(29) 

0 

Alternatively, the three-dimensional residual can be averaged 

about the bond axis to yield a section of a cylindrically symrnet-

ric electron density distribution. This sectibn can then be an-

alytically fit or tailed appropriately to represent the bonded 

hydrogen and subsequently fourier transformed into a two-dimen-

sional scattering factor table: 

f (s, l/J) 
2n 

f//[(l/2n) f P(_E)dBr) ex_!J(2ni~·_£)d~r 
0 

(30) 

It remains to be shown,that the two-dimensional tables generated 

in (29) and (30) are equivalent for the same density distribu~ 

tion, P(r) • In a more symbolic notation we examine the equal-

ity of (29) and (30): 
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<F [p <E.> 1 <.!!.' > >r 
h 

? 
F[<P<E.'»r .J<!:!)_ 

r 

where F[ ••• ] represents the fourier transform 

operator. 

r represents the parameterized path along 

which the average is taken. 

For an average taken on a circular path about an axis: 

.!!.' (.!!_, t) R(t) .!!_ 

where cos t sin t 0 

Thus: 

From (32): 

(33) becomes: 

R(t) = -sin t cos t 0 

0 0 l 

= 

27T 
(l/21f) f { /p(E_)exp[21fi.!!_' (.!!_,t) "E_]d 3r}dt 

0 r 

.:...1 
.!!_' (!!_,t) "E.= [R(t).!!_] "E.= !!_• [R (t}'E_] 

21f -..:.1 3 
(l/2rr) f {f p(E_) exp[2rri.!!_•(R (t)E_)d r}dt 

0 r 
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Changing integration variable: 

-1 
r' - R (t) r 

so that: 

r = R(t) !.' 

Therefore, 

<F£P<E.>1 <~'>>r. 
.h 

21T 
= (l/27T) !{ /p(R(t)r')exp(27Tih•r')d 3r'}dt 

0 r' - -- -

27T 
= f {{l/27T) /p(R(t)r')dt}exp(2rrih•r')d 3r• 

r' 0 - --

= F r <p <E.'>> r 1 <~> 
r 

17 
The equality of (29) and (30) is demonstrated. Operationally, 

the methcid represented by equation (30) is more advantageous than 

that represented by equation (29). By averaging first, any fit-

ting of analytical parameters need take place only over two di-

mensions, .cutting computation time considerably. Moreover, en-

corporating the cylindrical synunetry into the density descrip-

tion facilitates the fourier transform calculatiohwhether it is 

done numerically or analytically. 

The problem of selecting the reliable portion of the re-

sidual density for use in the bonded hy~rogen ~e~ciiption is es-

sentially one of judgement. At some distance away from the pro-

•· 
ton toward ~he oxygen nucleus, the re~J'dual beg~ns 

inaccuracies of the masking funct1 n. For the 

to reflect 

the example of 

WG-III - OGI shown in Figure 6, ~his p6int is certainly within 
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1.1 bohrs of the proton. Applying the assumptions about atomic 

electron density distributions, one would expect the density to 

approach zero asymptotically and thus have a positive second de

rivative outward from the proton. Since the density values in 

this regioh approach zero with a negative seeond derivative, 

their usefulness is in doubt. Along the bond, the second deriv

ative becomes positive approximately 0.4 bohr from the proton. 

Moreover, for WG-III - OGI the H2 contribution within 0.4 bohr 

of the proton is estimated to be well under 1% of. the residual 

density. ·Thus, for the example at hand, a region within a radius 

of 0.4 bohr from the proton position would be judged to encom

pass a good basis for a bonded hydrogen description. Of course, 

even further from both the H2 and the oxygen nuclei the values 

of the residual would also be useful. 

In general, a numerical weight may be assigned to each point 

in the residual density reflecting the assessed relevance of that 

point to a bonded hydrogen description. Such weights may l:ie con

tinuously varying functions of distance from the atomic nuclei 

or step functions with specifically delineated spacial ranges. 

The latter t~pe of weight~ng scheme has been used exclusively 

in this work. In the case ~f the numerical calcul~tion of scat

tering factors (SCATGEN), a core radius from the proton is estab

lished. Within this radius the residual densities are given un

it weight; outside they are given zero weight. As described pre

viously, a unit weighted tail is then fit to the core to completr~ 

the hydrogen electron density description. The fitting of ana

lytical parameters to the numerical representation of residual 
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density has allowed more flexibility in the application of a weight-

ing scheme. Weights are assigned to the values of the residual 

density according to location. These weighted data are then least 

squares fit by the parameters of the analytical density descrip-., 

tion to give an expression representing the bonded hydrogen atomic 

'. electron density. Figure. 7a shows the WG-III .,. OGI residual den-

sity averaged around the 0-H bond, and Figure 7h shows a section 

of thecylindrically symmetric bonded hydrogen density calculated 

from an analytical expression fit to the wieghted residual data. 

A summary of the steps followed in this work in going from a mol-

ecular wavefunction to bond specific polar hydrogen scattering 

factors is given in Figure 8. 

VI. Results and Discussion 

As ~an be seen from the flow diagram of Figure 8, the pro-

cess of generating bond. dependent polar hydrogen scattering fac-

tors involves choosing from a multitude of possibilities at sev-

eral steps along the path. An exhaustive examination of all pos-

sible combinations has not been feasible or necessary. Some al-

ternatives have been limited by the availability 6f resources. 

The choices and/or calculations of wavefunctions have fallen un-

der this limitation. The grid size and extent of numerical de-

.. 
scriptions have also been restricted in this sense. These restric-

tions coupled with the utilization of a selection process h~ve 

reduced alternatives to a manageable number. Results from a 

given calculation have, when applicable, been generalized to el-

iminate or. select various choices for subsequent calculations. 



Figure 7a. 

Contour map of WG-III minus OG-I residual density averaged 

around the 0-H bond (z axis of the bond cylindrical coordinate 

syst~m). Contours are plotted every 0.02 a.u. The highest 

contour plotted is 0.38 a.u. The lowest contour plotted is 

o.o a.u. 

Figure 7b. 

Contour map of cylindrically syrrunetric bonded hydrogen electron 

density derived by weighting and least squares fitting of the 

residual density depicted in Figure 7a. The highest contour 

plotted is 0.38 a.u. The lowest contour plotted is 0.02 a.u. 

Figure 7c. 

Electron dens'ity along the 0-H bond axis of the bonded hydrogen 

depicted in Figure 7b. 
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Figure 8. 

Flow Chart Summary of Bond Dependant Hydrogen Scattering 

Factor Production 
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The selection process has been based not. upon a single cri-

tere6n, but .rather upon a series of screenings. At the pr(~lim-

inary level, the overall shape of a prospective bonded hydrogen 

may be judged to be unpromising if its gross features do not re-

fleet the expected characteristics. For example, if the density 

distributiori is more diffuse than that of the fre~ ls hydrogen, 

or if there is less electron density found in the bond than a~~Y 

from it, then some or all of the elements used in the calcula-

tion of such a density must be revised. An effective secondary 

screening procedure involves comparison of a set .of trial scat-

tering factors with the polar hydrogen scattering factor tables 

of Stewart et. al. As was shown in the previous chapter, these 

form factors do not represent a large enough ~hift in bond length 

for a hydrogen bound to oxygen. This shift can be calculated 

from a scattering factor table for any given diffraction vector 

by: 

shift (35) 

where t is the phase value for a diffraction vector character-

ized by a ~agnitude jhj and an angle~ from the bond' axis. 

Thus the effective bond length shift of a given table may be 

estimated by averaging over the relevant valties of the scatter-

ing vector. For the purFoses of comparing two tables, shifts 

can be averaged over the same ranges of lhl for a given value 

of 1/J In this manner, tables representing significantly iess 

bond len~th shift than the SDS table ~an be ~c~~ened out. In 

addition, examination of the scattering fall-off with increasing 
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magnitude of the scattering vector of a trial table and compari-

son with that of the SDS table affords another screening devise. 

Since the SDS table was judged to over-estimate the degree of el-

ectron cont.raction about the proton for H bonded to 0, any tables 

that fall off much more slowly than the H
2 

derived table can be 

regarded with suspicion. The final critereon by which a scat-

tering f~ctor table is evaluated is its p~rformance in the least 

squares refinement of x-ray structural parameters when compared 

to para~eter values obtained from neutron data. For the construe-

tion of oxygen bound hydrogen scattering factm:s, ·the x-ray data 

. 18 19 
of Hanson et. al. and the neutron data of Brown and Levy for 

the sucrose molecule described in the previous chapter have been 

used. 

A summary of the scattering factor calculations undertaken 

in this work is given in Table 4. Included in this summary are 

choice of wavefunctions, masking densities, and various compu-

tafional param~ters that specify the path of each listed calcu-

lation. The list is cirdered by molecular ~avefunction and then 

by mask~ng density. Wavefunction designations and· their associ-

ated descriptions are given in Table 5. The unrenormalized for-

ward scattering, f(O), and an average shift parameter derived 

from the calculated scattering factor tables are also reported 

in Table 4. These numbers are not meant to be a CO!Tlplete summary 

of the quality of each table, since many aspects of a table, like 

rate of scattering fall-off and distribution of shift as a func-

tion of scattering vector are not described by them. Rather, 

they are meant to serve only as ? rough gauge in comparing the 
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Ref. t _ Wav_e-_a 
function 

2 

3 

4 

s 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

1o 
17 

Ul 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

WG-I 

WG-I 

WG-1 

WG-I 

WG-I 

WG-I 

WG-I 

WG-I 

WG-I 

WG-I 

WG-III 

WG-III 

WG-III 

WG- Iii 

WG-III 

WG-III 

WG-II! 

WG- III 

WG-III 

WG-IU 

WG-III 

WG-III 

WG-III 

WG-III 

Samp-~ 
linq 
space 

1\ 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B 

8 

A 

c 
D 

D 

D 

c 
c 
D 

E 

E 

D,E 

D,E 

B 

B 

Sec-c 
tion 

II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
1 
l 
II 
10° 

10° 

10° 

10° 

10° 

10° 

10° 

10° 

10° 

10° 

10° 

l 
l 

Maskd Repf 

D&T 0 

X 

N 

N 

-z N 

-; N 
-llr 2 

-z e N 

-Br -z e N 
-sr· 5 

-z. e N 
-sr· 5 

-z e N 

WG+2 N 

OG-I N 

X N 

-z N 

-z N 

-z N 

-z N 

-z 

-z· 

-z 

-z 

-z 

-z 

-z 

WG+2 

OG-I 

A 

.A 

A 

A 

A/N 

A/N 

A 

N 

N 

Table 4. 

Summary of Scattering Factor Calculations 

Coree· 
radius 

1.13 

1.13 

1.13 

.76 

.57 

.76 

.76 

.• 57 

• 38 

.76 

.76 

.i6 

• 38 

.42 

.48 

.68 

.68 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.38 

.66 

Extended 9 

radius 

3.78 

3. 78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

1 •. 40 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

Sector9 j l;s,h l 1.s.i 
angle _data para-

9!,~ 
'95° 

95° 

100°. 

100° 

74) 

977 

937 

781 

781 

95°,100" 1618 

95°,100° 1618 

·meters 

10 

io 
21 

10 

10 

10 

10 

Analyt-j 
ica1 pol
arizat.iOn 
exponent 

1.0' 

1.0 

1.0, 0.5 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

Cenrerk 
for s.f. 

1. 8111 

I. 8111 

! .8111 

1.8111 

1.8111 

1.8111 

1.8111 

1.6111 

1.8111 

l. 8111 

1.8111 

1.8111 

1.8111 

l. 8111 

l. 8l1l 

1.81H 

1.8111 

l. 7800 

1. 7800 

l. 7800 

l. 7800 

l. 7800 

' 1.8111 

1.8111 

SampU.nq 1 

space. 
for s.f. 

f(O)m Sh~ .,...0 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

8 

8 

A 

c 
D 

D 

D 

.38 

.46 

.52 

• 51 

.44 

.28 

.52 

.42 

.26 

.30 

.35 

.45 

.08 

-1.75 

.67 

H(.42,3.78).30 

H(l.7,-) 

8 

8 

.64 

.80 

.30 

.53 

[.07) 

[.06) 

[.05) 

[ .03) 

[ .06) 

{.05) 

!.06) 

.oa 

.08 

.08 

.OS 

.08 

.09 

.09 

.u 

.u 
{.09) 

.08 

1-' 
1\.J 
0 

rft• 



Ref. I Wave- a. 
function 

Samp- b Sec., c Mask d 

25 

26 

27 

21l 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

ling tion 

WG-III 

WG-III 

WG-II! 

WG-III 

>·IG-III 

WG-II·I 

I~G-III 

space 

B. 

I! 

E 

E 

D,E 

E 

D,E 

~·lG-·III D,E 

WG-III-1 D,E 

WG-III-2 D,E 

tiG-III-2 D,E 

WG-III-3 D,E 

WG-III-3 D, E 

WG-III-3 D,E 

~IG-lV F 

WG-IV F 

WI;•IV F 

WG-!V 

W~IV 

F 

D,E 

WG-IV-1 G 

1 CG-I 

1 OG-4 

10° OG-:i: 

10° OG-r 

10° OG-I 

20° CG-I 

10° OG-r 

10° OG-I 

10° OG-I 

10° OG-I 

10° OG-I 

10° OG-I 

10° OG-I 

10° OG-I 

1 OG-I 

1" CY'..-I. 

1 OG-I 

1 OG-I 

20° oc-± 

1 OG-I 

f Rep. 

N 

N 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A/N 

A/N 

N 

A/N 

A 

A/N 

Coree 
radius 

.57 

.38 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.'40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.40 

.66 

.66 

.57 

.66 

.40 

.47 

Table 4 (cont<nued). 

Extended e Secto.c '1 8 l.s. h I .l.s. i 
radius 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 

). 78" 

3.78 

3.59 

angle data 

100° 

100° 

100° 

100° 

100° 

100° 

1oo' 
100° 

100° 

100° 

90° 

110° 

<~ 

100" 

90° 

781 

781 

15'l5 

781 

1595 

1595 

1595 

1595 

1595 

1595 

1696 

1471 

354 

354 

253 

:!>95 

.496 

para-
· meters 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

Ana1yt· j 
ical pol
arization 
exponcryt 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.8 

0.8 

].5 

0.5 

o.o 
0.85 

0.85 

0.85 

1.0 

1.0 

i.O 
.. ! .. 6. 

o.s· 

Center k 
for s.f. 

l.Blll 

l. 8111 

l. 7800 

1.8111 

l.78'JO 

,;..7800 

1. 7800 

l.flli.1 

l. 7900 

l. 7800 

1. 7800 

l. 7800 

1.7800 

l. 7800 

1.8111 

1.8111 

1. 8111 

l.>Hll 

1.78~0 

1.8111 

. .. 

Sampling 1 f (0) m 
space 
for s.f. 

B 

B 

.·.·52 

.33 

.81 

.S1 

.91 

.81 . 

i.04 

.90 

.76 

1.66 

1.01 

.99 

.95 

1.05 

G(3.78) .70 

G(1.32,3.7B) .71 

G .54 

F(0.66,3.78) .42 

~ 1.05 

G(3.78) .90 

Shift n 
lj.-0 

[.141 

[ .121 

.12 

.lZ 

.13 

.12 

.14 

.1 3 

.13 

.l!l 

.l.l 

.13 

.13 

.14 

.11 

.ll 

.1) 

. 17 

.17 

.12 
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IV 
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0 
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Table 4 (cO!thnucd). 

Ref.l Wave-" 
function 

b 
Silr.lp-

c 
Sec- Haskd f 

Rep. Coree 
radius 

Extendede Sectoi.·g· II 1. s. h 8 l.s. i 
para
meters 

l\nalyt-j 
ical pol
arization 
exponent 

Centerk 
for s.f. 

Sar.;pling
1 

space 
for· s.f. 

f(0)
111 --n 

• Shift 

45 WSL-1) 

46 WSL-I 

47 WSL-I 

48 l~SL-I 

49 WSL-I 

50 NSL-1 

51 WSL-I 

52 l~SL-I 

Notes: 

ling 
space 

0 

D 

0 

O,E 

D 

0 

O,E 

D,E 

tion 

20° OSL-O N 

20° -z N 

20° -z N 

10° -z A/N 

20° OSL-Cl N 

20° OSL-I N 

20° OSL-I A/N 

20° OSL-1-'-lsH A/N 

(a) See ·rable 5 for wavefunction dcsiqnations. 
(b) Sec ·Table 6 for s""'r>ling sp-lca dcscriptio~s. 

.19 

.38 

.19 

.40 

.38 

.38 

.40 

.40 

radius angle 

3.~8 

3.78 

3.78 

3.78 100° 

3. 78· 

3.78 

3.78 100° 

3.78 100() 

data 

1595 

1595 

1595 

10 

10 

10 

1.85 

1.85 

1.85 

lj.ooO 

1.8111 D .85 .10 

1.8111 D .55 .07 

1. 8111 D .54' .07 

l. 8111 K .48 .06 

1.8111 D • 46 .04 

1. 8111 0 ,90 .14 

1.8111 J .57 .08 

1.8111 J .56 .08 

(c) II and l indicate sections polrallcl anrl perpendiculat· to the molecul..tr plane, respectively. An angle inc!icates that an average has O>een 
taken around the bond at intervals of that angulolr value. 

20 (d) D&T 0 indic.>tcs m.1sk deriv"d from the published oxygen scattering fa•;tnr values of Doyle and Turner . X and -z refer to the axes of 
the corresponding molecular wave functions used as spherical ger.et·ator.s. 

(e) Vaiues in bohrs. See figur" 9 and text for definitions of these rudii. . 
(f) acpresenta.ticn of electron densities. 'A'inclicatcs analytical, 'N 1 indicates nur.terical, and 'A/N' indiccJtE's analytical representation of 

electron density converted to numerical for scattering fa~tor calcul1tion (SCATGENl. 
(g) See Figure ~ a~d text f~r definition of sector angle. 
(hl I-Ournber of points in the residual density used as data for ledsl squares fit of analytical density description. 
(i} Nu..'T\h,.:r o~ po:>ulution cocffici~nt type _.pdranetCrs to be fit in th-9. le·iSt squares· prOcedure. s~~ equation (12'). 
(:j) Exponents of poiarization f4nctions fit in the least square~ procedure. See equation(l2'). 
(kl Distance in bohrs along 0-H ·bond fror:t oxygen nucte·~s at which the or>gin of (he .hyrlrogE'n eiectron density is placed for scattering factor 

._calcu~at·ion. Phases are re-sh.Leted after calculation to reflect tru<J proton position when center is .tt L71i bohr.s. · 
(ll NUr:tbers in p~rentheses indicate core and extended radii for nuU.erical scattering factor calculations· when analytical description is used 

for bonded hydrogen electron density. 
(m) Forward scattering (unrenor~1lized electron content of bonded hydrog~n model). 
(n) Shift in angstroms, see gquation (35), averaged over values of sinS/>. from .1 to ,8 A· 1every .1 A- 1• Those shifts in craci<cts are aver

ag!'d only from .02 to .2 A- 1E'very .02 A-. 1• 
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Table 6. 

Sampling Spaces used in Numerical Calculations 

(all distances in bohrs) 

Sampling Coordinate Plane First Coordinate 
Space System Minimum Maximum 6 

A molecular y-z 0.5 2.6 0.06 

B bond z-p 0.653 3.005 0.049 

c bond z-p 0.30 3.30 0.06 

D bond z-p - 1.0 2.6 0.03 

E bond z-p 0.4 3.8 0.07 

F bond z-p 0.3 3.3 0.054 

G bond z-p -2.0 5.6 0.15 

H bond z-p 0.0 3.8 0.0725 

I molecular y-z 0.0 1. 980 0.06 

J bond z-p -1.8889 5. 5111 0.10 

K bond z-p -2.0 5.48 0.12 

Second 
Minimum 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

o.o 
0.0 

.0. 0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0. 

0.0 

0.0 

Coordinate 
Maximum 6 

2.0 0.06 

1.2 0.05 

1.5 0.06 

0.8 0.03 

2.0 0.07 

1.4 0.054 

3.8 0.15 

2.0 0.0725· 

2.28 0.06 

3.7 0.10 . 
3.7 0.12 

·. 

1-' 
I'V 
A 
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in comparing the tables amongst themselve~. ·The· individual re-

suits and step by step details of each calcrilation ~ill not be 

discussed here. Instead, results will be reported and discussed 

as they have related to the selection of various representations ., 

and procedures over others . 

. . 
a. Numerical representation of molecular and masking electron 

density 

. In the methods outlined above, the molecular and masking 

electron densities must be represented numerically in the re-

gion around the proton. Thus, a sampling space for each such 

representation must be established. The symmetry of the water 

limits the boundaries to within the quart~r space bounded by the 

two molecular mirror planes, xz and yz (see Figure 4). -Further 

limitationshave been imposed for the sake of economy of calcu-

lation. Very little additional informat1on is gained by calcu-

lating the very low valued electron densities at great distances 

from the atomic centers. Based upon preliminary large grid cal-

culations :o£ charge density, like that displayed in Figure 1, 

the boundaries of subsequent calculations hav~ in general been 

kept to within 2. 0 bohrs of the proton. The choice of grid size 

has been a trade-off between economy and resolution. For, example, 

for the WG-III molecular electron density, a grid spacing of 0.07 

bohrs gives linearly interpolated density rvalues in the area of 

the proton to within 5 parts per thousand of actual calculated 

values, while a spacing of 0.03 bohrs gives values correct to with-

in one part per thousand. Table 6 lists all of the sampling spaces 
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used in the calculations represented in Table 4~ Two different 

coordinate systems have been employed; a molecular cartesian sys-

tern (Figure 4), and a bond cylindrical coordinate system (Figure ~). 

The coordinates of the cylindrical syste~ are z, the distance 

along the bond from the oxygen nucleus; p, the distance•perpen-

dicular to the bond axis; and e, the angle between a z-p plane 

and the plane of the molecule. The bond cylindrical coordinate 

system has been found to be more convenient than the molecular 

cartesian for the purposes of this work, especially when averag-

ing around the.bond for a cylindrically symmetric description of 

hydrogen. Many of the molecular and masking densities have been 

calculated around the bond from 8 := CP to 180° in steps of 10° . 

It has been found that the variation around the bond is in gen-

cral small enough within the region of calculation to permit steps 

of 20". For example, calculations #27 and #30 of Table 4 which 

differ only in the e.-step parameter give essentially identical 

results. The grid and boundary conditions which seemed to have 

worked best in terms of accuracy and economy were a sum of the 

D and E sampling spaces as represented in Table 6~ With this com-

binationt the proton-near densities can be represented in great 

detail, while the more slowly varying proton-far densities can 

still be covered adequately and economically. 

. . 
b. Numerical representation of.bonded hydrogen electron density 

As was described earlier, the numerical representation of a 

bonded hydrogen electron density distribution c6nsists of two parts: 

a core of residual density values (molecule miryus mask) to a spec-
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Figure 9. 

Bond Cylindrical Coordinate System for the H
2
o Molecule 

.. The origin is at the oxygen nucleus; z is the component in the 

direction of the 0-H bond; p is the distance from the z axis; 
i ,. 

and e is the dihedral angle between the molecular plane and the 

plan~ fixed by Hl, 0, and the given point. Coordinates of the 

hydrogen atoms are: 

Atom .. z (in bohrs) p (in bohrs) e (in degrees) 

Hl 1.81110 0.00000 0.00000 

H2 -0.45385 1.75331 180.00000 
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ified radius, RADLIMi and a tail fit to the coreextending the 

values out to a second radius, RADEXT. Outside of ~he extended 

radius the electron density is assigned a iero value. Thus, den-

sity values at the extended radius should be v~ry close to zero .. 
if continuity is to be approximated and if most of the electron 

; . density is to be encompassed in the,description. For most cal-

culations run, 3.78 bohrs (2 A) has been chosen as a reasonable 

value for the extended radius. The gaussian tails fit in calcu-

l.::~tiol"s #13, :'7-14, and filS, for instance, take on values of the 

d 10~ 13 h . d . f h ' or ~r · at t 1s 1stance rom t e proton. 'For the slater 

tails fit in calculations #46, #47, and #48 th~ values at a 

3. 78 bohr radius vary from 0.0004 a.u./bohr. ii1 the bond direc-

tion to 0.0001 a.u./bohr away from it. Thechoice of- core radius 

has been dependant upon the particulars of a giyen calculation. 

The core should include the relevant portion Of the proton-ncar 

residu~l density, but exclude areas where the ~asking represen-

tation may be of doubtful value. For the most frequently used 

combination of the WG -III molecular density_ and the OG-I mask-

ing density, a reasonable value fOr the radius has been judged 

to be 0.4 bohrs. Variation in the value of the core radius with-

in a series of otherwise identical calculations.has shown th~t 

the Gaussian tail functions fit at these radii drop off more 

quickly than the residual values even in the a~ea away from the 

bond. Thus, in calculations #13, #14, and #15 small increases 

in the core radius have correspondingly increased the electron 

content of the bonded hydrogen description and'necreased the de-

gree of charge contraction around· the proton as indicated by rate 



of scattering fall-off. This failure of simple Gaussian func

tions to-adequately describe the tailing of the hydrogen elec

tron distribution explains the generally low total electron con

tent of the numerical bonded hydrogen representations derived 

from Gaussian wavefunctions. The Slater tail· functions do not 

suffer this drawback. A comparison of calculations #46 and #47 

which differ considerably in their core radii and in no other 

parameters shows almost identical electron coritent and rate of 

scattering fall-off. 

c. Analytical representation of bonded hydrogen electron density 

Using sampling space parameters similar to those employed in 

the numerical techniques just discussed, an analytical repre

sentation of bonded hydrogen may be derived from the residual 

density values. Core and extended radii a~e chosen so as to en

compass residual density data for use in the least squares fitting 

procedure previously described. In addition, a s.ector angle, CJ 

is selected ~hich limits the annular region bet~een the core and 

extended radii away f.rom the bond vector (Figure 10). In this 

way, both proton-near ~ensities and proton-far densities outside 

the range of interference from doubtful portions of the masking 

representation or contribution from the s~cond .-hydr"<.><Jen can be 

fit with the parameters of an analytical descrip~ion of electron 

density. The boundaries of the sampling space provide the lim-

its to the data where the specified extended radius goes beyond 

them. Using the criteria already described, a core radius of 0.4 

bohrs~ extended radius of 3.78 bohrs, and a sector angle of 100° 
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Figure 10 ... 

Partitioning of the Residual Density Sampling Space for Weighting 

Scheme 

The rectangle represents the limits of the elec.tron density samp-

ling space. The core radius, RADLIM, the exte,nded radius, 

RADEXT 1 and the sector angle, 0, partition the data to be given 

non-zerb ~eights (dotted areas) in the analy~ical fit of the 

residual density. 
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were chosen for most of the analytical calculations that have been 

performed. ·Comparison of calculations #36, #37, a·nd #38 shows 

the effect 6f altering the sector angle by 10° toward and away 

from the bond. In most of the analytical calc6lations. involving .. 
least squares fitting of electron .density data, unit weights have 

.. 
been applied. Some early attempt;.s at emphasizing the: .. proton-

near den~ities by weighting them r~ore heavily U1an the proton-

far densities failed to produce meaningful results.· Calculation 

#15 represents such an ·attempt. The densities within the -core 

radius were weighted by a·factor of 10 ti~es those ·in the exten-

ded region. The resulting analytical expressio~ for electron 

density showed negative regions starting about ;1:.7 bohrs from 

the proton, and thus gave rise to an unrealistic scattering de-

scription.- The subsequent use of overlapping sampling spaces 

(D and E, Table 6) has allowed more intensive coverage of the 

proton-near region without resorting to an assigned weighting 

scheme. 

The c~ussian based water wavefunctions represent electron 

density that peaks about 1.75 bohrs from the oxygen nucleus along 

the 0-H bond. The proton pos.ition is 1.8111 bohrs out from the 

oxygen nucleus. All residual densities that have been generated 

move the peak back toward the proton by about 0.03 bohr. Since 

Gaussian functions are rounded rather than cusped at their centers, 

the addition or. subtraction of functions which are monotonically 

decreasing in that region will shift the peak accordingly. No 

such shift aiises with the Slater based descriptions. The analy-

tical expression for electron density is of the form: 
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p (r) = r p <I> (r)<l> (r) (12') 
c - p,q pq p- q -

where the P are the parameters fit by least squares. For the . pq 

Gaussian case, the question arises: Should the basis functions, 

<l>(!_), be centered at the proton position or at the position of the 

electron density peak? A comparison of these two alternatives can 

be seen in calculations #27 and #28. For the peak centered functions 

the phase angles in the resulting scattering factor table are re-

shifted to reflect the original proton position. The least squares 

Fitting procedure minimizes the quantity CHISQ(X) with respect to 

the P 's. Where: pq. 

CHISQ(X) = 
NUMDATA 
~ (p (r.)-p (r.))2 WEIGHT(i) 
I. 0 "1. c -~ 

(36) 
i=l 

where p (r.) are the data selected from the residual 
0 -~ 

density 

p (r.) are the· values c, alculated using (12') 
c -~ 

X are the parameters P 
pq 

The proton centered functions of #28 yielded a minimum CHISQ of 

. -s · · -3 
3.6xl0 and the peak centered functions of #27 yielded l.OxlO 

The functions centered on the proton generated scattering factors 

that describe similar shifts to those produced by the peak cent-

ered functions. The latter scattering factors, however, show a 

steeper rate of scattering fall-off than the .former and thus 

appear to produce a table that reflects the electron contraction 

expected of a hydrogen bound to oxygen in a more suitable manner. 

Calculations #31 and #32 demonstrate a similar situation. Here 

again, density descriptions derived from both types of functions 

... 
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represent similar bond shifts, but the peak centered descrip-

tion shows a more favorable scattering fall-off and generates 

a more satisfactory table, as judged by the c~iteria already out-

lined . 

The functions f<E> in equation (12') are in general of the 

same form as the hydrogen centered basis functions of the corres-

pending molecular wavefunction. In some cases, however, modifi-

cations have been made to these functions in order to affect the 

derived scattering factor table. One such modification has been 

the use of different exponents in th~ polarizatidn functions to 

be fit. Calculations #29 and #31 illustrate this c~se- Both 

are identical through the point .of selection of residual density 

data used ~ri the least squares fit of th~ analytical expression. 

In calculation #29 the p-typ~ functions have an exponent of l. 0, 

the same as the starting wavefunction, WG-III. The minimum CHISQ 

-3 
value from the least squares was 5.lxl0 . ~he resulting scat-

tering factor table looked quite promising, although the forward 

scattering was somewhat low, representing only 0.91 electrons. 

Calculat~on #31 was undertaken in order to increase the electron 

content. To this end, the p-type exponents in the functions to 

be fit wer~ changed to 0.8. Th~ least squ~res resulted in a min-

-3 
imum CHISQ of 5.7xl0 . The bonded.hydrogen content increased to 

1.04 electrons, and other characteristics of th~ scattering fac-

tor table improved as well. Subsequently this table was eva],.u-

ated through its use in the refinement of x-ray data .. 

The analytical density expression .could be modified in a 

different ~anner by the addition·~f functions that do not appear 
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iri the original molecular wavefur1ction. Calculation #18 repre-

" ' s~nts such an attempt. In it, p-type functions with exponents 

of 0.5 were added to the original 1.0 exponent p tunctions. 

The fit of this expanded function yielded negative densities 

in regions beyond the range of the data and gave a negative value 

for the-electron content. No further attempts were made at ex-

panding the analytical density expression in this manner. 

d. Masking densities 

Concurrent with the selection of useful caldulation paramet-

ers has been the selection of appropriate elements upon which to 

perform the calculations. This process, too, has been one based 

on availability, judgement, and trial and error. An early at-

tempt at prqducing a masking oxygen density involved fourier in-

20 
verting the oxygen scattering factor table of Doy1e and Turner . 

The resulting mask was not useful because of series termination 

ripple in the vicinity of the proton. This effect persisted when 

values of sin Q /;>. up to 5.0 ;..-l were included in the fourier in-

version. .All subsequent masking densities have. been based upon 

direct electron densities, either taken from the molecular descrip-

tion itself or .calculated from an independant wavefunction. 

Of the masks derived from the water electron electron den-

sity repreisrintatidns, the -z molecular axis spherical generators 

have given the best results and have been used most extensive-

ly. The volume integral of electron density for such a spheri-

cal mask is, in general, greater than 8 electrons. As a result, 

residual densities calculated with this type of ma'sk under-rep-
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resent electron content. An early attempt wasrnadc to reduce the 

masking volume integral by multiplying the -z axis densities by 

the exponential expression, exp(-Brn), where r is the distance 

from the oxygen nucleus. The values of n that have been tried are 

2, l, and l/2. The B has been chosen in each case so that the 

.. 
volume integral generated is ~qual to 8 electrons. Calculations 

#5, #6, #7, and #8 show some improvement in electron content over 

calculation #4. However, the total content is still quite low, 

due to a large extent to the inadequacies of the gaussian tail 

functions. 

The calculation of masking densities from·independant_wave-

functions has presented several advantages, both theoretical and 

practical, over those extracted trom the molecular descriptions. 

The basis sets for such wavefunctions can be chosen to match 

those centered on the oxygen nucleus in the water wavcfunction. 

Moreove~, this method eliminates the arbitrarin~ss of choosing 

a particular line density to generate the masking representation, 

and of adjusting that representation by means of an additional 

parameterized expression in order to reflect a realistic elec-

tron content. The results of calculations using such masks gen-

erated from indcpendant wavefunctions have in general been judged 

better than corresponding calculations tising the extracted masks. 

Calculation #10, for instance, with the OGI masking density pro-

duced a scattering factor table with better scattering fall-off 

characteristics and better or equal phase shift ~nd electron con-

tent than comparable calculations using the -z axis mask, even 

when the additional correction factor is employed (calculations 



#4, #6, and #7). A comparison of analytical calculations #19 

and #27 indicates a similar conclusion. Slater based calcula-

tions have also shown improvement when wavefunction generated 

masks were used, as is indicated by the comparison of calcula-

tions #46 and #50 . Of the masking functions chosen, those 

with basis sets derived from the oxygen centered functions of 

the corresponding molecular wavefunctions served best. Calcula-

tion #49 was performed with an oxygen masking density distribu-

tion derived from the published atomic oxygen wavefunction of 

Clementi
21

. The resulting scattering factor table compares poorly 

with that of calculation #So. 

In order to estimate the amount of error introduced by ig-

noring the second hydrogen contribution to the rnasking density, 

parallel calculations were performed. One (#51J used only the 

OSL-I masking density, while the other (#52) used the OSL-I den-

sity plu~ a ls hydrogen density centered at the second proton 

position. The OSL-I + ls hydrogen mask left roughly 2% less el-

ectrori content than the OSL -I mask alone. The scattering fall-

off and phase shift characteristics for the two resulting tables 

were essentially identical. Thus, the inclusion of an explicit 

estimate of the electron density contribution from the second 

hydrogen did not benefit the results of the calculation to any 

significant extent. 

e. Wavefunctions 

The variety of basis sets used in this study has been limited. 

In total, two Slater and seven Gaussian based water wavefunctions 
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.have been employed (Table 5). Some selection, however, has taken 

place in terms of number and value of polarization basis func-

tions. Early numerical calculations using the WG-I water wave-

function pointed out the necessity of including p~type polariza-

tion functions centered at the protons. Without these functions, 

the average bond length shifts of the resulting scattering ~actor 

tables were too small. The use of the WG-III wave function, for 

example, with p-type functions centered on the protons increased 

fhe polar character of the resulting bbnded hydrogen models. 

Wavefunctions WG-IV and WG-IV-1 have encorporated d-type polar-

ization functions as well. A comparison of calculations #29 and 

#43 shows a qreater phase shift produced by the wavefunction with 

both p and d polarization functions. This additional shift of 

electron density, however, could be due to what Mulliken refered 

to as an "unbalanced basis 
17 set" , since the oxygen centered 

basis functions do not include d-type functions~ 

Some variety has been introduced into the hydrogen polar-

ization fuhction exponents used in the gaussian based molecular 

wavefunctions. Since these exponents were not optimized for the 

water molecule in the work of Dunning or Neuman and,Moskowitz, 

it was of interest to see how their variation ~ff~cted both the 

total electronic en~rgy and the electron distrib~tion. Table 5 

shows that of the values tried, the lowest energy, using o~ly 

p-type polariz~tion, was achieved with an exponent. of 0.85. 

This exponent also yielded the best value for total electron con-

tent (forward scattering) when used unmodified in the analytical 

expression fit to describe the borided hydrogen electron density. 
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With such a small sampling, however, it is not possible to say 

whether or not polarization exponents optimized for total energy 

would in general yield the best electron density descriptions. .• 

f. Generated scattering factor tables in crystallographic least 

squares 

Sev~~al of the scattering factor tables produced in this 

work exhibited promising characteristics in terms of represent-

ing hydrogen bonded to oxygen. In order to examine these tabl.es 

more closely, they were individually employed in the least squares 

refi~ement of the sucrose x-ray data of Hanson et. al. In each 

case an e'xtensive table was generated covering the range of 

sine I>.. ·-1 
from 0 to 0.85 A in 40 equally spaced intervals and 

the range of ~ , the angle between the bond and diffraction vee-

tor, from 0° to 90"' every 10° . The refinements were carried out in 

exactly the same manner for each table. The same set of start-

ing parameters for the sucrose structure was used in each case. 

In these refinements only the parameters asso6iated ~ith the ox-

ygen atoms and the hydrogens bound to them were aliowed to vary. 

For the sake of comparison, the SDS polar hydrogen scattering 

factor table was also employed using this same refinement scheme. 

The resulting oxygen-hydrogen bond distances and hydrogen iso-

tropic thermal parameters are reported in Table 7, Deviations 

from the neutron results and figures of merit for the various 

refinements themselves are alsogiven in the table. 
I 

Two extensive scattering factor tables, SF-I and SF-II, 

were generated from calculation ~29 and used in least squares 



Table 7. 

a •. Sucrose 0-H Bond Distances from Refined Positional Parameters 
. (all distances in angstroms) . . 

Atom .Neutron SF-I SF-II SF-III SF-IV SF-V 

HS 2PX • 972(3)a . 973 (25) .965(24) .992(24) .983(24) L 026 (26) 

HS 3PX .960(3) .907(24) .913(24) .933(24) .923(24) .950(25) 

HS 4PX . 912 (4) .806(29) .826(28) .840(28) .828(28) .849(30) 

I-IS 6PX .956(4) .942(34) .950(33) .965(33) .955(33) .990(37) 

HS lFX .974(3) .986(23) l. 000 (23) 1.009(23) 1. 000 (23) 1.031(24) 

HS 3FX .969(3) .938(23) .938(23) . 962 (23) ,952 (23) .982(24) 

HS 4FX .976(3) .903(25) .908(25) .932(25). .921(25) .957(26) 

HS 6FX .971(3) 1. 002 (23) . 997 (23) 1.016(23) 1.013(22) 1.055(24) 

·0-Hb • 961( 21) . 932 (62) ,937(56) .956(57) .947(59) .980(64) 
t;,C - .029(46) .024(41) .005(40) .014 (43) -.019 (48) 

Ct?> lh - .052 .045 .038 .042 .049 

(a) Standard deviations of the least significant digit(s) are given in parentheses. 

(b) Mean bond length. Standard deviation calculated from sample variance. 

(c) Mean deviation from neutron results (neutron minus x-ray). 

J 

SDS Polar 

.916(24) 

.853(24) 

.762(28) 

.898(33) 
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.082(41) ' 
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Table 7 (continued) . 

b. Sucrose Refined Isotropic Thermal Parameters 
(B in units of A2

) 

Atoin Neutron Sf-! $F-II SF-III SF-IV SF-V 

HS 2PX 3.29(10)a 5.57(57) 4.64(54) 4.46(54) 4.74(55) 4.87(60) 

HS 3PX 3.83(12) 4.81(53) 3.89(49) 3.77(50) 4.04(51) 4.24(58) 

HS 4PX 6.94(24) 6.18(72) 5.18(66) 4.96(66) 5.26(67) 5.55(73) 

HS 6PX 3.99(13) 7.07(74) 5.72(67) 5.45(67) 5.86(69) 6.87(81) 

HS lFX 3.21(10) 4.37(45) 3.63(43) 3.40(43) 3.65(44) 3.56(46) 

HS 3FX 2.92(9) 4.13{47) 3.33(44) 3.15(44) 3.41(44) 3.41(48) 

HS 4FX 3.02(11) 6.15 (65) 5.05(60) 4.80(60) 5.14 (61) 5.27(68) 

HS 6FX 3.55(11) 5.71(56) 4.91(54) 4.61(54) 4.90{55) 4.92(59) 

-b 
B 3.84(130) 5.50(100) 5.54(84) 4.33(81) 4.63{85) 4. 84(113) 

'K c -1.66(129) -.70(121) -.48(119) -.78(121) -.99(133) 

c'LF1 112 2.05 l. 33 1.21 1. 38 1.59• 

(a) Standard deviations of the least significant digitjs) are given in parentheses. 

(b) Mean isotropic temperature factor. . . 

(c) Mean deviation from the neutron results (neutron minus x-ray). 

SDS Polar 

4.08(52) 

3.27(47) 

4.54(63) 

4.86(62) 

3.00(41) 

2.72(41) 

4.34(56) 

4.16(52) 

3.87(78) 

-.03(117) 
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c. 

. Figure of Merit 
d 

Rl (I>2cr) 

Rl (include 0 wt.) 

R2 

(d) Rl L:l&l/ L:jF I 
0 

Table 7 (continued) . 

Fi~ures.of Merit for·sucro~e X-ray Refinements 

SF-I SF-II 

.0290 .0289 

.0325 .0324 

.0330 .0328 

and R2 = IL:w (6F) 2 /l:wF 2 

0 

SF-III SF-IV 

.0289 .0289 

. 0323· .0324 

.0328 .0329 

.: 

SF-V 

.0291 

.0325 

.0332 

SDS Polar 

.0287 

.0321 

.0326 

1-' 
l:> 
w 

0 
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refinements. SF-I was renormalized to give a forward scattering 

of 1.0 electrons, while SF-II was left with a forward scattering 

of 0.91 ~lectrons. The third table used 1n refinement, SF-III, 

was generated from calculation #31. The wavefunctions that were ,. 

employed in this calculation were the same as those in calcula-

tion #29, but the residual density was fit with ari analytical ex-

pression using a polarization exponent of 0.8 instead of 1.0. 

The two remaining scattering factor tables that have been exam-

ined were derived from two different molecular wavefunctions. 

SF-IV has its origins in the WG-III-3 function with p polariza-

tion of 0 .. 85 (calculation #36). SF-v is derived from the WG-IV 

wavefunction~ containing both p and d-type hydrogen polariza-

tion (calculation #43) . 

. With all five of the trial tables, the refined positional 

parameters yielded oxygen hydrogen bond distances that were closer 

to the neutron results than were those calculated with the SDS 

polar hydrogen table. The SF-III derived bond lengths agree most 

closely with the neutron values. They have an average deviation 

0 

from the corresponding neutron values of .OOSA with a variance of 

0 

.040A. In general, these x-ray bond lengths fall within 2 stand-

ard deviations of their neutron derived counterparts. The param-

eters refined from the SF-V scattering factor table produced bond 

0 

lengths that are on the average .019A larger than the neutron val-

ues. This model therefore overestimates the amount of polar char-

acter in the bonded hydrogen electron density. This result con-

firms the need for a balanced basis set, since.d-character was 

used here on the proton centered basis functions, but not on the 
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oxygen centered functions. The parameters refined from the remain-

ing trial scattering factor tables produced bond- lengths .014 to 

0 

.029A shorter, on the average, than the neutron bond lengths. In 

general it can be said that these trial tables represent models 

for the bonded hydrogen atom that are more polar than the SDS 

'. model. The SF-III table comes closest to approximating the proper 

amount ofpolarization. It is reproduced in Table 8. 

The hydrogen isotropic thermal parameters present a some-

what different picture. None of those parameters refined using 

the trial scattering factor tables came as close to the corres-

' ponding.neutron parameters as did those from the SDS polar hyd-

rogen b~sed refinement. The refined parameters generated from 

SF-III resulted in the smallest mean discrepancy (neutron minus 

x-ray) from the neutron.values and the smallest root mean squared 

62 "2 
deviation, -0.48 A and 1.21 A respectively. The SDS table 

2 
refinement yielded a mean discrepancy of -0.028 A and an r.m.s. 

deviatibri of 1.10 i 2 
. On the whole, the SF-III refined thermal 

parameters lie within 2.5 standard deviations of the neutron 

values. The thermal parameters refined from th~ ~emaining trial 

• 2 
scattering factors range from 0.7 to 1.66·A on the average larger 

than the corresponding neutron parameters. In all cases, ther-

fore, the x-ray thermal parameters refine to too high a value. 

This suggests that in the bonded hydrogen models constructed, 

the contraction of electron density about the pro~on relative 

·to the fr~e ls hydrogen atom has been over-estimated. Diffuse-

ness of the experimental hydrogen electron density distributions 

could be due to the effects of hydrogen bonding, unaccounted for 
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Table 8. 

Scattering Factor Table for Oxygen-bound Hydrogen - SF-III 

o_l 
Sin8/.:\.is in A ; FABS = /fl in electrons; phase angle PHI in 

radians. PSI is the angle between the bond vector and diffraction 

vector, in degrees. 



SCATTERING FACTQq. TABLE S .• F. Ill 

PSI• 0.00 PSI•10.00 PSis20.00 PSI=30.00 PSI=40.0IJ 0 

r'" 
SIN THETA/ FABS PHI FAB S PHI FAllS PHI FAtiS PHI FABS PHI ....... 

lA'IfiOA 

o.oooo t.oooo .oooo 1.0000 .oooo ). 0000 •.oooo 1.0000 •.oooo 1.0:>:").) .oooo 
"""" • 0214 .• 9931 -.1)43 2 ,9930 -.0't26 .'7930 -.0406 ,9930 -.()J74 ,9'129 -. OJ 31 ~-,./ 

• o;zo .'H27 -.OJ! 70 ,9726 -.CP.'57 ,c; 725 -.0817 ,9723 -.0753 .9 7 2 • - .•Jt-66 
.01:>42 .940'J -.n1.e .9399 -.1298 ."197 -.1233 .93'13 -.1142 • 9; .17 -.LOLl) ~ 
• 0856 • 0'171 -.l7fl0 .8969 -.115) ,R ~65 -.16 73 ,39~7 -.15'•) • e 'l4'l -. 13:.5 
.1070 .8462 -. 22 60 ,d459 -.2226 • i' 1t52 -.·2125 • a11-1-l -,19 ')9 .ll4l7 -, L 734 
.12% .7898 -.275'1 .71l94 -.27 LB .7e~4 -. 2 5'14 • 7869 -.2393 .7d50 -.211il ~-
.14'19 .7303 -. 3276 • 7299 -.3227 .7286 -.)01!1 • 7'266 -.2843 .7241 -.2'il7 
.1712 ,669'1 -. 381)9 ,66<;4 -. 37 ~2 .6678 -.35!13 .6653 -.3307 ,bbl3 -.2930 if'·"r""'-

.1 °2b ob104 -.4352 ,6097 -.421!8 .£.079 -. 4096 • 6050 -.3781 .6014 ;..,3351 
..._ 

• 21'••) .5529 -.48'}9 • 5522 -.4827 .5501 -.4612 ,5469 -.4258 • 5429 -. 3776 
.2354 .4984 -.54 1t?. • 49 11> -. 5362 .4953 -.5124 .4<;18 -.4733 .4il7'i -·.4l9d ""'< 
o2S6'l .4473 -.59 72 .4464 -.~884 .4441 -.~623 • 4l.04 -.51';~ ,t,36J -,41:()9 
.27112 ,)<1'17 -.6481 • 391!9 -,63R'> • 3 .. 6~ -.6!0) • J<;Z9 -,S63R .3~~ .. -. StJ,)3 

.Z996 • 3'>56 -,6'163 ,3549 -.6660 • 3520 -.t>555 • 3491 -,/)f,~4 • )4!.~ -,'>370 

.3210 .3151 -. "741 0 .:H44 -. 7300 • !123 -. 69B ,. 30'11 -.6437 • 30)2 -.~7lJI> 

.3424 .277<1 -.7819 • 2772 -. 7702 .2754 -·.7353 .2726 -.b7R2 .Zo92 -.6J04 tr; 

.~638 .2439 -.8186 • 24 34 -,HOt.l .2418 -.7oll9 .239!; -,7Ctl3 .23e:7 -.1>21>1 
• 3852 • 2131 -.85()7 .2126 -.8314 • 2114 -.79110 .2096 -. "f33.i .zo75 -. 6472 
.4066 • 11152 -.1!781 , 1 R't9 -,8639 .184() -.~221 .IR27 -. 7 54) .1H 3 -.1>635 t'\J 
.4279 .1602 -.901)3 olt>OO -.ll853 • 15~5 -. tl410 .15Rfl -.7o97 .15(11 -.b747 
• 4493 • 13 81 -. 9171 •1380 -.9012 .1377 -. !!544 .1371> -. 7795 • 1376 -. (.>l07 
.4707 • 118'> -.net .11 A5 -. 911 3 .1181> -.8620 .11 ~9 -.7d31 • 11 'Jt. -.61'll't 
.49?1. _.10 14 -.932,9 .1015 -.H!2 • 1019 .. -. 8b35 , I 027 -.71119 .1;))9 -.t-768 
• 5 i3'> • 08<'>7 -.9310 ,Oil69 -.9124 .0875 -.8585 .u~.~~> -.7743 ,1)9<1J -,6f>69 
• 5349 • 07'•1 -.'lZ20 .0743 -.9027 .0751 -. 84 70 • '0766 -,.7607 • 07d6 -. 6522 
.~563 • 0634 -.90'>8 • 063 7 -,8860 ,0646 -.11289 ,0663 -.7415 • .l t.:l7 -.6330 
.'>777 .• 054:4 -.tl624 ,1)547 .-.Ao72 • 05'i~ -,804t> • 0577 -.7172 .0<>•>2 -.~>!OJ 

• 5991 •. 0'<69 -.8522 ,O'~t.73 -.;.e 3 2.1. .·0'+A4 -; 77'•n ··'>504 -.6A'l6 ,')5J\) -. 5842. ' 
.·62Q'5 ~0407 -. ~ 162 • 0411 ~~7964 .0423 -. 741)3 .0443 -.1>56~ .Q4(lq -.5565 
.1>419 .0357 -.7755 .0361 -.75t>5 .0373 -.10lb • 0392 -.~nc; .0417 -. '-2 7d 
• 6f.33 .0315 -. 7121 .03!9 -.7140 .0331 -,6633 • 034<1 -.51ld4 • 0373 - ... 993 
.6A47 .0~81 -. 6!H6 .02 R5 -. 6 70 9 .0~<)6 -.67.38 .0313 - .')5114 •• )})5 -. 4ilfl 

,7061 .0254 -.b440 ~02 57 -.6?.87 ; 02t>7 -.585t> • 02 q3 -.~lCJ .o~~:n -.4459 
• 7275 • 0231 -.6029 .on4 -.5B'l0 .0243 -.5499 .•>257 -.4'119 •• >zn -. 4222 
• 7't8'l .0211 -.565?. .0214 -.5527 .onz -.5!75 .0235 -.4t:.<t() ,()l5\J -.4•JIO 
,7703 • 0194 . -.5318 .0197 ... -.5205 • 0204 -.48117 • 0? 15 -.4409 • 0229 -.3~23 

• 7917. .ot'8o -.5027 .0162 -.492f, .o 188 -.463il .01Q7 -.4202 • vl·1'1 -.J66l 
• 8 l)l ,0167 -.4780 .0169 -.468'l .Ot74 -.4426 .otP.2 -.4025 .0192 -. )';23 

.8345 ,0155 -.4574 ;o 157 .· --.4490 • 0 l 1: i .. .... 4249 • 0168 -.3977 .0116 -.3407 
• B'i5<1 .014'+ -.4404 .0146 -.4326 .0149 -.4102 .0155 -.375) • C.l62 -.3310 

.... 
·!:> 
-.J 



SCATTERING FACT!1R TABLE S. F. III ICCNTINIJEOI 

PSI•so.oo PSI•60.00 PSlc70.00 PSI•80.uu PS1=9J.OJ 

SIN THETA/ FABS PHI FA8S PHI Ft. (IS PHI FA6 S PHI F.ABS .PHI 
UI'"'IO~· 

o.oooo 1.0QOrl • OO·OU 1•0000 .oooo 1.0GuC -..i)ooo 1. Oo)(ii) •.oo•Jo 1. 000,) • OOJO 
.0714 .'192'1 -.1)278 .9920 -.021c .9'!27 -.')148 .99Z7 -.OOT':J .9927 - .O·JJtj 
• 01o28 .'171 ~ -.0559 .9716 -.043S .(j7ltt -.0298 • 9713 -.OJ 51 .9713 -.OJ'JO 
• Ob42 • '13 02 -.01148 .9377 -. 0&59 .9373 -.0451 .9370 - .• V229 .q Jo9 -.OOOJ 
.')956 .89 3'1 -. 1146 • 8930 -.oec;z • 6'.12"' -.;)611) .B'H8 -.03 1•) .6911- -.000\l 
.I 070 .ll413 -.1451> .ll199 -. 113 3 • B?.BO -.0775 • 8 381 -. 03 "'· • 8379 -.oooo 
.1284 • 7~30 -. 1779 • 7!111 -.iJ8S • 779~ -.0?4!1 • 7B5 -.04~2 .7782 -.oooo 
.1498 • 7 215 -.2115 .7190 -. l6't 7 • 7171J -. I t2 8 .7.157 -.t)573 .• 7 15 2 -.00JO 
.1112 .6591 -.241>~ .o56c -.191<) .6~3~; -.1~14 .6519 -.06(·8 .6'13 -.uv·10 
.1 '126 • 5976 -. 2818 • 594\l -.2197 '5'lll -.1505 .SRqz -.,)705 o5A~5 -.•IOOJ 
.2140 .51A6 -.3177 .c;341J -. 2'• 78 .S.>l? - .16'16 /. 5291 -.J8b3 .SlB -.CJOO 
.23S4 .4'!29 -.3533 .471'6 -.2757 .47 5(• -. 1690 -. 4727 -.O'il:1 .47La -. J00•J 
.7.51>8 • 4312 -.3881 .42"7 -.3028 .4230 -.2077 • 42 •)6 - .1•))6 • 41 'J 7 -. o:no 
.2782 .38"7 -.4212 • 3792 -.321'7 • '37 ':\5 -.2254 • J"f31 -.1147 .3P) -.ooo~ 

• 2'l'lb .3403 -.4520 • 3361 -.3~26 .3~26 -.241fJ • 3303 -.i230 .3~'15 -.oouo 
.3210 • 3011 -. '•709 .2972 -. 3741 .2C,41 -.25lo4 .2921 -.D04 .29!4 -. <JO·:iu 
• 3 4.~'· .26~6 -. 5')44 .2b24 -.3G27 .2597 -~2689 .2500 -.1H·o .2574 -.oooo 
• 3b38 • 233ii -.5250 .2312 -.40<!1 -2292 -. 27'10 .227'1 -. [C..lb • ::.2 74 -.0000 
.J052 • 205'· -.~414 .2036 -. 41 <;9 .202? -.2365 • 2•ll3 -.1457. • 2 'J l J -.u·.)·JO 
.401,6 .1801 -.5~33 .1791 -. 42 79 • 1 78'• -.7.013 .1 no -.147'+ .1 77B -.oooo 
• 4279 • 15 77 -.%07 .1575 -.4321 .1!i74 -.2931 .1574 -.14P.2 • 15 74 -.UOJO 
.4493 .U79 -.5633 .13 84 .-. 432 5 .13'10 -.2927 .1395 -.1476 • 1 )') lo - .COOi.J 
.4707 .-120b -.5bt) .121>1 -.4292 .1229 -.2!l9b • 12 37 -.1458 .1240 -.0000 
.4921 .1055 -.'i54q .1071 -.4226 .1oq9 -.2843 .1100 -.1428 • 11u4 -.ouuJ 
• 5135 .0'124 -. 54 4 3 .O'l4 7 -.4129 .0'166 -.277(1 .O'l7Q -.!3'>'J .•J'lq4 - .o•J J<l 
.5349 • Oflll -. S7._qq .0637 -.40·)6 •. or':i"' ... 2~1l2 • 0674 "'• l 34.4 • 0~7'1 -.OOJJ 
• ';<'i6~ .0714 -.5124 .07t.2 . -.3%4 .0766 -·.2t;P) .071!1 -.12'74 ; <J78 7 -. V.Dl;hl 
.':i7.77 .06 )1 -.4924 • 066') -. 37(.7 • 01>81• .::.2:.71 .o7r;:J -.1?41 •• )7•J5 .• • U•J<l J 
.5991 .0559 -.4708 .O"i!1.8 -.3543 .0612 -.2368 • J62d -. 11 d7 • Jf,)4 -.oooo 
• t.ZOS • 049A -.44ii3 • 0526 -. 33 76 .oo;so -.22lo0 • cs6s - .llJ4 • •J510 -. OO<lO 
.641 ') .04'•5 -.42~7 .047? -. 3213 • 0494 -. 21 56 • 050il -.10P4 .l) ~ 1) -.l.iooo 
.C>1>3l • 0399 -.4:J3A .0424 -.3057 .0445 - • ·20 SA • 0458 -.10111 .• Wt63 -.01)00 
.1'>847 .0360 -. 3R 29 • 03 8) -.2911 .01o:.J 1 -.1'169 .0 1ol3 -.0996 .0417 - • ')·io)•) 

.701>1 .o 325 -. 3n 36 .0346 -.2"17FI • 036~ -.1 ~·18 • 03 73 -.09~<; .OH7 -.oooo 
• 727~ .0294 -.3461 .0313 -.2659 .032f< -.11117 • 0317 -.(l'i27 .OH1 -.0000 
.74119 .026.q -.3)05 • 028ft -.2H5 • 0297 -.1756 .0305 -.JH'I'I • •J l·J!l -. oao;J 
.7703 .0?41 -.3169 .0258 -.24t4 • 0269 -.1703 • 02 76 -.0~77 .0279 -.JJOJ 
.7917 • 0222 -.30~2 .0234 -.231l6 .024~ -.1659 .oi5o -.O'lStl • 1.:'52 -.o.:oo 
• 8131 .0203 -. 2951 • 0213 -.2321 .0221 -.16?3 .0227 -.0H44 .'ll2t -. •J)o11) 
.8345 .0185 -.28b6 .0194 -.ZZC>S • 0201 -.1593 .0?05 -.Ofl32 .02:)7 -.oooo 
• 8559 .0169 -.2795 .0177 -.2219 .0183 -.1569 • 01 !17 -.0824 .o1'18 -.oooo 

1-' 

*"' OJ 
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in the models constructed. The large variations in deviations 

from neutron results could also be explained by the variation in 

the degree to which each hydrogen is involved in hydrogen bond-

ing. In this regard, it should be noted•that the HS4PX atom, the 

only oxygen-bound hydrogen in the sucrose structure not involved 

in hydrogen bonding, has refined x-ray thermal parameters below 

the refined neutron values. 

The residual indices, or figures of merit, for the various 

refinements reported in Table 7 show very little difference in 

agreement from one refinement to the next. None of the trial 

tables resulted in a lower R factor than.that from the SDS based 

refinement, but the amount of increase was only on the order of 

0.0002. Thus it can only be said that while none of the trial 

tables increased the agreement between observed and calculated 

structure factors, neither did they significantly decrease it. 

VIII. Conclusions 

An ab initio method of modeling bond specific hydrogen el-

ectron density and producing polar hydrogen x-ray scattering 

factors has been described. Calculations involving several dif-

ferent wavefunction representations of the wa~er molecule have 

been carried out using a variety of computational parameters. 

A summary of such calculations has been reported and their re-

suits have been compared both among themselves and with x-ray 

and neutron data descriptive of the 0-H bond. The scattering 

factors that have been produced indicate neither complete sue-

cess nor complete failure of the method. Although a definitive 



oxygen~bo~nd polar hydrogen scattering factor table has not been 

produced, aspects of the scattering model have been improved, 

and computational parameters and choices have been selected over 

others for use in the defined procedures. Also, certain minimum 

criteria for the selection .of wavefunctions have been estab-

lished. 

Improvements in hydrogen positional parameters have re

sulted when the generated oxygen specific hydrogen scattering 

factors were applied in least squares refineme~t Qf the x-ray 

sucrose data. These improvements over the models based upon 

the isolated Is hydrogen atom and the hydrogen atom in the H
2 

molecule are attributabfe to the increased polarity of the hyd

rogen model extracted from the H
2
o molecular density, and are 

thus an indication of the promise of the method, Undoubtedly, 

an appropriately fit analytical exptession with a suitable num

ber of parameters could be found that would give a scattering 

factor table yielding equally good refined positional paramet

ers for the sucrose data. However, the intent of this study 

has been to develop a method of generating bbnd d~pendant hyd

rogen scattering factors that is broadly applicable and there

fore independant of any particular data set. For this reason 

the ab initio approach was persued. It is not possible with 

the results accumulated in this study to say uhE:!quivocally that 

the meth6d herein developed is indeed general. In order to test 

this hypothesis, further study is necessary, whereby the methods 

of computation and parameter choice selected in this work are 

applied to other data sets and other bonding systems involving 
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hydrogen. A summary of such methods and choices follows: 

l) Molecular systems and wavefunctions. 

'The simplest neutral molecular system containing the de-
) 

sired bond should be chosen. The smaller the total number 

of electrons, the easier it is to acquire or calculate high 

quality wavefunctions. The molecular wavcfunctions them-

selves should give near Hartree-Fbck energies and demon-

strate good prediction of molecular properties. The basis 

sets. should be at least equivalent to double zeta plus pol-

arization. The basis set for the masking fragment wave-

function should duplicate those functions: centered on the 

corresponding nuclei in the molecular basi~ set. 

2) Computation~! scheme and parameters. 

Mole~ular and masking electron densities are calculated in 

a specified sampling space in the vicinity of the proton. 

Values within 2.0 bohrs of the proton calculated on a grid 

of 0.03 bohr spacing in sections every 20° around the bond 

seem tG give adequate data and resolution. The point by 

point numerical difference is calculated within the samp-

ling space and averaged around the bond to give a section 

.of a cylindrically symmetric residual density. This dens-

ity is then partitioned and weighted according to reliabil-

ity .. The assignment of unit weights to acore and annular 

sector and zero weight else":Jhere has been the most success-

ful scheme applied. A core radius of 0.4 bohr and a sector 

0 
angle of 100 away from the bond seemed to have removed the 

erroneous density values toward the oxygen nucleus due to 



differences of large numbers (molecular minus masking den

sity) I and 00Viated the necessity Of including an explicit 

estimate of the second hydrogen contribution to the mask-

ing density. These parameters are determined as a function 

of the specific molecular geometry, and are therefore not 

necessarily applicable to other molecular systems. The 

weighted residual density is then least squ~res fit by pop

ulation coefficient type parameters to an analytical expres

sion composed of products of the hydrogen centered basis 

functions. In the absence of optimized polarization expon-

ents for these basis functions, some variation has been a1·· 

lowed in these values, thus permitting re-a.djustment of the 

total e.lectron content of the model. For Gaussian functions 

with p polarization, exponents of 0.8 to 0.85 give a content 

close to one electron. Thes~ ~lso coincide with the pol

arization values that result in the lowest total wavefunc

tion ,energy calculated. In the case of the Gaussian dens

ity functions, the expression for the electron density is 

fourier inverted analytically to produceentries to the scat

tering 'factor table. For Slater-type fun~ti6ns, a bonded 

hydrogen electron density must be calculated and numerically 

inverted. 

In addition to the application and testing of the method presented 

here on other bonding systems and data sets, .cert~in questions 

which have arisen in the course of this work warrent further ex

ploration, given the wavefunction and computational resourses. 

Gaussian based wavefunctions have been used more extensively 
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and more successfully than those of the Slater type in this 

study, primarily because of availability and ease of computa-

tion. It is possible that the rounded nature of the Gaussian 

peaks ha~ contributed to the over-contraction of electron dens-

ity about the proton, as indicated by the thermal parameter 

comparisons of Table 7. However, broad ranging conclusion~ re-

garding the relative merits of Slater versus Gaussian based wave-

functions await more extensive comparisons. Another area that 

warrents further. scrutiny is the effect of the electronic state 

of the masking fragment upon the subsequent bonded hydrogen el-

ectron density. 

Toward the development of oxygen-bound .-hydrogen scattering 

factQrs~ it would be.of interest to see the influence of a sec-

ond ox~gen accompanying the H
2
o at a reasonable hydrogen bond

ing diitance in the molecular wavefunction. Perhaps its inclu-

sion in the molecular density and subsequent masking would yield 

a more diffuse scattering model for use with known hydrogen 

bonded systems. 
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INPUT AND lADLE LOOK UP FO~ POLAR HYOROGEN SCATTERING .ACTOR TABLE 
(STEWART ET. At~ 119651. J. (H~"• PIW5.,42,Po31811 

NOTE~ FOR THIS TABLE PSI IS THE ANGLE 8~TWEEN THE BONO VECTOR 
A~D DIFFRACTION PLANE 

TABLE INPUT CONSISTS OF 27 CARDS, ~OR~ATI5F7o41 
COL 1- 7 SLA~HIKI - VALUE OF SIN(THET./LAMAOAI 
COL 0-14 FTf\LH( 1,10 - TA~LE VALUF FOP ABSIFI AT PSis() 
COL l5-Z1 FTELH(l,KI - T'RLE VALUF FC~ ABSIFI AT PSI~90 
CGL 22-.28 FT~LI-'(3,KI - TA;IlE' V6LUE FCR PHASE, ?Hi, FRO PSI,.50 
COL 29-35 FTBLHI4,KI - TAMLE VALU~ FOR PHI AT .P51~90 

THE TA~LE USED AS INPUT FOR ALL SDS BASED POLAR RE~INEMENTS FOLLOWS 

1).(!000 l.OIJUO 1.0000 o.oooo o.oooo 
0.0?.15 o. 9'l2 4 o. 'l915 0.0233 0.0:304 
o. 0'·2? 0.9703 O.'lt67 0.0465 O.Ob09 
o, .. lb ..... .0.9351 0.9276 0.0697 ·a. 0913 
0.0859 0.8892 0.8768 0.0927 o.121s 
o.1on o. 1!34 8 0.6175 0.115'• Ool!i22 
0>1268 o. 7 746 o. 752 7 o.137!1 o.1824 
o.tsin 0~ 7112 0.6856 0.15<;6 0.2122 
o. 171 tl 0.;6471 0.6187 0.1808 0.2414 
o. 1932 o. 584 2 0.5543 0.2012 0.2696 
0.2147 0.5241 0.4937 0.2205 0.2969 
o.£567 0.4158 0. 38 70 0.2555 0.3464 
0.3006 o •. J25 s 0.3007 0.2848 0.3882 
0.?-435 0•2541 c. 233 5 o. 3077 0.4210 
o. 31'16'• o.;<Jo?' o.1820 0.3241 0.4443 
0,4294 o.tssz o. 1425 0.3351 0.4596 
0.4}2) 0.121 7 u.tl2l 0.34./j o. '•o'1j 
0.;153 o.p95 1 o.oaa .. 0.3472 0.4754 
o, 55 62 o. 0754 o. ()700 0.3 507 Oo<t7q5 
0.6011 0.0597 0.0556 0.3531 0.4Cl9 
0.6441 o.OH5 1).0445 0.3546 O.l,Qlq 
0,6870 0.; 03 60 0. C.358 0.3549 "·''623 
o. 1300 0.0307 G. 02 90 0.3539 c. 4.799 
o. 77?9 0.0250 0.0236 0. 3 51b 0.4151l 
o. 315 s o. 0206 o. 01 -;, 0.34~0· O.lo 700 
Clo858t! 0.0170 o.Olt:3 0.343.Z 0.4E:2"; 
o. 9ul7 0 •. 0143 0.0137 0.3376 Oo454Z 

NOT f. WhEN RtAO IN FTBLHct,XI A:w FTBLH( 2,1(.i ARE SET EQUAL TO 
1/SQRTIFTBlH(I,I(.I FOR LATER INTER POU.TI :JN 
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c 

TABLE LOOK-uP.PROCEDURE FCR SOS POLAR HYDROGEN SCATTE~ING FACTORS 

SUBROUT:NE hFC"ALC ISINL,PS!,FT5LHtSLAMH,NWOT,A!!SFN,PHII 
OIMENSICN SLAHrll271, CTBLH(4,27!, FNN(41 
OATA I,B,C/2,04,2.4202b,3.145q44/ 
DATA MESSAG/0/ 
00 10 1=1.27 
I~· ISLAMHII I.GT.SINLI GO TO 20 

10 COiTI!'WE 
IFIMESSAG.EQ.OIWRITEINWOT,50!SLAMHI271 
MFSS4G 2 1 
ABSFN=O.O 
Plll=O.O 
RETURN 

C INTERPOLATION FOR SIN~THETA/LAHBOAI 

c 

20 Otl~SLAMHIII-SLA~HII-11 
O=ISINL-SLAMH(I-111/DEL 
0.0 30 Jsl, 4 

30 FNNIJI•FTBLHIJ,I.I*D+FTBLH(J,I-ll*ll.0-01 
FNn= O. OSF~190=0. 0 
IF (fNNI11.GT.OI FN0"1.0/(2.0*FNNili•FNNilll 
IF IFNNIZI.GToOI FN90al.0/12.0*FNNIZI*F~~(211 
PHISO=fNN I 31 
PHI90=FN:\1141 

C ANALYTICAL FIT Of ABSIFI FCR A GIVEN PSI 
c 

c 

ARSFN•FNO+FN90>1F~O-FN901*C~SIA*PSII 
IF IFHI90.EQ.O.OI GO TO 40 

C ANALYTICAL FIT Of PHASE ANGLE, P~lt FOR A GIVEN PSI 
c 

c 

PHI =PHI90 *I SI Nl FS I I -I 8-C*I PHI50/PHI90 II *SIN I PSI I*CO Sl PSI 1 .. 21 
RETU~N . . 

40 PHiso.o 
RETURN 

50 FO~MAT 1 *0 WARNING. SOME CF YOUR OATA EXCEEDS lHE ~IXlMUM SINITH 
lEtAJ/LAMBOA VALUE OF THE POLARIZED HYD~OGE~ TABLE. *I 
~ • THE SCATTERING FACTOR FOR HYDROGEN ABOVE S!NITHETAI/LAHBDA • * 
3F7.4 • WILL BE ZERO. * II I 

·END 
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!~PUT AND TABL& LOCK-UP FOR eONO OEPE~OENT POLAR HYDROGEN 
StATTERING FACTOR TAblES PRODUCED IN THIS WORK_ 
NOTE. 

FOR THESE TABLES PSI 15 THE ANGLE BETWEE~ THE BONO VECTOR AN[ 
T~E DIFFRACTION VECTOR 

THE TA~LE IS INPUT AS FOLLO~S 
CUD 1 FCRMAHZISI 

CCL 1- S NSLAM - NU~BER CF SINITHFTA/LAM8DAI TABLE ENTRIES 
COL 6-10 ~PSI - N~MBER OF PSI TABLE ENTRIES 

Cl\ltO SET Z fCRi'AT 17Fl0.61 , . 
COL 1-lQ SLAMHill - FIRST VALUE OF SINITHETAI\AMBOAI 
~OL 11-20 SLAMHI21 - StCON~ VALUE OF SlNCTHETA/LAMBDAI 

UNTIL SLAMHINSLAMI 
-- AS MANY CARDS AS NECESSARY 

CARD SET 3 FORMAT UCF6 .• 21 
CuL' 1- 6 P~IHIII- FIRST VALUE OF PSI 
COL 7-12 PS 1 Hl2 - SFCONO V.t\LUE OF PSI 

UNTIL PSlHINPSI I 
AS MANY CARDS AS NECESSARY 

CARD SET 4 f~~~ATC7Fl0.6l 
FTSLHIK,I) Jzl,NSLAM - THE NSLA~ VALUES or: ABSIFI 

FCR A GIVEN VALUE OF PSI. 
AS MANY CARDS AS Nf:CESSARY 

CAPO SET S FORMATC7Fl0.61 
PHITBL(K,II lsl,NSLAH - THE NSLAM VALUES QF THE PHASE 

ANGLE, PHI FdR A GIVEN PSliKI. 
AS MANY CARDS AS NECESSARY 

REPEAT CARDS SETS 4 AND 5 FOR K,.1, NPSI 
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c 
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1 ABLE tOOK-UP PROCEDURE FOR GENERATED POLAR HYDkOGEN SCATTERING 
FALTORS. I~TERPOLATION 

SUBROUTINE HFCALCISINL,PSI,Sl~~H,NSLAM,PSIH,NPSI,FT~LH,PHITBL 
1tfABS,PHil 

Dl MENS I CN SUMHI 501, PSI H 110 I, FTBLHI 50.10 ),PHI TBLI 50,.101 
DO 10 t<=l,t;PSI 
IFIPSIHIKioGT.PSil GO TO 20 

10 CGr.TINUE 
K=I\PS I 

~0 DO 30 I=lrNSL~M 
IFISLi~~III.GT.SII\Ll CO TO 40 

30 C ONT.I NuE 
FABS=.O. 0 
PH.l=Pfll TBLII\SLAI',KI 
Rf TURN 

40 Di:L=SL~MHI II-SLA!'1hl I-ll 
D=IS1Nl-SLAI"HI I-1 i 1/0EL 
FI\Nl=FTBLHII,KI*C+FTBLHII-l,KI*Il.0-01 
FIIINZ,.fT BLHI l,K-li*D+FTfiLHII-1,K-ll*l loD-Ol 
PHII=PHITdL II ,KI>~<D+PHITBL( I-1,K 1*11.0-Dl 
PHIZ=PHITBL(l,K-li*D+PHITBLII-l,K-ll*ll.O-Ol 
IFIFNNl.GT.O.Cl Fr.Nt•l.O/(FhNl*FNNll 
JF!FN~2.GT.O.Ol FI\N2•l.O/!F~NZ*FNN21 
U~L·F~iH(Kl-PSihl~-ll 
D=IP$1-PSIHIK-lll/DEL 
FAHS~FNNl*D+fNr.2•!l.O-Ol 

PHI =PHll•D•Piil2+ I 1. D-Ol 
RETURN 
END 
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Appendix B 

Description and FORTRAN code for the programs DENCAL and SCATGEN. 



c 
( ,. ·-
c 
c 
( 

c 
r. 
r: 
r: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r: 
r. 
( 

r: 
c 
c 
c 
r 
r. 
c ,., 
c 
r

c ,. 

PPOG~A~ oE'~ICAL 1 !r.Pl.iT, nurrur, r ·' P~ 5 =!tiP! IT, Til Pc'l>=uur PUT, r A!' E'i, r AP.F.71 

~**Q**••o••e~*•*~•t·o~•••**NOTF••~~*****•***~~o¥••••••••*•••***** 

* * 
$ • 

.. 
... 
• 

tLL ClSTt~CES INPUI I~ !HIS ~RCGPA~ 
A~E I~ AT~~lC UNITS. 

'iA.U. = l RO~R = .5~91S A~~stRQ~S 

.. 
• • .. .. 

T!PF9 IS t~E [L~tT•iN CE~SITY 0UT~UT TAPE C1~~AT.8LE ~ITH FOROAP 
CC'H,U~ Pl1Tll~G ~n Tl~;~ 

TAPE7 IS lHE SCATTERING F~CTC~ TARLF OUTPUT PU~CH FILE 

U•« Ct.RC\ 1- TITLE (tf.~ FORM,\T 112.161 
*** CAMO 2- F0R~·T(ll21 

C~L 1-2 ~J\.~CFN - rHII'SfP IJF ~:UC:l E/10 CFNTEDS 
COll 4 IHP~ - 1- G~•I.SSIH' FI.J~CTICNS 

2 ~Lt,~f;' F'J·l~TIQ~S 

*** Cl.RO SET 3 - ~JCUt" Cct·FR 0 1rcn·nrrN r--::rr•!.T (t.6,t.X,4FiZ.61 
CCt:Tf>TN!: ~~II"'CfN ~".J''lcr ~F (:.ROS 

COL .1- 6 • I·JAI'E GF 'JL:(LfAO rF'HF~ 
CCL tl -20 - X COO~'JINioTJ' CF CFNTER 
CCL 71 -30 - Y C2l~Ol~AT~ QF C~~TER 

CQL 31 - 4'1 - 7. CCIO"O !"-'ATE OF C E'JTFP 
CCL 41 "-~0 - (t-'~Q(.E 0 ~:UCLEUS 

•«• (ARC> 4- - fOPII.H 1?131 
COL 1 - 3 ~.Pflil' - TOPL NUt''3E 0 (lF PRT'IITIVE FUNCTlONS Ta !lE INPUT 
COL 4 - b -'IP~S TS - ~·ur•'3fQ '1F ~t.S!S FI.J~'CTIONS 

FOP SLATEQ TYP~ (!TYPF=2l NPFI~=NBASIS 

~*« CAPO 5 - FJ~~AT (40:2/2012) 
NPfASIII (\•l 1 NPA5!51 

Ttlf ~.U~f\FP. ')F P~PHTTVE~ TN E'<\CH P4SIS FUt-:(TJO"J 
**"'CAPO SET· 6- r·Q!"!T!VE FIH,CT!n•.• u;F"~PI't,TION F')RIIt<TI~6,4X,!'2,1!X,lf'll,.6) 

P[fi" NPRT~ ~U~BE~ nF CADO$ 
COL l - t. (f !I;Tf.R - I•I.'CL!:'U' ON ~lll(H F:;NCT!CN IS CENT~REO 
COL Jl - 12 ~TYPE - CClCf OEPJrT•N(. 1~!\ITAL TYPE' 

C('ICE GAUSS lt.'l 5Lt.TEP 
1 s 15 
2 PX l~ 

:3 r>y 7"X 
4 rz '/f'Y 
s 'lXY 2PZ 
6 i")'l ~s 

7 f)Y7 3°X 
11 [) t X2··Y 21 lPY 
<; f'C::.Z?-021 ~Of. 

10 nxx ''11ll2-R2l 
11 f'YY 3'lX l 
l.:: rn 3 '\Y z 
lJ 31XY 
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• ~ 

.. r 
( 

r: 
r 
r; 
r 

r 
( 

r: 
r 
r: 

(; 

·c 
c 
c 
c 
r: 
c 
c 
·-c 
r 
c 
c 
c 
r 
r: 
r 
c 
c 

r 
r:: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r 
( 

c 
r: 
c 
r 
c 
r 
c 
r. 
c ._, r 
r. 
(. 

( 

c 
..,, .. 

IJ • 0 6 0 

r ~~I) f CF'"r:r I 8F!!. •t I 
C'JL !- 6 l'~l>; ;,:t-<FRF T<; Tf'f' 11";'10 Oli=EC' !ON 

9-l& RM!"J • •· '·"'f~F l $ ~Hf PEi'Pr~lf1TCIJLAil O!SHNCI: Tn 
T ~<C Rr· ,-, 

17-24 IHETA"'IIl ~o.•·~:.: •HrTl !~ THF rJit-~'l-~L· .\m;u a.:r~;fE~I 
·rH( •:ECTIW! PU~E' f,IH' T'iE PL\PI:f PEfi'IIEO 
fW THE tll.!Ni:l ~t·O THe MOLfCULAP. Y AXIS 

zs-~?. zr~~x 

33 ·40 F:-1.'); 
~~-~." lt<CTM'.~X 
4'!-:.it r.I'Ll 
57-t-4 OELP 
o':.-7? CfL lHEU. 

c:CTIC7 
IF TH!:Tflr-!AX !S •:;~EATfF Tt•A!l TH:;:T.U\I'l'. 
THF~• :.~: J.V[-'t.('C SH.Tin~; 15 CtCULAH(j 
OVEF• ALL Sf: T! C:i~ l ~·( LUS I '/0: OF 'iHfSE 
VfLUES l~ S•~~S JF OPLTHETA 

ClkO 2 FC~"'!IT 13F·I2oR, 121 
COL 1-12 U X Cr'-C'oO.:)J •:AT[ ~r RO'lD VFCTO!': I I'> M2LECULA~ 

l3-?4 v 
7.3-36 II 

(.•1·-'.'"'~0TMJ\T':51 

Y CU-D~rJI~ITE r~ B~~D VECTQQ 
l C0-0r1!'::.Tf oc fiCII:O V~.CTOR· . 

38 IN/lR =2 F'lJ; fYLI'!i'' !C."d.L Y SY'I"ETf:.!C. CALCUL.4T:ON 
= ~~ Fr•r. 3- Ol ~·F NS T r:~~ L C I.LCUL .liT 10~ 

TF l~FL~G = LESS THS~ 0. 2 CAros INPUT 
CM.O I FC?M~T 13fl2.8l 
CJL l-12 L! 

13- 24 v 
2?-3t; ~ 

(L~;f) .2 F(R,.AT 
C'JL 1-1u Sr~H· 

11-20 S~AX 
21-25 f'iS 
£6-3~ PS!fHN 

36-4~ rs;I'Ax 
46-5C• f\P Sl 

51-F,O 1 HEMP< 

t-<C-70 THH'AX 
70 
7;.-1':· NTHF: 

:O.LITF.. 

c:J-n.~arr;r.V<;l 

Y C;-n~';)! 'i~TE or: 13"'l0 Vi:CTOR 
l ~u-scry;~A·~ CF qJN~ VFCfO? 
11(~1'10.6,!5)) 

f'.H'J;lu;• Vhl!J'. '}F Slllo. THET•'./LMM:'-:1~ F"O:I. 
~HlCH SCATTFF 1~0 FACTCR IS ~At:UL~TEO, 
II~ UNIT5 ~~ ~~CIPPnC~L A~GSTP,MSI 

NU~~~~~ ~F TNTEDV~LS BET~EE~ ~MIN l.~O $MAX 
~INJ~L!Y VltU~ CF PSI ·TH~ t~~LE qeT~EEN 

THE MC~O VECTnR L~n ~HE DIFF~ACTI~~ 
V~CT~~- FOR ~HICH THE S~llT~FING FAC
T:R IS CALfULAT~O 

M!~'~U~ VjLUE OF THETA- niHErPAL ANGLE 
O~F'~~O AS A~CVF 

~!'JI<'F~'o '1!' l~!T::~VAI.S !>PWEFN THF~'IN l.Nr> THt:M~X 

IF 1'HEI·r.:.x IS G;;.U.T""' "'!'AN 1'HEMI~•, r~;~ S:trTEqlNG 
fA(T!'""t\ ! 5 C."'.L(t1l !'.T~:'I I.S ":"H:; AVI:;. a(.r: ri;: TI4F: tNTt~E 

+I l 'F~(T('~S (01-<"U:F.r> Fr(1 7t1E OIFI"E•"~:r l.'bUIF.S 0f 
Tt-t:fA. 
I~ ~!\'AR = 2, TW"'A PAflti~ETERS Ail F. NciT USEi> 

•·•• r ~RI). SEl d p;;-I'T TYPF. AS P(r; Sfl 11 
('P'''l~IS"> Tf.f-LFI3000l 
n!•r•-~JCI• Fr~d~lcQ;,~rf-it~~~~O),S~I:C1l,DP~ll20i 

n r :".):. ~·:~. 1 0--~ ..- (.! , 3 1 , 1 .: .., ')' 3 t . 
') I "' •.: S l i.';' < l II. r I :. ;( ) , '' •>I· ~ ~ I 5•.' I , r ,'\ ', ~ ' S ( 2 f1 0 ) , ': i Y P [ ( S ) ) .; 'I;• J '' ~~ P. I 21) I , 

I !"rc(''OI,Yilu.o'J!,PI~O,~IJI,tUul,'I(?Cl, X13.l,""ll~0) 
'll"fll<"l cr, P.•i I I i' I ,G (2ll.) l 
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• .. 
r ,. 
r 
c. 
r: 
c 
r: 

c 

ooo CII?O 

l4 
Cnl 21 - D f: x:•v~IFIH OF F!JW T I Ofll 

30( K2"'Y2l 

C'Jl 31 - 4ll (O~fi'IC IU·T llF rur;(TJf"'•: - IF BLAIIr. s~T ~c:ut.L TO 1.0 
1. t=·l~MAT I(•; l 
c,;L t ·· s :j/J".tl - ~;\J~HIE" r:F QC:CL'~ Ho ~<~JLFCULM 'JI(BITAL5 

U I•IJQ•\ ISLES$ '1101 ], Cf~o1 SET~ n-l) APF. CMIT
Tf.tl t".JO PI)PlJI. ... ,T!~:"' r-~~(Tt.tt:S, PCI, • ..II, ,",Pr. Pfl\0 I~ 

~~~J(TLY ~S Ct"O 5~T 7~ F01M!T(F12~6l 

C •~~•*• r:fl~S!S•PWII~IS+ll (1\PO'> o•'~<••••••• 
C ooo C~F·CI ~e:·r 8 (I~RIT~l II(Cl!P~',CV FCf.t.:AT (!5,F'h0l 
t:' r-~~r. r.r::J~ 1\j'Ji.-tOEP. OF ~~~~os. 
I; (.o,,l - ~ :n:'"l;.~(])- ~··P(>(T~.[ ,'ll'M~~rt 

C C'JL 6- Ill ·.1(f(!l- CfCI,iPAT!U; 'IU"P.O:R I)F 'iH!>T 01'oiT4l 
r: *** CAH) ~. !NI'LIT F'i<•~.:.T FOCI. '1.f.l. ("'f.F~IC I P'TS F:)flYIIT 1121\td 
C F!JT 

( ••• Ct".l.l SET 10 ~.Hf.l X r.F '1Cq:Cvlti'. GP[l;;t.L .:OEFFICiclHS F(lRMAT (FMT'I 
C Y Cl, .J I ( I= 1, •,Qi' S .J = 1, ~'FJA SIS I 
C **"' C60') 11 !~Ji'lJT TY<>f ltJFQ;;".ATifl'l r~"~'P\'! 1121 
C COL 2 - II'<~LtG 0 ENP. lrJPIJT . 
C 1 Pni~T ~y PCINT INPUT 
r: 2 GRif' !'i"C~".Hl'lfll !NI'Ur 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r 
c 
c 
(; 

c 
r. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
f. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r: 
( 
r_ 
r. 
(' 

c 
r 

c 
c 
( 
( 

r 
( 

••• 

I~' P~CT.'·'•CUI_f.P 'lC.L~(l'.LA;; CO-OROI"lHES 
3 G!> I{) I 'lF r"' ~·' •, T! "jl~ ! 'ljP LJT 

IN Pt'~'C' (yt 'Ul~T Ctl CU··U;l01~1ATfS 

• l~SS TH~N n -- SCAiT~Pl~G F~CT~P CALCUL-
~TJ0~ IS U~OERT~K~~ . 

IF -1 SCATTf~'kG ~A~T~~S ~RE ~E-NORMA~IZ
EO TO i F~P~~PI) SCATTEPlfiiG OF 1~0 

C A~'l S.:: 1 12 
IF I NFLA..; = I 

)((I I 

Xlll 

~'~lr>MAT 

I =1, 31 
13Fl2.81 

r = 1, 3 CCOP~!N~T~~ (X,Y,ZI OF PC!~T AT ~HICH 
IS T" SE EV.\Llii•TE[l, Ct11HiNIIE PEADI'~G 
UNTIL X(ll E~COti'ITEQfO iS~99? •. 

IF if!FLAG = 2 2 C AROS TNPU! 
CAMO l F[P/oltT (~F8.41 

COt 1- 8 Xl-1!:-.< 
9-16 YMW 

17-7.4 lo"'o/IJ 
2~-::2 x·~&x 

33-~0 n~t.x 

41-48 l~!-X 

'•9-~t: OELX 
57·· t.4 r t:: L v 
o'>-72 r.o:u 

CA~O 2 F(P.I".I.T 
C'JL 3- 5 'I X 1 S 

12X,I?-,4FlfJ.(,) 
OIOECT:~'Il '1F SECTI:::>N 
lCO X ,~XIS 
01') Y I.X!S 
OOJ. !~XIS 

DPIS ITY 
CA~f)S 

6-15 R "f)l ' ~· [)IST:.r:(!: li'\I":',QF OU;';!TV CALCULATIO"l 
F<>r.·:!:. <;r>~(JFIC:u op;:n 01' I...,T;~<'$T (U,Vri41 
;F t ::~s Tl't.N r'~· ~o•J.\t r~ lfrl, L!)o!ITS 

16-2 s I) 

S':T nv x~·tx, x:"'.lrJ, ETC. 
I" ~:.r• I" '~ S~T, IT WILL fW<'R-PII)!;' 
THE ~~~~.,~·x, ETC. ~H!CH F~Ll ~liT-
Sif"l= ·j..l~ t:'A~JI.F. 

X (I.(WfJl'i;~- ::F ~r.p;7 ClF P/1f.OEST 
2 t,~ ~C) V Y (. J(lr ;) ~ f" 1 ~ T f 
~6-45 w 1 CIJI.'' ni••AT~ 

1'' l!llFUG = ::. 2 C ,H'05 I :-.:r•.JT 
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, 
~ 

c 

0 0 6 

Of:>f'ISI'J~ JIJC·:t<JrlFFPl 
C (.I' I~ ;;•J Ctf .I :'.E I 2 0 l , C. OuP.r.' ( ~IJ, 3 l ,C t~H H ~ 21'J l, E XPf'I~H Z.Jti l , (.I') Ef ( 2 :)() l, NUM 

tC f 1'1 
CO"'"'"'liOL~·O:.N/XI't.,(:ll ,XI'IX(ol ,O~L(3) ,ti$UPf',OU~S,Nl<!S 
IrT~Gi'l ~:n 

ntT.\ U Wll I l, 1•1, lll/0, 1110,10, 1, 111,101, 11,9?9,'l99,Z00;20,Z/ 
Pl;~,l~l~q7654 . 
PI X?•,?.,Q~J'I 
P l X4•4. cor> I 
"'~r.-o.o11"!:- ~zc;~ 
IH1HP~.57S1R 

C ~E~r, ;~OLEC\ILAR ANC eAS!S SET !NF(}'<"'AT!QN 
c 

( 

c 
c 

F~~0(5,2JGl lllTLEI!l,l•ltlJI 
W~1T~(6,200l (T!Tlf(!l,l•1,10l 
RE~~(5,l011 NUM(F~rlTYPE 
WF l Tf ( t., 21)2) NIJ~C E"i, I TYI"'= 
WRITe lt,Z03l 
DC 10 I•!,NUMCE~ 
qf"OI5,.2u4l C£NAt1F!II, IC.UCROII,Kl,'<"1,3l, CHA)(GE 
HF!TI'Ib,205l CEt.Ai"EI!l, ICCCROII,Kl,i<=1,31; CHARGE 

10 CONTPJUE 
RFADI5~20bl NPPI~.N~ASIS 
".f'.P15.ZJ7l Ct~PSASI !l,l=l,;"~ASISi 

NSC''='J 
DC 2•) I =1,~JCIASI S 

20 "l~'J'"'=-·~~~ti"' .. t~.;!"'C!S (I) 
·1 ~ ( ~~ S'J,' , •;~ . '•IP P.l P'l , W R I r;: ( !>, ~00) 
HI' IT~ ( 1-, ,7(1<; l 
K=1 $ NCiiliiiiT=v 
DC' 30 !•1t~IPRip.i 
'IJC nU~!' =t;.:OUNT + t 
!fCN(~UNT.GE.NPBASIK)l NCOUNT•O 
KE'AS!S(!J•K 
't'"M::I),Zui'!l CiNlfFI~:l,NTVP"IKl,EXPIJNIJJ,C'J':F(Il 

IF(CO~fiil.Lc.O.Ol CQFF(Il=!.O 
Wf'! HI 6, 2 t 0 l I , Kf' t. S IS I I ·J , CF:i'<T Ei;, ( ~ l , NTYP f. I K l , E XPON I I I t C t1 ~F I I I 
IFIN~"UNT.EQ.Ol K=K+1 

3!1 CU\T PJUE 
RFdO( 5, 21.11 ~CR~ 

I F 0.' JR B. L F • 0 l C: r'1 T Cl 5 1 
nr ~.J 1 =1, ~!CD.fl 
Q.FACI5,212l 'JII'I(~!.'III,OCC!Il 

40 14f.' !Tfl 6 ,_213 I ~<II"''JF I' II I, OCC I II 
P f- ~ [1 I 'i, 714 l F "'l 
no 5·) I •l, NJ~ B 
~ r ~ n I 5, 'F M T l ( Y ( I , J I , J = l , :~~AS I S l 

50 WP'TEIA~FMTJ (V(I,J!,J=1,NtAST~l 
W~t7r(l, 1 4•.l~l 

DC: 1:0 I = 1. , ':FA S l S 
r.o t-o J=I ,,;~A$: s 
F.1(TflR•2.0 
IF(l.EC.Jl F~CTC~zt.O 

SU~=O.O 

I") C' 7 0 o< = I , ~1·1~ ,> 

.7V SL"=~If.''+¥0 .I I*Y(K,Jl•<::CC(Kl 
D(! ,Jl=SU"•I.:C"'C~ 

WRiTFI6;400l 1,-J,r(! ,J) 
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, .. 

r 

60 ':Cf\TINUE 
G(l Tl) 5] 

r P.f40 PCPVLhT!Cr~ COEFFICIENT INPUT 
t 

51009 I,J,Nt'~CJS 

nr 52 J•I,N~ASIS 

RC.I.r.IS, 21'11 PI I ,J) 
IIPH~I6,·,oJI 1,J,I"(!,J) 

52 (fNTI'JUE 
53 "PITF(6,4•J41 

1FflTVPE··ll 61,62,63 
61 !~P fTF It ,3•111 

GO T(l qc,q 
62 JCCIJ>IT=O 

D"C• ?I I =l,Nqt.SI S 
~:=II!PBA S I II 
nr ·12 .J=l,M 
AIJI=CCEFIJ+JCCU~T) 

72 q(JI=~XPOHIJ+JCCUNTI 

C GAUSS14" N0RMALIZATl~N 

c 

Ctll ~NC~MIA,B,NTYDE(!I,NPfASI!l,GI 
DC' 73 J.=l ,M 
J J= J +.J.·C GUN 1 
C G F F ( J J I • f, I J I "'G ( J I 

13 WPTTEI6·4lll JJ,;;(JI,COEI"IJJl 
J( ClJ'IT= JCOUNT+NI'i'AS I 1 I 

71 CC.,.Tl..,UE 
GG TO 80 

C SLATER NGRM\lllATICf\ 
c 

c. 

63 00 81 1=l,NFRIM 
r:ALL :;lloJR,..(FXP(~:I!I,~!TYP~III,CCJ"''JP.MI 
(l)q: ( i I =C"(F (I I •CO~Cfl~ 
WPITE 16, ~01 I l ,CONORM,rGEFI I I 

81 CONTINUE 

C. kEAO :JNOUT TYPE 11\FCI<MAT10N 
c 

( 

80 pt,CI5 1 2l~l 1NFLAG 
lffH.FLAG-·11 220,S2,ll0 

82 R~An15,2151 IXIII,!=t,31 
J~(X(li.Gi.S~~.I GO TC SO 
W~!Tf{6,2li>l lXI II, !=1,3) 
WRilf(6,4051 

83 !F1ITYP~.GT.tl GJ TC 91 

C FV&LUATE. GAUSSIAN ~LECTK~N OENSITY AT A POI~T 
c 

( 

J[iJLI\0.,.:.0 
00 GO l=l,MRtSIS 
~ H 1 c 1 .1 =·,,F u•.c 1 x , .JC rtJI\:T, r. PF:. s 1 1 ' , •Hvt>" 1 1 1 • t l 
ffjrHt~II.LT~-90J.001 ~0 TO 999 
!FI INFLAG.l~T.ll GC TO 9C 
\.RIT'-'(6 1 '•021 !,PHI( II 

90 JCO~~T=JCOU~T+~FrtSIII 
~(, T') 93 

C FVAL0ATE SLATER flFCT~CN DFN~ITY AT A PriNT 
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.... 

.. 

0 0 0 I 6 

c 

c 

91 no 9? 1~1,NAAS!S 

PI•! ( l j = S ~IJ':C I X, I.; Yr> F I I l , I I 
IF(P.I!!III.LT.-<;0J,Qt)J (;Q TO 999 
IFI I'•'LfiG.GT.ll GC TO 92 
.J~JH(6,4021 I 0 PHllll 

92 r o~:r rrwE 
93 SU~"=J.O 

nr: tr.o I =!,NflASIS 
'lf' l!Jll J=l·l~f\~SI S 

1 0 0 S U '~ = <;II I' + r> I I , J l "PH I ! I l * P 111 I J I 
Of '•S=5U:"· 
IFII'>nAG-21 IC<;,~5tl35 

109 WOIT~t6,2171 SU~ 

GC TO 82 

C REAC· CRIO lNFORMAliCN 
:: 

~ 

'· 

110 R~ib 15~3051 X~)N,Y~I~,Z~I~,Xi"~X,Y~AX,l~"aX,C~LX,Pcly,c~LZ 
~~ITEib,3J6l X~I",Y~JN,l~!~,XMAX,Y~~X,l~~X.DfLXoO~LV,ri~LZ 

10>'1 

112 

113 

114 

111 

XM~H1l=XMIN $, X~'ll2l=Y'~ll'l ~ X"''IDI=ZMIN 
X~XIII~X~AX $ X~XI21=Y~AX \ X~XI3l=Z~~X 

ilELili=DELX f. f:U.12l=DfLY $ OELIJI=IlfLZ 
1 ; .II •·~ L ~ G, E 0, 3 I G r", T C1 1 ~ 0 
~f~015,3l51 NXISoF~OLJM,U,Voh 

\o:P! TtU.>o~i61 ~.AiS,CADtl~"oUoVok 

If{~t.~)LI~.L!:.0.eJ Gr ~!1 108 
UY'Ii=lJ-X~J:J S IJ")=L'-X:·'AX f. V~·'l;=v-Y~!N S VMX"V-Y!'IAX 
W~N=~-l~l~ ~ ~~X=~-l~AX 

IF!A4$(t,;Mr,J.GT.RA£'L!I''I XM!:"-;=U··F~Ol!M 

IFI&DSIUMXI.GT.~~nLI~"I X~AX=U+P,nL!~" 

IF(AF\Sf V"'~~~ ,·;T .R~('L I~') YMT•!=V-ql\'ll l" 
IF(~ASIVMXI.~T.F~OL!~I Y~tX•V+FAOL!H 
!F(Af!~(I;/'H.ji,GT.c~rL:t') l~l'!•l<-R.~DL!'' 

!Fl~AS(W~X)~~T.~ArL!~I l~AX=H~~411L!~ 
WP!TE(&,3061 XMlN,YMJN;Z~!N,XMAX,Y~AX,Z~AX,DELX,DELY,OELZ 
iF(IOIS-lOI 112,113.114 
LX~1 ~ -LY=2 S LZ•3 
WP!TEI6,3081 XMN(LZI 
GC' TO lll 
LX~1 ~ LY=3 £ Ll=2 
W~!Tf(h~3261 X~~ILZI 

GC TC 111 
L-"=3 $ .LY=2 ! LZ=1 
;.H'TTF(6,3lfll XI'INilZI 
~li:LEV'=O 1. NSUPP=l f.t<CCli~'Tr'l s !FUG=O 
Z=X"'IH l Zl 
CC11E= lJliOoO 
Q,..\~r!J. 0 
"'X= ( X"' X ( l X I -X m; I L X l It/ 0 l- l ( l X I-+ lo 0 l 
NY= ( >' :~x ( L Y 1- X "4r-,j I l Y I II Of l( l'f I+ L 0 l 
'Ill= I nxt Lli-X~'-Jtllii/OF-L llll+l.IJl 

A)XX=lo~1Ql8£U~XX=G.51qiH\:XXX=O.~~ql8 

r; c< A =O. o scns ~=CJ.,., \<:I'SC= o .o 
~LP~~=90.0£~fTA=QO.OSGA~~t•90o0 

~ICUC C. I 
X(LXI=X~~(LXl-CEL(LXI 

X I l Y I" X"'" I L Y I 
X(LllaX,..N!LZI 
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26 Ctll. nrG~N(X,!~L~~.NZL~V,LX 1 LY,LZI 
JF(Nl~[V~EO.ll GO TO 2! 
K( r~J~. r -· t<C )u'IT + l 

2 2 I F ( l "t.,\ t;, f ( , 1 I G <.1 T r: Z '• 
IF (I 'IJrt.~r;.E.). 31 GC· To"1 13') 
!f(P!.0Ll"'.l.:',f1.GI GC TIJ 83 
0 I S = S:) ;• T ( ( X I l I- L I "o Z• ( X ( 2 1- VI*"' 2 + l X () 1-1>1 .. 2 I 
lf(OIS.Lf.~AOL!~I GC TO e3 
or~;;=.> • 0 

25 lf(OF'IS.Gr.P.~AXI F'I•IX=OENS 
TAP.I.r.( KC:;ti~IT I =O(NS 
GO TC 26 

(' WRITE r.!lli'U.T TtP:: CC>:PIITAeLc IIJTH FQi'.DfP fi"INTOU~ ?LOTTING J;.(;tJT!NE 

r 

23 \.IF!Tfl91 croE,Rf'~x 

H~ ! r ~ ( q I n X,;, Y, X"~· ( LX l , X'IY. (LX I , OE L ( LX I , X~X I LZI , lo '·<X IS, 1YN I L Y I , X '1)( ( 

rL Y l , ('f' L (LY l , A "!,~y, a·~ f, X , 0 E L I I. Z I , X '>N ( L ll , ~· 7., ~~X ~'Y, >JCU~ , A X· XX, ::IX X X, C X XX, 
1CCSft,COS9,COSC,£LPH1,8E~\,G£~~P,(T!BLEITI,T~l,2881 
~PJT"(Y) (T\klc(;),J:1,NXNYI 
IFI!fL~GoEC,OI Z=XI3l 
KCniJ:·;T=nlLEV 
GC T·l 22 

24 •:Gi1t:=-1vo:•L J 
·,;F I f" I'>) C uf)f, il fo! A X 
E;,r.F I L:: 9 
GO TO 80 

120 TFil~I!~.LT.l"'AXl I<~JTflt,312l U,Y~I,Z"AX,OELZ 

NX!~=1 I LX=1 I LY=~ S Ll=3 
z~•~=ZMI~t~AO S Z"!X=/M4X~RAD $ ~ELZ=OfLZ*PAO 

XI'N!::l=.Z.'Il'< S X)>X(31=l"AX S 0(LI31=0rLZ 
220 !F(J~FL~G.EQ.Ol GC TO 9S9 

( "EAD PCl'JD C"t:::NTATIGJ !IJPUT A'-;(1 CALCULATE O'll ENT.\TI0t. ~ATR!X 
c 

~fM'>(S,309l II,V,W.o'J\-AP 
IF INV~P.LE.•Jl N~t.F=3 
u· ll! • .-.E. <;QQ. 1 cc n1 <;'19 
I F ( I NFL~<;. G E • 1 l vi f; I T r. ( 6 , 3 l 1 I 
IF<J~~LAG.L:.nJ ~?1'[(~,31~1 

;4o ITf( 6.3091 u,v, ~ •• r.vr.~. 
I ~ Ill . ·: 0 , 0 ., G. t. 'I D • ',;, c C., f'l 0 l G 0 T 'J 121 
U2=U., 1J ·s V2=V"V S ~!2=\o/*H 
f\ i =. 5 (? ~ T I ~; 2 + ll ;> I· 
P 2 = ~ cc·:r (uz * '.!2 + ,.;z .~~.l +2 • (l otJ2 ~~~2 +U2 «V2+V 2*W2 i 
R?=~dRTIU2+~2+~2l 
H ( 1 , II =.I< I q 1 
H(1,ll=~1.0 .. U$V/R2 
H(l 1 3l=U/P3 
'-4(?,11=0.0 
H(/ 1 2l=IU?+W2)/P2 
H(?,:;):V/P3 
H ( 1 , I l = · 1 • 0 •OlJ I R 1 
H( 3,21 =-L, J*V.,./1\2 
H(3,'l=,./<l3 
IF ( !~jt:[ hS.I F.O I GC Tr 221 
r.c T("l 111 

121 IF( V.N: .0.0 I GO TC 122 
~P!TE ll>r31JI 
r.o -:-o BC 
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0 Oi 
($ . " I 6 3 

122 HII.IJ=u.0 \ ll(l,;>l=1.0 ~ ~'(1,31•0.0 
H(;~,II~J.,,J ~ H(?.,;'l=\'oC 1!(2,'.1=1,0 
H(',11•1,0 t 1<(3,~1=0,0 I H(3,Jl•O,O 
I r I J.r·. F L t. G, l F, 0 i G (; T C' rl 1 
GC Tfl I ll 

13•) OF•~q'"•.l.··.' ~ 'lE'-S=•l.O 
Tr~"(\l•X(\1 t "!EI'(nl?l=:<l2) 5 TF"r(J)=ll'fX 
THf.TA=l'~l'l 

135 DENSl"~~D 1 .'JSLJ:HOU<S 
!FIT~cr~.GT,/~AX) G~ TO 14u 
P <! !;T = T r ~· :> ( ? ) ~Sir\ I T r'F '!' t l 
!{(0<; T • T ~'.IP I Z) ~c: $ ( TI,FTf.) 
00 132 J=l ,3 
X I 1 I ='~ I T , l l • i< S 1 t < T +li i 1 • 2 ) • 1'- C 0 S T + •1 I I , ~ l « T [I' I' ( 1 ) 

132 CLNT i'W~ 
THFT.I =TIIC:TA+OELZ 
r,c Tf' sj 

t'•O 'l~"s =''' ;~~s•Jn/Nl 
X(ll=TE~P(ll $ Xl2l=TEf>'.P(.2l S Xl3l=i~~P(3l 
GG TO .?5 

221 IFLIP=O 
X(i)=O,O S X12l=O.O S X(3l=O.O 
Trsu~~c.o ~ rrsuH=o.c 
GLI ";f' 222 

251 ~ACT~~=Tqsu~ 
IF! !t.FLAG.L T,-1) FACTOR=1,() 
IFLIP~l 

C PE~D SCATTER!~G FACTOR CALCULAT10~ :NPUT 
c 

223 RfLfl(~,S0ll Sl'lt\,SI~t.x,•;S,;><;Jo'I!N,PSI~AX,~:PSI,THFI'N,THEI"X,NTHE 

IFI"JV;f<.E').~) THEfo'X=Tt--EMN 
l f(5fo'!;·JoGF.,'JC9,) (;!) ":1) 99'1 
~qiTFia,SOll ~MIN,SI'AX,NS,PSII'IM,PS!MAX,~Pii,THE~N,T~E~X,~THE 
11!1\~~KS+l 
11.~ rs I =~•PS l+l 
;iRliF!7ol501 t\S,N'WSI 
[) E l. P S! = ( P S I f:' I X- F S I ~~ I ~Ill II: P S I 
I F I P 51"'· I f<o E ·;. r S I·~ A X I C E L PSI = 1 • 0 
OELS=!SI'AX-SMINJ/1\S 

!F(5~~X.EQ.SM!Nl tELS•l.O 
0(1 241 I=1,~JNS 

CCUI<'=I-1 
241 SSI! I•S~JN+CCUNT*CELS 

rw 7."? I =l.~:t~PSI 
CC'·l:NT=I-1 

242 Pf'SIII l= 0 Sl~lfi+CGUIJT~I1fl.r·SI 

W P l T F ( 7 .3 5 1 l I S S I I l , i = 1 , 'i~' 'I 
W~!Tl(7>:'>~2l (P 0 SI!li.I=t.n,PSII 
IFINTHE.E~~OI Gr T~ 7.7.4 
Oft Tt-<=I.THE,..X-TH ~t.) tr THE 

224 IF!T~~rtx .• rrJ,TH<:~t;l J'~lfH=l.O 

P c c t· ~· r = ,, , u 
?40 PS !="S I f:'l :J+DCCIJ'IHOFU'>I 

\1'{ Pr"t•~T, ,.Q,>),()) r,("l T;"\ 24 3 
WJ:'Tf(l,3511 (~<.HS!ii.I=l·,,J~.•;, 
"./ r. Jl r I 7 , ~ S ~ 1 ( P n f- t <; ~ ( I I , I = l , ~: N S ) 

243 P((l'H<T=PU:t•r,T+l,O 
".lrl!f(a,50~1 FACTC~ 

IFir~I.~T.P~IM~~I GJ Tn 223 
WFJT~(6,~0~1 PSI . 
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'-IPT Tl' <L ,son 
Pc T =~ r.fl'"PS I 
i":C5~_=U~SI r>~ I l 
S!rd'=SII\IPST l 
scr.u~ T=o.o 

250 ~~;·r~·sc~u~r•oELS 
TFI ~i<;T.5•·1/,Xl 1,( T-J 240 
S c r uN·T = S ( r Jll 'l r • I • o 
rrrur~T"<h•J t T·><.IW=C<O ~ TISUI<=OoO 

260 THFTf,=T:1~'1fJtTCrl"H"~fl TH 
!F(T~~~a.cr.r~c~xl GO TO 270 
TCiiJ\:T=TCCU.H+l, 0 
I F. I tf v·M~. E IJ • ' i T bE Tf, = 90 • () 
T Hf T f, = P f.ll* Tt· F. T f< 
C CST =C US I r t• ETA I 
ST>.:T=Sl"JI ri,:OTA) 
:1r_ 2 2 :; I = l , 3 
XI: I =PI X4•S* (!i( I, 1 l •S INI'*CC~T+H( I o2l•Slf'OP'~S I'~~+Hi I, 31*C:)$Pl*fiOHR 

225 CO~:TfNUE 
l22 K(rUNT=O S INCR=O 

nc l10 1=1,NRASIS 
M=NPf..\$(11 
IF! I.·;T .1 I 11-lCR=INCR+NPE\ASI I-1 I 
LCCL!I\T=INCF 

~ SET UP CODE FJk PFL-FACTOR PFnD~CTS 
c 

r. 

1)(1 2:'6 J=I ,:IRt.SI S 
N I = ,._ r Y·i' ~ ( l I 
NJ =IHY?[ ( J l 
I iF=!IJCI~I I +INOI~Jl 
IF!IlF.Gf..~q91 GO TO 99& 
lFFill=I!F/lCO 
I FF I i I= ( l I F- l ( 0 ~ T F F I I I I /10 
l F F ( 3 l ~ II F- ( l L ,) • I F F I 1 I+ 10"' I F F I 21 l 
!F I IF Lll'. E Q. a I ~- P l T E I 6, 50 5 I .I , J ,( IFF I I I I .I I = 1 , 3 I 
SUNr=O.O $ SU~I=O.O 
'J=~PP . .lS IJI 
nc-z::s i<=l·" 
KK=K+KCOUNT 

1": CALCUL~Tt CUNTRI3LTIO~ TO SCATTF?ING F~CTOR 

I)( 235 ·l=l,N 
Ll. = l + L.( CU'IT 
P~E=(~[f(KK)*COEF(LLI 
~ = ~ Q~ T1 EX<>[;, I,. K) +EX e-rr-: ILl I I 
r:~LL ~NTGRL (f:VtF:,Y~F,E,X,F~,Fll 
. S ll" Q = S Ill•_:. + F ~ ~ P '< f 

235 SlVJ=~U~l+Fl~PR~ 
T' ~-_I IF =TF:SI;~• >PI I, J I o SUI'P 
T l~llf'=T-ISU'1+"( I,J l•Sl'~l 

2~6 lf~U~T=LCCU~T+~~H~5(JI 

230 K\C!U'•T=K(.JU:lTH:;:>f ;lS (I I 
IFII~LIP.E~.OI GJ TO 251 
:F(Tt-'=Ttt.LT,TI·i:"';.l C:C T·1 26C 

270 TF.,,(T:f-t(; T•)Hl(C:I.:I\T 
~~·F.'.) =TP§:r.V/TF.~(T 

~! •.-1\r.=ll ~Cf'ot/ rr- ACT 
FAR~=S~WT(Fo~AL*FF=AL+FI~:G•Fl~IGI 

P 1- ~ S I'= AT AIl 2 I ~ P-1 /.(,,I' f< E ~ l I 
\oiPlT[((,,SCAI S,FQE~l,FlM~G,F.tflS,PP/.5" 
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·'' 

0 0 

1 s~ ~.cnur;T 
FF.,IISIJSI=~\~~ 

PPHL5EII~I~P~ASE 

(;f H) 250 
'i'Ji1 ~ICJTF(e,Jl41 
<;'JO ':CNT 1 ~Jijf 
~Oil o::co·"I·T IUt.f>l 
zot FCO"b~ tnn 

i 6 

~0?. FLC"!-r I?Y.,[2,2'5H 
1 so_HH·.II 

Bf,SJ~ FU~'CTJf1r--;S o;: TYPe , i2,2'tti ll= CAUSSIAI'-!, 2= 

203 FrP~U (Oc([NTEf1 CtiAP 
lGE ~I 

2~~ ~~P"6~ lt6,~X,•Fl2.AI 
205 FG< !AfT ··1 A& ,t,(4X,F12.811 
? 'J f· F r:: ~ ".\r .I 2 ! 3 I 
207 F(:D"AT (4dl2/20!21 
208 FCO~AT 1~0,4X,I2tMX,7Fl2.bl 

109 cco~,T (•PRI~ITIVE BAS!~ (CNT~R TYPE EXPj~ENT C 
lC11'F 1 C I [NP I 

210 O::(RMAT 13X,I3,9X,I2 1 tX,Ab 1 bX,J2,!X,Cl2o6tbX,O::l2.6l 
Zll FC·DMf.T 1.151 
ll2 FCP."AT 115,F5.01 
2l3 FCR"ftT (Si,IS,SX,FS.OI 
7.14 FCP,..AT 1121161 
21'; F(P'II\T (3Fl2o81 
216 q'·~,../.T 13H x-=,Fl2.H,3H V=,Fl2.'3,3H Z=oFJ2.8l 
?17 FCF·'1A'" 127H ~LfCTF<:J~ (HARC-F DHl5Jl.Y " ,F12.6l 
71P. FOf<'~T 1121 
~19 F(Cf<'bT(~12.6J 

300 F[~,..,~ I~THE SUM CF THE ?~IMITIVFS D"ES ~CT 1\00 TO THE NU,..RfA JF P 
Jqi~!TIVES G!VFN•I 

3Jl -=err~~~.,. I~ !TYPe u!:_:f5 WJT (.(li'.RESPC'~'1 TO GAUSSI.H; OR SLATF.-R lYPE OR 
lf\ P ~I.~* I 

305 FCF~IT!~F8o41 
3C6 Ff 0 :o'•\T(9(2X,F8.41l 
3J7 FCP~AfiFI~.hl 
~rR 1'01-"'./•TI~2'HTH~ V~ltJ!' CF 
'HA H>'11'T(3,iHlTHo IIALUc nF 
32~ Fr~"'~T(37H~T~E II~LUF CF 
30<? f('Po.i,H ( 3F 12.8,! 21 
310 F[.f-'"'t.T ( .. NO HCNI) Vf( T(1;< 

l t.T THIS LEVEL !~,2X,F8.4) 

X ~1 THl~ L FVFL ! ~. 2X ,Fa.:t) 
y ;.".T THIS L fVEL r~.zx,t=8.41' 

SPECII'lfr:l~l 

111 F~P~-~.\T(~ TI-E p,[Nr) V"C<O'< I'SfC Ttl -I'F. f"HiSITV r~AP cWIUITATlON iS*I 
312 roc,.ATI4GH AVE~AGE rr SECT!fNS T~KE~ Frrg TH~T' = .~l0~6 9 l2H TO TH 

1c1t ~ ,FlJ.~t13H I~ STFPS OF ,FlO.~,aH D~G~E5Sl 

313 Fr""_Ai I'" r~E f'CNe VtCTOR LISfC IN TRt."'SFf'P"H~G THE SCATTcRI!Ji; CiJ-0 
lP.O!-:<.:t.TES !S.,I 

314 F~P~~it• !~PROPER FU~CTICN C~CES FP~ SCATTE~l"'G F~Cl"P CALCULIT!O 

31!; 
316 , •.. ) 
351 
35? 
4JV 
401 
402 
403 
404 
40'; 
S'll 
5o;> 
o;o.:, 

lN41 
f[A~4Tt2X,[3,4F)J.~I 

F QP ~~ r. T I 2X, l 3, 4 I 2 X, F l O. 6 II 
F(Of<'f,7 (7!51 
F(~"'t.T 17F10.ol 
F("t.'~t"!' ( l()~t.2~ 

rr o ... ,,.T 12I'>,Fl2.!11 
FCCUfT 115,2Fl2.hl 
f[L":T 1!5iF12~61 
rr~~•r I• 1 J Pll,Jl•l 
l'rrv~.T (o I ;-;'l~Hll f.OfF(ll'"l 
~~~~~-T 1• I PH!(Il•l 
r r· • v .~ i ( 3 I;: F lll o 6 , I 5 I l 
FrLv.\~IF10.f.l 

FC~YLT(4(2X,F10o't)) 
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505 Frc•aTIZX,ZI3,l!lX,!511 
50{) r('~r-<r.·r i ')HIPS!: ,Flt:l.hl 
5o? " c.o "f. r < 11• S 

u.sr •11 
508 ~Ch~II(~~2-,F1C.611 
509 FC~~AT(lflHl)'IJf.l~t.L!ZATJ!1N 

rl\r> 

FFU.L Pli 

FACTO~ : t.DI,Fl0.61 

~ NOil.,t.Lilc GI.USSIA.'Ii 7YPF t'tSJ~ FU~ICll'.lNS 

r 

r 

OJ~C~SICN AINP~AS),P!~PeASl,GINrRAS),O(ZOl 

I'I'S=l OE-3 
PJ34•J.4l3777ZC8 

S(i'·l=ti,O 
r;r rr f!,Z,3,4,5,6,7,>l,9.10tlltl.Zl NTYPE 

1 =x~-1.5·\ C=1.0 
r,r rr tuo 

2 cc~r:rwE 
3 r:C'JT l"!u::· 
4 EY=~2.~ .SCnu.5 

,;r rn 100 
5 r CI<T l MJE 
6 rc~rnru<: 
7 EX•-?.5 ~C•0.25 

sr rr 100 
8 FX=-3,5 l C=l.O 

Gr TO 100 
q 7X=-3.5 S C=3.0 

r;c r: ! •Jt) 

10 ( <'JT lfiJ!:' 
11 Sri\T!NIJ~ 
12 FX=-1 ~ S (:0,75 

100 En:=-l.G"('X/2.0 
C\=SC>lT(1.0/Cl 
fW 101 l=l,'li>fiAS 
r. ( ! l: I 2. \J *b I I l l ~ •£ X X 

101 '<(!J=~(!)/:>(1) 

nr 200 l=l,~PBAS 

nr ?O•J J~; ,lo.:PBAS 
! r ! I • ".~. J l GIJ T C 20 l 
S l "'~SUr--+ 2. G •G I I l .,G I J I., i:. I I I • f' ( J I *I I 0\ I I l + ~il J I I* *EX l 
Gr IC 2CO 

2 J 1 S l. .'' = 5' r-~ + P. l I I • R ( J I 
200 CU,T"'l!E 

.fA•<QFT(l.O/SUMI 
nc 20? 1=t,NPFAS 

20?. Clil=,o!ll~(-l'"Pl34 
IFIARS!~6-fllii.LT.EPSI ~ETURN 
~'PITF!6,40CI 

~n ~2n i=1,~~2AS 

~I I I~~ (.) I*~.\ 
~00 o-lfl'f!6,40ll Alii 

'<ciU~N 

4v0 Ff'f.f'.\T I'" ::n.tGll\.41_ l'kli"ITIVES ·.;F.Rc WifJJPt<.\LlZHioii!':I;:"'ALilED COE"Fir. 
llt'!T.S FCLL.H~I 

401 F('CI"t.T (Fl2.tl 
r:Hl 
SL'IOrJIJTJI-<F Sl·~uP~(t.~TYPf.,CGioC'""i 

~GR~ftl1ZE 5L~TF~ lYCO[ PAS!S FU"'CT!C~S 
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_,) 

P! I~'J"0·3181C<;€~6 
f,f) T~ tl,/,l,t,,S,t,·T,8,9,10.11.12,t3,14) IHVPI' 

1 [X=3.-1 ~ C=1.0 
f.(• H1 100 

2 rM~~.O I C=lo0/3,0 
Gr T!' l•JO 

3 cu:rl'JUF. 
4 cr:•:TTNUE 
5 C)'=5•i:i 'C=l.O 

f,(' HJ lvt1 
6 rx-~ 0 J C=Z.0/45.0 

r.;r m 100 
7 <:C."HHWE 
8 CO.TINUE 
9 CJ=7.1 • C=Z.0/15.0 

r.r· rn 1 oo 
10 cx;7,0 s C=l.0/18.0 

GC T(l 100 
11 rcr:r !NUE 
12 r.y:?,O > C=l.0/3.0 

cr ic:lvo 
13 CO· Tl "JUE 
t4 ex.;.~ s r=1.ot~.o 

100 rr~D~~=SQRTlPIINV~C•IA**EXII 
~ETIJP'.I 

E r. ~J 
I'IJI<CT ION (.Ft.;!,( I h, 1C('I.Jio<T ,•tPf A~ ,'ITVP!:', 1 I I 

c 
C ~VILUATF GAUSSIAN B'SIS FU'.ICTIC~S IT A POINT ,_ 

1110 

101 
110 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
(:. 

7 
!l 
Q 

I L) 

11 
17 

1511 

160 

[)JM£NSIC~ X(3),~(31 

CfMMC~ C~N'~~l2Ul.CC'OkDI2C',3J,:ENTCRl2001,~XPCNI2001,C1~FI200loNU~ 

1CEN 
~0 10J J=t.~UMCE~ 
IFtCNT~~i!Il.~Q.C!:I:AI"?(J)) GC TO 101 
W>!Hf6·,zvv! CFNTHtlll . 
Gru~~:r=-<:99,9 

R!:TL;PN 
nr ltJ 1=1.3 
Xtll='tl( 11-CUlo~OtJ,Jl 
R2=XIl)OX( ll+Xl2l•Xt2l+Xl3l*XI3l 
r.r rr. tt-2t3,4,s,t.,7,s,9,10,ll.tZI r1TYPE 
0=1.0. ' GO Tn 150 
P=J( ( 1 I \ GC Trl 150 
O:X(2) £ GO TO 150 
P=X!31 ~ CC T~ t~n 

P=~tll*XI21 £GO TO 150 
P=Ylll*~l31 s GC TQ 150 
P=X12l•Xt3l GOT" !50 
r>=~lll*Xll.I·-Xi.<t•XIll ~ r.c TO nn 
P=7.0~XI3l"Xl3l-X(ll<iX( li-Xl2l""X(?.I \ GC TIJ 150 
o = )C (II* X ( ll S GC T '1 1 <;o) 

o=xt2l•xtzl ~ r.r TIJ tso 
o~nJI'"XIJI 

SUfo'=O.•J 
or lt1 !•l,~PPA~ 
S U" = ~U~ ••: c'o r I l •! C (;'ilo. <I*~ XI'!-· 1. C • ~ x·p 0';( 1 +! C OU':T I •~ ll 
r;p Tl'lll[ 
(.~u~(=P•SU~ 

~; ~11r.N 

2JJ) FC"~AT IA6dJH CAt. 1\<jT tlE ~·tTCI•rl' ~:!IIi t.NY t.T·J" CENH:"I 
H1r"> 
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r 
c 
c 

c 

fVILUaT~ SLAT~F P~SI~ FU~C~Il~S AT A P~f~T 

$ (.,C" 
1. GCJ 
s GO 

' r.o 
$ cr 
$ GC 

" (.rJ 

C G~N(RAT~ THE N~XT PCihT IN A GRID 
r 

r 

DJ~•EI\~ICN CC3l 
Cfl''fV\!/()L.St:"'N/XMNI3l ,XIo'XI 31 ,OE L( 31 oNSUPr,OCI\iS,NXIS 
NlLEV=O 
C ILl=CILl+D~Lill 
!Hir!XICILl.,.lOOO.l.f.T,!F!X(XI'XILl'"lOO:l.ll G'J TO iO 
'lF1'1P'l 

10 ((L):l(M:.,(L) 

C f"'I=C I~- l+OEL IM I 
IHJCJXIC.PII•lOOO.I,GT,lFiX(XI'XI~\)*lOOOoll GO TO 20 

'([ Tl.JC •• 
20 ( (M):)',"\1';(14) 

'JllfV=l 
CO,,-=CINI+O::Lit-.1 
lFI l'"lXICI•'>I•luOO.l ,Gl,!FJXIX"'XI~'I~l•)Jl!.l I i!'LI.G=l 

l'l I " ' 'I U; 1 F r (3 I , X I 3 ' , ~ 0 I o:! 1 I ~ I 
PI= .1415QZt54 
FF= ,0 ~ Fl=u.O 
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0 

... 

.. 

. -

_..\ 

0 ''l 
II '1>. 0 

F I I I = 1• 0 ~121=t.o ' F13lxl.~ 

~-' •r 
OP! =!, 77l'o~3tlSl 
tF~l=-1.0it4.o•el 

4"'G2=t.RG1/~,0 

"'=l 
il(' !-CO I =1, ~V~P 
x<.()=X(!I•XI II 
•;= T f r I T l +I 
TFINV1k,c0.2,fNG,I.F0.1l CO TC 200 
u . .-.=~ "l'"fXP o:so~u.ra 1 
GC TO I l,l ,_1,4,51 ,N 
Fl I l =FAC•l.O/E 

t;[ TO 100 
2 F!:l=F4C*X(JI/i2.0*~*"31 

GC Tf' lOU 
3 Fll.l= FAC•I2.0*E*E-XIIl*XIIIl/(4,•)"'E**51 

'-1"M+l 
Gf' TQ !CO 

4 r(! l= ~·.r•l6o0*f.,£•Xtli-XI 11*"3l/Ul,C*<=**71 
GC TQ 100 

5 Fill= F~C*Il2.0*E*(<4-12.J*E"E*XIli"Y.III+XIli**.:OI/Ilo.O*E**91 
•• = ,.. .. 1 

100 CC~TINUE 
Hll 1':(! T;' I 11 .12 I 13.141 'M 
ll q=-l.O-*Filllf<H2l*f'lll 

"fTUP'< 
12 F;::·t.u*f(I.I•FI21*"131 

"-~ ru;;_,, 
13 ~l=Fili*FI21*Fi31 

PftU•~< 
14 FQ.=flli*FI2l*FI31 

200 "="+?. 
CC· ~n (20lo202,~J?,2C4,205),N 

2Jl F 12 I= 11'!/11 I*EXPIXS~*/lf'G ll 
Gr TIJ 101 

202 t=-L.~~XSQo~RG2 
Cltl RES~IS!A,2,Sll 
Fl;>l= (PI*FPl/C"*3l•I0.5*dllll+.\~!i'I!21-eiillll 
GC rn 1-:;1 

203 Fl2l= (PI/H**2l*!XSO*A~Gl+l.OI*~XPIXSO*ARGII 
GC T;J lCl 

204 tz ·l,O~XSQ•t~G2 
CtLL a~SN!SCA,;?,UII 
F f 2 I= I -1, 'l* PI •P ~I I~ u 5 I >eo ( :1, :; ' (- 1.: .. f1! ( l I+~" (fl I ( 11-B i I 2 I I l + ~· i;!, 5 *8 

11Ctl·l.5*6!C21+2,0~~-*!!lll21··i'!l!lllll 

r.r. Tr 10.1 
205 FI?I=C!-J,J*~SO*l~~7+&-XS0/4,0-loOI/A•*~I*~XP(XSO•J~Gl:•PI*Z·O 

r.t•. rn to 1 
Et:o 
SlWf<C'UTl'lf H~S"!S(X,I~AX,Fll 

')!~~usro: HfSOI, :>r•ZOOI 
1r1x.~o.o.o1 GU Tr s 
51'"'=.(). 
I oX 

lt-I~X=l+21 

Tl=?./X 
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• .. 

.J~2 " JI"AX + 2 
~IT 4 j = JMZ,~~AX 
Pli.J I ~ 0, 

4 CGr~T!''l!E 

PI ( .W~X>ll= I. E-20 
no I J=I,.JMAX 
K~JMAH2-J 

OI<=K-1 
P J f K-1 I =iJo< *ll• PI (I< I >Pi I K +! I 
Sli'~=S'JIHPJ IKI 
SU~=Sl.i~I+SUM 
~:1"011 P! ( li+SUMI 
no " tJ=.l .w~Ax 

2 "II~:I='II*PI ltll 
~nu~'l 

5 F;(li~!.O 
"If 2.1 ~o.>oO 
1-;fTl!P"l 
FNC 
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r 

c 
r. 
r 
.-
c 
c 
r 
r 
c 
c 
,._ 

r. 
c 
c. 
c 
r: 
r 
r 
c ,. 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r 
r. 
c 
r: 
r 
c 
': 

--· r 

r 
r 
c 

(} '. v 6 6 

PFCr;PAM·. SC .HGfl'; i JI\.PUi ,')lJTP UT • H. P !:5= I \PIJT 9 "'\ PE6=0\JTPUo • T /!.l'fl, T APE71 

HPEl !S .THE tUCT<lCt~ I'JE\1~ !TV !NP•JT TAr'f .~S Gc'!ERATEOF RY OEI\IC•'L 
"ft.PF7 iS THE SCATTERH!G Ft.CH'R Tf..gl.c o1l1Tt'UT FILE 

*** CA~O 1 FORM~T!21~·10.61 F"L~P G~Tn a~r TITLF C~~ti 
CCL l - ~· tJ: - ~IIJ'lllEt; '1F Jr;T~~Vtl~ F'P.1M qy IN T,) f;II'.AX 
COL 6 -10 K - NU~RE~ OF lN~FPV~LS FR0~ PHIMI~ TO PHI~AX 

COL 11-70 TITLF 

*** C.l\f'.O?. ·· FO~P•.AT(7FLO.t.!21 ELECTR0N !JE~IS!TY PARA"'ETE!IS. 
COL 1 -10 R'IN - M!NIMU~ RAO!\J$ FQ~ P~LAR fLECTJO~ DENSITY 

CiJt. ll-20 
CCL 21-30 
CtlL 31-'<U 
CdL 41-50 

CUL 51-bO 
.COL 61-7\1 

CCL 72 

GRID 
P ~rx -
PH!I'IN- 'HNPIUM MJGL ( ('<t.OIANS) FP.0"1 VECTOR IA,8 
PHI"'~)( 
f. X o:C·•::~C·I"!t.TE rr-~1)," OE~,r~L OLirPIJTI. FC." r:JRIGIN 

C~ ~~ltg fLC(,.~"M D~~SITY G~try 

~ Y CGn~ri~ITE PF PCL/!.~ GRID ~~ttll\l• 
PI''( Til. A - MA~ J;~Ui·~ P!O!L.:S 0UT T(' ~!HlCH ElECTRO~! 

rF~SI,.Y TAIL IS CALCUL~7~0 
HLl.G 1 C.C.l CGLAT~ c;~tJS~!t N T6.IL 

• 2 CALCULATE SL,lER TAIL 

••• CIRD 3- FN.~.HI21.2F10.6,1~1) SC.~TTfP!'iG FACTCP. TAaLE PA:::.1METERS 
COL 1 -HI S~IN- t1 !fi.T'Ill"1 \I!LU': Ot: SIN ':'H~H/LA'1SL'A IYN 

COL 11-20 
COL .21-7 5 
CJL 26-35 

cni. 36--'o ~ 
C:JL 46· 50 

PFC!Pf-0:-H t.•IGST<;·JM~I 
5 l"l\X 
N~ - NlJMIHP. l'F !1'-:Tr<~v~LS S~H:<:!='II SMI'J .I!N6 S~.\X 
PSII'.J!II- I'PIP'U" Vfi.IJF eF TH( fi:'J'I') y<(.T~P· U!F-

FPACT!~N VFrTQ~ ANGLF !flEG~E~SI 
o S I M~ X 
!\!PSI • tlll~Hii'r OF P<TFRV~LS B~TiiEflll P<,t~IN t.NO 

PSI,~X 

*** CAPO 4 - AS PER (AQO 
•~• IF M IS LFSS THAN '1~ EnUAL TO'O S!G~AL ~NO OF INPUT 

0 I "~ n. 5 I C ~ l F "~ S I ~ l I , P ~ t 5 ~ ( S 0 I , S S I 50 l 
flJVP$IGI TJTLf I!Cl,TA~Li:l:t1C•r,J,~"5)11;1'l,rtz~.)l,11125ul,\ll25tJI 

· 0 I ·~ r It:; {f)' I f• J I ? ) , f< Y I 2 I , ~ I '< ;> 1-' I I I Q lJ l , C r· SrI' l I lll 0 l 
ftl"P.~IIJ:, ~(<;ui,Pi-1 (IOili,ELRFhLild.ll,~l y,.,,(.(lOOl 

rcr·'"'J< ''''rllf,r1,20·)l 
Pt: •.,[41512t53 
PTX;>:,).,,JHI 
fiCHJ.' =0. 52'11 8 
~t'fS:O 
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, 
~ 

·, .. 

C RfAD fLFLTMON D~NSITV INFC~H~T!CN F~C~ TAPfl 

r 

~Ftr'Hll COO~.PI"tX 

!FI(Qlt.~O.-I~OG,fl ~0 r~ ~99 
R f 1-'11 l I NX ,r-.Y, X~ll ~~,XI~ AX, '}[l X ,[MAX, l ,r•v !5, VII.[ ll, y·~~. X ,llfl v ,A"'l.X ,;\·~AX 

I ,llfl"lol Ml 1:, r,z, >;x-;v, r,co_o~, AX~ X, 'lXXX, C XX:O:, COSJ\ ,COSB, ((IS(; ALPI•~, BE"f A, G 
2~~Y~,(TA~lt 11.1,1=1,2e81 

P f ~ ro I tl . IT A 'll E I I I ,l = 1 ,ID< NY I 

C. P"~::J r:'L~CTf<.tN DENSI1Y FOUQ. GRID JNPLIT 
c 

c 

10 PFADI:),lOOI I',K,I11TLEI!Itl=l,l01 
Ir!~.Lt.J~ GO lC 999 -
JFIK.LE.')I t<~" 

'o'#P! Tf I 6 .t 011 
\o/PlTO:IiolOOI M,K,(Tifl! (JI.t=l,\01 
Rr/10( 5,1oJ:OI I'Mli.,PM.~X,PH!Mifi.,PH!~t.X,/I,",F:;XTRA,Ii'LAG 
Tfi~"XlAft.LT.F~AXI F~XTq/I=~~AX 

W~!TFI6,10ll Pl"l~,N~AX,PHI~IN,PHI~AY,A~A,P~XTR,,!FLAG 

~PIT~!&~l021 ~X.~Y,XMI~,XMftX,CrLX,l~IX,Z,NXIS,Y~I~,yMAX,O~LY, 

1 llELZ,ZI'Ifl.,l'l,'lXNY,NCLIE 
APSVfC=S~FTIII*A•R*SI 
UNlit =;./ABSVl( 
U~ I TP=:HIIRSVFC 
0fla=(PMlX-RM!NI/~ 

~~LDHi=IPHI~AA-~Hl~lNI/K 

F~~l'+l 

KK=K+l 

C RE~O SCdTTERING FICTQR CALCULATION INPUT 
c 

c 

Rfd0(5,200' S~I~,S~AX,~S,PSIMIN,PSI~dX,fi.P!l 

IIP:Tfi6,2•J01 SM!I\,S,..AX,NS,PSIMI~I,I>S!I'AX,NPSI 

IFINPSI.L[.OI 1\FSJ:l 
S~:~=SI·ll:\r"'tlOHR 
Sl/f.;.:=SMAX*E!OHR 

C l~Tf~DQLATION OF DEI\CaL El2CTRGN OE~SITV GPID 
c 

\ 

no 71 I:J,Ko< 
CC·I.JNT= 1-1 
Pt-<71JI=i'tiii'I'HClU~.T.,IJELPIIl 

S P ~Pi'! I l l = S tr; ( PH j ( I I I 
Cn~rw11ll=CC5fPHlllll 

1')('1 70 J:l,l'"' 
f.('U'I!T:.J-1 
Q.IJI=~~IN+COUNT•DELP 
X=~ +fcl§PHI ( II•~ I J) cut; IT A+SIII:PHi I l I~~! J l *'-'~'I TB 
v= P.-~ 1 N PH r 1 1 1 .. ~ 1 J 1 * l''< 1 T to •Cr ~~"•! ' 1 1 "R 1 J 1 •uN t r·~ 
Y=Y+!'I.O 
]f((.X.C.T.X"'\X).(~.O.LT,X"IJI;)) G~' TC ?-5 
!FIIY.L·I,Y-~·ax).C~.IY.LT.YM!I;)I (:IJ TO~~ 

II[" Y = ( ( • X'-! I ·fl. I I 0 (l X+ l o 0 
~lY~IY-YI'l~l/OllY+l.O. 

'lA ,\ =! 'll V-: 1 I •N X +NO X 
Nfi\=I·"Y•\X+I\OX 
IF!~.,.~ .t."E .•l I t-..t.f. =~'.'l 
IFI•·•~.G~.HXJI;Y) NAd~~6! 

NF ,\=I.\_~+ t 
1\!f\f\ = ~ ,•,f'. 1 
XA:X~!H~(N0X-ll*llllX 
VA=YI'INt(~~Y-li*CfLV 
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. .) 

c 
r: 
c 

(' 

0 0 

D~~( ~-XAIIllf-LX 

':lY = ! Y · Y ' II 0 f l f 

4 0 

l f: T.l "I [ (IJP .\1 l ~ l '5 lt 53 
53 ·~~~='~~LE(~dAI 

Gt) rn ~2 
51 rt•f:A =u, o 
52 lfiT~~L~!H~AII 54,~4,5b 

~b T~A~=Ttf'\(E(N~AI 
I";[' TG ~5 

54 Tkt~ =0.0 
55 IF ( T t. n t E ( N P 'll I 57, 57, 59 
59 Tt·A~=TiBLEI~BAl 

GO TO !' ~ 
57 n:a!'l =J.v 
58 !f(Tt~IF.PJ~bll ~O.t.0,62 

t2 T~IR=TtHLEINABI 
r;c TC f> l 

bO lNAt =0.0 

I 

6 I ~ f-'(1.; = T I' [I A • 0 X+ Tr< ~A* ( l • (J- 0 X I 
Rt'f"''~"t·'li~*DX+Tr-1~1'*! 1,0-0XI 
~Hn(!,JI~RHJA*DY+~HCA*!l.O-DYI 

G(1 TO .10 
35 RHC(!,JI=UoO 

<~F!T[(f-,11)51 X,\' 
70 ':('.Tf'IUC 
71 r:rw;r'll'E 

,I~.\ X =''I' 
lf(CCCT~t..LF.RMAXI G8 TO 72 
IF!lfL~G.EQ,21 GO TO 81 
WPITf(6;1071 R(~l ~ GC TO 8~ 

ill ~·~p~(t:;l0'11 R!MI 
82 III'ITF(6,lu81 

')(1 ~c; l=l,KK 

FIT TAIL TO ELECTR[~ CENS)TY VALUF.S 

J'=· ... ,~. l 

6 

SLOI'f- = ( RH;l ( I, H' J-FHC' (I, ~-ll II (? ( ·'t-1 I-F ( M• 1 I I 
IF (JI'L!G.FQ.21 ~,0 T') 83 
A= · I • ') "' S l 0 P E I ( 2 • 0 • '< t-CJ( ! , ·"~ l '"~ I M l ) 
.\d'HCI! ,,"'.I•EXP( e·~F ( "l*~ ( ·~1 I 
(,(' Tf' 3-'t 

8 ~ R = - I • 0"' S L '2.~ E / PH C f I , ,. I 
A= 11 f-4(1 l I , "I *~X P ( e" F ( I' I I 

84 WRTTc(t,:J.:-i P>jJIII.HhOI!,I-ll,$'-'11"',r.,B 
AO "IJI=~fJ-li•DflR 

IFfJ;(JI.GT.PEXTi>.ll C::! T'J R9 
RR=R I Jl 
JFIIFLAG~LL21 P=;:'(JI*R(Jl 
RHn!J,~I=ft•EXP(-l.O•F•PRI 

JsJ+I 
r-,o ro ev 

89 J,.,U=J-1 
7? ncLS=IS~QX SHI~I/~S 

OELP~I=(PST~AX-FSTMINIINPSJ 

~·NS=t;S•l 
~·1\ PSI= t; PSI+ I 
lFIPSIHAX.Ft.rSJ~I~I ~~P5l=~P51 

W~ITf(7,~yJI ~NS,~~PS! 
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00 '< 1 I= I , NNS 
CCU~T=I-1 
511 J~SIJ.II,+CCIJf\T<>OELS 

41 %CII=SCIIIBOHP 
·.;~ITrU,:01l <SSill.l•l,NNSI 
'l(' :, 7_ I = 1, m:P S I 
CCL"JT=I-1 

4~ rSiiii•PSlMIN+CCU~T~r~LPSI 
WI'IHI 1,3021 IPS!IIl.l•l,~NPSII 

CALCULATE SC4"'l£~1NC fi.CTO'l.S 

DC 40 ~:=1,"lNI'SI 

WP!rf(t>,201J PSIHI 
il" I TE I C. 2031 
"51 I~I=PSI lf\l*Plll'IOoO 
CrSPSI ~::OS IPS! I Nil 
SIHP~l•S!N(P$IIhl) 
!Jf' 50 L=l,NI~S 
no 20 l=l,Kr. 
9C 10 J=l,JI'.~X 

PPC0~4.C<>PI•~Ill*~IJI 
Tf I S l'.SP HI I I I .t T. •l. 0 l S I N;>H I I I I.:· S! :·JPH I I I) 
A~ r..•= n·;: CO•COS~'S I "(nSPH! I II 
APr.~=PRno~~(NP<.T~<T~PHrl;) 

r,~'-l :l!'SSfl.li.PI:fi,F..I,!'Y,PI;:$1 
;; I .II•P "'I) I I , .1 l ~<; I J J *HI J J * S 1'·1 PH I I I J *(OS I! CG! l •~J I ll 
VI J J ~" H<J(.l , J J *~.I J) "~I .J I *S I NPii I ( i I"'~ IN I .H:GA) ORJ ( l I 

30 (G .... Ti"'UE 
FLR~~llil•AVl~T(~,i/,JM~X,RHTN,P~XTRA) 

~liMt~III•AVINT(R,V,JMAX,RM!f\,REXT~A) 

~0 rc.'/'~IN\IE 
FR~tL=PIX2*AVI~T(PHI,ELREAL,~K,PH!M!N,PHII'4XI 

cy~ar.=Pixz•a~INTtPH:.ELIMAG,KK,P~!MI~.rHT~AXl 

!Fil .• E•~.ll F.\(TG~=F~Elll-· 
Fr~fl~F~Ftl/FACTC~ 

FJVA~=fl~AG/Ft(T0~ 

FL~5(Ll=SGJ.'.TIFRf~l*F".FA.l+FJ,I.IA(;oFII'.hGI 

PH~S~fli=ATA~2(~l~AC,FREAll 
50 W~TTE(b,202l !SILl,~AfAL,FI,!G,FAD~tLI,P~~SEILI 

~~I~E(6,Z041 FACTC~ 
~~[TF(7,i01l (FtRSIII,l=l,~NSI 
I~PJTq7,3Jll iPH~5f !ll,l=l,~;NSI 

.,o COJTiNUE 
CC T(l !.C 

100 f'rr<l'tT Ill r;, !OAt I 
: )1 FU:C"AT' !!HI 
1 (l 2 F C <;.I~ t ~ I 2 ( 2 X, I :.> I , 5 I 1 X , F 8 • 3 l , 1): , l 3, 5 11 X, F 8 • ~ I 1 l ll , l l, 1.<, l S, 1 X, I Z I 
1:13 FC'P'ItT( 7Fl0.6.J ;>) 

~05 FC;; ... :.-:-t<:2H u GcllfR/>TEO P'llNT X=,~.q.~,41i Y=,I'I1.4.23H LIFS OUTSIO 
l~ GG!O ROU~O~~YI . 

1('\0, Fr.c~o<t.r c~r 12 • .:.1 
10 7 Fr:F,...~T ( ~~Hl (,/.US5lll'l TAIL FIT TO ~L rc T~cN "JC~!.IT't' ;\f A Pf011)~ OF . 

Irtz.t.,AH !301'i? s l 
109 Ff'P~AT(5~tH ~l lllO Tf. ll FIT "0 £ t ~t: rP r r; Ot,Sl TV 1\T A P. 60! US ·JF • 

~~ 11- ,.,, (>li Kl)!iPSl 
106 F(FJ.',H ( //* PI-'! I<~C ~L :,pc A II 

l•li 
~lt!1 Ff'r"~T(2Fl0,6,;~.2Flvo6,151 
2" 1 r('I.IJ.j\T ( Sl~lP'il~, FlC', 61 
701. F(l~~£·(~12X,Fl0.611 
2(lj FC"P"'t.T Ill• ~ FRrAL F]~J\(, f'A"S PH 

t 
·! 
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r 

0 0 u 

lASf •I I 
?a; Fn~~~f12AH0NCRMftlllt>TICN FACTOP 
~00 F(f- "ir (.~151 
301 f"['OVH ( /FIQ.6) 
~n?. ro~ .... n < l'lF6.ll 

'?'1'1 r.n.TINUE 
F~:o 

FUN[T!0N AVINTIX,Y,N,XLC,XUPI 

6 8 

1.01, r1o. 61 

( ll:lJMf~IC.!.L INTFG;>AT ILN P<WG~fiM 
( 

r 

CJI"'UJSiliN XINI ,vii\ I 
SUM=O.O 
SYL=XLO 
J =~J 
1 r.~z 
O(' I I = 1, ~l 
IF I X IT 1-XLO I 1, l 7, 17 

I IP.=Ifl+;l 
17 00 2 I =1,1~ 

IFIXI.Ifl-X(Jll 2olB.l6 
l. J= J.-1 
lA J~J-1 

or: 3 .J~=IR,J 
X1=XIJM-ll 
X2=YIJM) 
X~=XIJM+1 I 
Tf R '11 =Y I Jl-4-1 l I I (X 1- X21 ~I X 1- X 3 l I 
T ':R "2 = ,. ( JM) /( ( X 2- ~: 1 I •I X 2- X~ ) ) 
TFRM3=Y(JM+l)/(IX3-Xl)~(X3-X2)) 

A=Tf~"1l+TF~'2+TEU~3 

8=-(X~+X31~TER~1-IXI+X3l*TFF"2-(Xl+X~l*TER"'3 

C=X2*X3*!EP,1+Xl*X3*TEPM2+Xl*X2~TEUM) 

IF(J"'-1Brt4,4,14 
4 U. =A 

ce=l3 
CC=C 
GC W 15 

14 C.l= .5*1 A+CA I 
CR=, 5"1 rl+CBI 
((=.5*((+(() 

15 SYU=XIJMI 
S~~=SUM+CA*ISYU••3-SYL••3l/3.+(8~.5*1SYU**2-SYL**2J+CC*ISYU-SYLI 
Ct>=~ 

c !:=~ 
cc =r 

3 SYL =SYU 
IVINT=SUM+CI*IXUP**J-SYLr•Jl/3.+CB*o5*1XUP**2-SYL**2)+CC*CXUP-5YLl 
RETUCN 
ENO 
SUBrOUT,NF EE~SFLIX,~ESJ,BFSY~NM~~~ 

r 1\ESSC:l ~UI;CTilJ:-o CF H,£ F!RSi K!~O 

c 
D I Mt= 11· S I CN T J ( 57~ I , [\I'~ J I ll , BE S Y I l l 
orA 'lJL~P.,Pl 1.5772156c490153l,.f'l66lc772367561/ 
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..---------LEGAL NOTICE------------. 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. 
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